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The Purpose of thi s study r.ras to survey the atti tudes of

se I ected mid-career ma I es teaching in a WinnÍpeg-area co I i egiate

toward four distinct models of formal supervision:1) supervision

according to prescríbed behaviors, 2) cl inical supervfsion.

3) differentiated supervision and 4) ref lective supervfslon.

The rationale for conducting the study u¡as premised on

pensuasive evidence that, unless mid-career teachers percelve

methods of supervision ãs appropriate and of value to them in

performance improvement, they are not I ikely to commit themselves

to im¡:'r'ovemÈllt of thei r teachÍng through those methods. Because

it also appears that mid-career males are incl ined to hold views

towar'd the effectiveness of various mode I s which may diffen from

their female counterparts and teacher's at other car'eeî stageg

atrd because an increasing number of maie l'lanitoba. teachers are

entering mid-career, this study t,Jas conducted to determine those

methods of super'v i s i on whi ch a se I ected popu l atÍ on of fourteen

mid-career teachers perceived'as beÍng appropriate and l¡aving

utility for the growing number of teachers in that career stage.

Based upon the dala gathered from the study, it was evident

that those interviewed perceived methods of supervÍsion which

caì i for teachers to practice behaviors identified by

superordinates as being of least value and those models which

al iow the teacher to chose methods for performance improvement as

havitrg the most potential for promotíng improvement of the

mid-career teacher't s per'f ormance.

i
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Rationale

Current ly, demands that pub I fc schoo I s across North America

demonstrate the improved performance of classroom teachers in

promoting student I earning has made forma I supervision of

teachers a common pra.ctlce tn most school dtvislons. However,

there ex I sts amongst researchers and between educators

considerable disagreement over which supervisory practices, lf

ellyr wf I I be successful in improving the performance of teachers.

The PurPose of this study was !o investigate the attitudes toward

selected supervlsory models held by mid-career males teaching

ful l-time at the secondary level ln a t,Jinntpeg-area publ ic

schoo I.

cr¡rrespondfng with a.n increase in the average age of

canadians from 2a.2 years in L977 to 31.5 in 1986, and a decres.se

in teacher mobi I ity (resul ting from fewer avai lable positions),

the averege age of teachers has increased dramatical ly ln the

last decade and a half. Accordfng to Statlstics Canada (1986),

the everage age of male Canadian teachers rose from 35 years in

1975 to 4L fn 1985. consistent with this national trend, the

Present mean age of male Manitoba teachers fs 40 wtth that figure

advancing one year approx imate I y every two years, in contrast

with a one-year advancement every five years in the prevlous

decade (llanf toba Teacher's Association, 1ge7).

Given evidence which suggests that mid-caîeer teachers

Ere more susceptible to riburnout,* disillusionment and to

declining commitment to their work (Krupp, 1gB7; Far.ber,

t

CHAPTER ONE
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1984) ' at a time when large numbers of Manitoba teachers are

enter ing that career stage, an increas ing I y important concern

becomes the motivation of mid-career teachers to continue to make

fmprovements in thefr teachlng.

consistently

A

improve

rev i ew

supervlsion or

discloses considerable disagreement over the exact meaning of

of the literature reveals that

i dent i f i ed meens emp I oyed by pub I i c

the term supervisÍon and over which supervisory methods are

the performance of teachers is the process of tormal

likely to

Conf I icts

evaluation.

tJhi le some authors lrriting on the subject víew

evaluation and supervision as two distinct processes, others

appeaÎ to use the terms synonymously. In makfng e distinction

between evaluatlon and supervision, Goens and Lange ( 1976)

descrlbe evaluation as a summative process in which a supervisor

makes a subjective value Judgement or appraisal about the rtght

or urrong ln a teachert s classroom behavior. Burke and Kray

(1985) would add that evaluation is a ndetermination of the u¡orth

or value of an lndivldual to the organizaLiontr (p.3). In

contrast, supervision refens, typical ly in the I lterature, to a

formal process of interaction between the teacher and others in

be

in

isWha t

most effective in

the Literature on

supervision?

However a literature review also

promoting performänce lmprovment.

Supervision of

the

schoo I s to

mos t

the schoo I orgânization for the purpose of examinlng teacher.

Fractlces to improve instructiona I performance (Go I dhammer,

1969; Cogan, 7973t Glatthorn, 1984).

Teache r s

2



Despite the dfsagreement within the I iterature over wl¡at

constitutes the purpose of supervision or the most effective

methods of carrying out the process of supervision, 1t ls

posslble to suggest and identlfy a number of elements of

suPerv i s i on and the superv i sory process that are cons i stent

acnoss most uses of the term and which provide the basis for the

way in which the term is used ln thls study.

Flrstlyr supervlsion is a formal ized process; teachers often

engage in meny activites r¡ith other people that may be directed

toward. or have the effect of, improving their teaching but not

al I of these constitute supervision. Supervision is also a

soclal process 1n that tt lnvolves teachers with other people.

This may be ã principal observing a teacher's class or two

col leagues explorlng particular teachlng methods but it

necessari Iy involves social interactions. Addttional ly,

supÉrv f s I on has ås f ts purpose the lmprovement of a teacher' s

performance (al though the distinction between summative and

formative purposes mentioned ear I ier is often made in the

I iterature, the emphasis is ordinari ly placed on the latter, and

for supervision of teachers at mid-career this Ís even moîe

likely to be so). Finally, whether stated explicitly or not,

supervfslon lnvolves a poh,er relatlonshlp ln that there is a

suPerordinate responsible for structuring the interactions during

supervlsfon and for moni toríng and assessing the outcomes. This

is just as true for the superordinate actively attempting to

tnitiate a process through whÍch teachers design their own

improvement plans as it is for the superordlnate prescriblng

speclfic behaviors for teachers.

3



Me thod s

it becomes evident thatr currently, several distinct methods of

of Supervision

I n reviewing the I t terature on the supervi s ion of teachers,

supervlslon are advocated more consistently than others.

approaches to supervision which have considerable support from

opposing proponents äre 1 ) supervision according to prescnibed

behaviors, 2) cl inical supervision, 3) differentlated supervision

and 4) ref lective supervislon. I t is the attitudes of mld-career

teachers toward each of these app¡oaches that provides the major

focus of thts study and each approach is summarized brief ly in

the discussion which fol Iows.

Many of those addressing the matter of supervisory practices

ergue that a teachert s effectiveness. can, in essence, be

unlversal ly assessed on the basls of observable, measurable

behaviors fdentified from prior research and that evaluatlon

shoul d be a process of identt fying the extent to which these

behaviors are practiced as wel I as the cooperative formulation of

an improvement plan to promote on el iminate specif ic behaviors

(Russel I and Hunter, 198O; Pf eif f er and Dunlap, 1-gA2; Blome.

1985; C. Hunter, 1987 ) .

Cl inical supervision.

Supervision according to prescribed

Fou r

t^Jhi le e superordlnate-subordlnate relationship also exists

in cl inical supervision, there is a means through which teachers

måy provlde lnput into the supervlsory process. unl ike

supervision according to prescnibed behaviors, c I inical

supervision cal I s for a pre-observation conference between the

behaviors.

4



teacher and supervfsor durfng which teachers åre afforded the

oPPortunity to provide the supervisor with background information
on the lesson to be observed and to identlfy teaching behavlors

to which they wÍsh the supervisor to react. Dur.lng thts
conference the supervlsor wÍ I I al so fndfcate the behaviors he or

she has targetted for assessment. Subsequent to the supervisor's
observatlon of the teacher in the classroom, the two confer again

to discuss the supervisor's observations and to deslgn a, plan for-

ame I forating any agreed upon def lciencies in the teacher's
performance. After a pre-determined interval has elapsed, the

supervisor wi I I once again observe the teacher to assess the

teacher's Progress in performånce improvement (Goldhammer, 1g6gl

Cogan, 1973).

A recent I iterature purports that to motivate teachers

to improve their performances, immprovement strategles must be

formulated in relation to the varying ages and needs of teachers.

tJhen these factors are not taken into consideratlon, supervlsion,

they argue, becomes an unrel iable a.nd unproductive undertaking.

0n the basis of his ovJn research and en abundance of studles

Di f ferent iat ing suÞervLsron

on androgogyr

describes the differing traits which tend to characterlze young

(18-30) 
' mÍddle-aged (30-65) and older adults (65+) and stresses

that in training or teaching adul ts, lnstructors must make

adJustments according to the needs of individuals which wil I vary

with age. A clear implication of Knowles' work is that the uäy

in u¡hich teachers are evaluated or supervised should be

dependent, in part, upon their ages and career stages.

5
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Farber ( 1984) refers to severa I studies whích indicate that

mfd-career teachers are most vulnerable to lfburnoutt'

characterized by disi I lusionment, lack of sympathy for students,

I fttle enthusiasm for their work, decreased dedication, poor

planning and an essortment of emotional and physical symptoms

(p.326). Since 64 per cent of the teachers surveyed in a study by

Farber felt that they rarely or never recelved support from their

suPervisors, the author argues that, rather than accelerating

teacher burnout through sunmative evaluation, supervisors should

str I ve to treat and prevÊnt burnout, part i cu I ar I y in mi d-career

teachers, through a variety of methods (detai led in Chapter Two).

In essence, this I iterature argues that to provide mid-

career teachers with opportunities to improve their performance.

supervisors must vary their methods of supervision according to

the ager experience and special needs of teachers. Glatthorn and

Hol ler (1987) contend that traditional supervision models, based

in theories of scientific management or evaluation by obJectlves,

do not al low for the differences between inexperienced and mid-

career teachers. Sergiovanni ( 1985) maintains that supervlsion

of teachers ls an uncertain, complex activity, that a single

concept of good teaching is impossible and that effective

supervlslon lnvolves selection of the model which wil I be of the

most benefit to the teacher in making sense of what they do as

teachers.

Ref I ective supervision.

A sÍmi lar

theor i es deve

I iterature currently submits that, rather than

I oped out of research, teachers re I y more uFon

6



personal experience and knowledge, or r.¡hat Sergiovanni (1985)

terms ninformed intuition,' and that through ref lecting upún

their actions and practices, they may improve their performance

ln the classroom (Schon, 1gB2; Sergfovannf. 1985; Shulman, 1g86;

Smyth, 1986; Go I dsberry, 1986; Russe I l, 1987).

A fundamental tenet of ref lective supervision is that

teachers vary in the extent of their personal and professional

development and should, wlth the assistance of a supervisor,

examine their current practices, Lnalyze what is or is not

effectfver then måp out and test al ternative strategÍes that wi I I

lead to both personal and professional growth (Schon, 1982;

Sergiovanni, 1985).

While there are

another, each ãpproach

Justff fes considering

suPervlsron.

Necess i ty for Further Research

Slnce the teacher's perception of

and strategies for improvement are

appropriate ls, according to the I iterature, a critical factor in

determining the extent to which the teacher wil I actual Iy attempt

to change his practices in response to supervision, it is

important to identify those models, st¡ategies and variables in

the school envfronment which teachers feel hold the most promise

to help to improve their performances ( Darl ing-Hammond, tJise and

Pease, 1983; Kauchek, Peterson and Driscol l, 1g8S; Duncan, 1gB4;

Coniey, 1S87). Currently, however, I ittle attenlion appears to

have been given to this endeavor.

7

e I ements of each mode I whi ch over I ap one

does have unique characterfstics that

them as distinct and discrete methods of
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A revÍerv of the I iterature identifÍed one American study

(Kauchek, et al., 1985) which reported on the differing

attltudes of sixty Utah teachers toward evaluation practices.

However, no informatíon lJas retr leved concerning the perceptions

of teachers in Manitoba schools. Given thts vold in the

I iteratu¡e, further study of teacherst perceptions of the

varfables whfch affect fmprovement 1n their perfonmance was

clearly warranted.

Additional ly, sínce there ls evidence that

teachers of different ages may be motivated by differing

supervisory methods and vaniables in the school environment, it

seemed of particula,r value to identify motivators for performence

fmprovement eccordfng to age groups. More specif ical ly, because

mid-career teachers appear to be more susceptible to burnout or

becoming demotivated to improve despite their (general iy) wel l-

developed ski I ls and knowledge, because they constitute the

largest age group amongst teachers, and because, as Krupp (1987)

has pointed out, there exists a paucity of research on career

stage and professional development desires, it was evident that

investigation into what mid-career teachers perceive as methods

of supervision which wi I I lead to performa.nce improvement was

needed. This study, then, examines teacher perceptÍons of the

legitimacy and uti I ity of selected models of teacher supervision.

Al though a worthy undertaking, the purpose of this study was

not to investlgate the differences in perceptions tov¡ard

supe¡vision between male and female teachers; therefore, it wâs

necessary to to focus on the views held by one gender. Levinson

a



( 197S) al so found ít necessä.ry to I imit hts Ínvestigation to one

gender because t... the differences between u'omen and men are

sufficlently great so that they would have become a maJor focus

of analysis" (p.9).

Prob I em Statement

The purpose of this study was to survey the attitudes of

selected mid-cereer males, teaching ful l-time at the secondary

I eve I ln a WinnÍpeg-aree co I I egiate toward four distinct mode I s

of supenvision identtfied from the I iterature: 1 ) supervlslon

according to prescribed behavíors, 2) cl inical supervision, 3)

differentiated supervision and 4) ref Iective supervision.

The purpose of the study was not to evaluate existing

supervisory practices, but rather to attempt to understand what

mfd-career teachers perceived as being the means through r.¡hich

supervision becomes a process more successful fon improving

teacher performance and why they believe that means to be most

effective.

Speclfical iy, the study was an investigation of:

1) teacher perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses
in each of the four models as approaches to improve
the performances of mid-career teachers,

2) factor s wh i ch shou I d be cons i dered dur i ng any
superv i sory process, and

3) the re I ationship between the supervi sor and teacher
which would be of the greatest value in making supervislon
productive in improvlng teacher performance.

In order to col lect the data necessary to respond to these

questions, fourteen mid-career teachers currently teaching in a

Winnipeg ar'ea col legiate were interviewed âccording to the

lntervlew schedule in Appendíx A. An initial draft of the

I



interview schedule was prepared by the researcher and field

tested through interviews with three mid-career male teachers

instructlng in contexts other than the study schooi. Subsequent

to piloting the schedule, modifications t,Jere made on the basis of

suggestÍons by the th¡ee teachers and acconding to observations

by the researcher.

Wí th the cooperation of the study schoo I 's

the researcher met with sixteen of the seventeen mid-career maies

teaching in the Col legiate for approximately one hour on November

24, Ig87 to discuss the purpose of the study and to assure

prospect Í ve par t i ci pants that they wou I d be guarenteed

confidential ity if they agreed to take part in the study. üi

thr:se sixteen teachers. fourteen agreed to be intervÍewed. The

interviews with the teachers were conducted between the dates of

Nr:vember 25, 1987 and tlecember 3r 1987 and the Co I I egiate's

principai was interviewed on December L4 of that same year. Tl-re

data produced thr'ough these interviews is discussed in Chapters

Fi ve, S i x and Seven of

Definitions

Míd-Career Teachers: In this study, the term mid-career teachers

is used to refer to teachers between the ages of 35 and 45' wtth

fourteen to twenty-one years of teaching experience in a pubiic

schocrì setting (Levinson, 197|9; Farber, 1984).

supervision¡ For the purposes of this study. supervision of

teachers wi I I be defined as a formal process through whfch the

teacher interacts with others r,¿ithin the school organization for

the purpose of i.dentifying and ad.justing those fã.ctúr's r+hieir u¡tll

enable him to make improvements in his teaching. 1n this

1U

administration.

this thesis.



s tudy a concern r,¡ i th superv i s i on i s

summative process to determine the

teachert s classroom performance, it is

determining the individual's worth to

an eva I uat

retained or

Limitatlons

The fol lowing Parameters restrict the general izabi I ity of

the data co I I ected dur ing thi s study:

1. The PurPose of the study was to examine the perceptlons held

by mid-career teachers in a t^Jinnipeg co I I egiate toward f our

aFproaches to supervision of teachers. In that the study uras

confined to this population, the data col lected and the

conclusions based upon that data are not Íntended to be construed

as automatical ly general izable to other popuiations or contexts.

2, Because the study uras an investigatlon lnto the oplnions and

beliefs of those intervÍewed, the data collected and the

coTlclusions are perception-bound and are not presented as facts

of an empirlcal or quantitative nature.

3.0ut of necessity, the scenarios described to those interviewed

were only brief summaries of lhe baslc elements of diverse

methods for supervisíon. Therefore, the responses given by

teachers were, ãt times, reactions to the described scenarios; at

other times, teachers had undergone supe¡vision as described in

the scenarios and they reacted to their experience as welì as to

the scenario.

ive process to determine which

te rm i nated.

of the Study

not a concern wi th a

ttright or wrongr in ã

not

the

meant to be a means of

organization nor is it

teachers should be

11



Sieniflcance

As more

incneasingly

through whfch they may avoid stagnation and continue to improve

of the Study

Mani toba teachers enter mid-career, i t becomes

their teaching performances. One means through whlch this may be

accompl ished is formative supervisfon.

Persuasive evidence that unless mid-career teachers percelve that

important that there exists a formal mechanism

supervfsÍon

improvement,

improvement of their teaching through that method of supervision.

fnsights, based

ís appropriate and valuable for them in performance

The

suPervision which a selected population of mid-career teache¡s

they are not I i ke I y to commi t themEe I ves to

perceive as having I egitimacy and uti I ity for the growing number

significance of

of teachers in that career stage.

this study are reflective of the opinions of teachers other than

upon data,

Although it will not be aîgued that the findings generated by

those interviewed, it is expected that the conclusions formulated

HowÉver, there exists

may lead to a better understanding of how to make supervision of

mld-career teachers a more

this study is that

performance improvement.

regard i ng those

this prel iminary investigation may serve as an inducement and a

guide for further exploration of the ways in which supervision

can be made more effectlve for improving the performances of

teachers at all career stages.

approaches to

it offers

productive process in affecting

It is also hoped that the results of
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I ntroduct i on

Concern about the qual i ty of education in North American

pub I ic schoo I s has resul ted in schoo I s having to demonstrate that

they are Judicious ly investing revenues to provide students wi th

optimal and benef lcial educatlonal opportunltles (Pfeiffer and

Dunlap, 1982). As the schools intensify efforts to empirical ly

demonstrate accountabi I ity and to improve the lnstructlonal
performãnce of teachers, increased attention is being given by

the schools and in the literature to the evaluation and

supervision of teachers for the purpose of improving perr'ormance

(Dan I ing-Hammond, Wise and Pease, 1983).

Historical Overview of the Literature

REV I EI.J OF THE L I TERATURE

CHAPTER TI^JO

Advocating teacher supervisÍon as a primary means through which

to improve the quality of instruction is not an approach unique to

the 198Os. In 1876 Edison emphasized the necessity for

suPerintendents to be highly ski I led 1n teachlng teachers to do

better work. tJrfting in 1887, Parker defined supervision of

teachers as inspection conducted to improve teachergt

performances. As performance improvement through supervislon is

not a uniquely modern phenomenon, neither is the strong impact of

publ ic demand for greater efficiency in the schools. In response

to such demands in the second decade of thi s century, the

I I terature on eva I uat lon stressed the need to estab I i sh standard

specif ications for teachen performance and to formulate rating

scales to determine â teachert s succesE in meeting prescrfbed
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standards (Bobbit, 1S13).

Although, as wi I I subsequently be detaÍ Iedr c€rtain

contemporary models of scientific management emphasize the

assessment of teaching performance on the bas is of discrete,

measurab I e teacher behav i or s,

rrrere advocating the evaluation of teachers according to

observable behaviors (Bol in, 1987). An al ternative approach to

teacher supervlslon wâs concurrently beÍng developed by Burton

(1922) who, years before Likert (1961), Serglovannt (1g7g),

Glatthorn (1S84) and Campbell, Cordis, l,lcbeath and Young (1987),

argued that individual differences in teachers necessitated that

to improve instructional performance, supervision must be a

cooperative, inspiring and enouraging venture índlvfdual ized to

the human deve I opment I eve I s of each teacher.

as early as the 192Os theorists

t'lhi Ie sel f -supervisory strategies to improve teaching may be

thought of as contemporary models advocated by autho¡s such as

Schon (1982) and Sengiovanni (1985), in 1925 Breuckner described

self-evaluatfon by teachers as a supervisory activíty that would

produce ob j ect i ve data to be ana I yzed by the teacher and

princfpal in order to correct defíciencies and improve classroom

performance. Likewise, predating current thinking whlch questlons

the value of obJectfve evaluation models constructed on the basis

of research theory (Sergiovanni, 1985; Russel l, 1987) Lrere the

arguments of Scott and Slmpson ( 1930) that effectlve supervfslon

required supervisors to subjectively participate with teachers in

an íntel lectual, humane and creative effort to promote the

professional growth of teachers.

As may be evident from the discussion to this point, authors

1.4



writÍng on evaluatlon and supervision in the first hal f of thts

century held views as divergent as their counterparts wrlting ln

the 198Os. That theorists had difficulty in simply defÍning

supervision is :.ef Iected in this remark by lrloody (1934):

rSupervÍsion is I ike electricity; r.re don't know what it is but

lre've got it. . .",p.396). The f ol Iowing contrast is typical of the

diverse perspectfves on supervisíon: whi le Ransberger (1946) was

describing supervision es e process dlrected by an educational

leader possessed of virtues such as "love of chi ldren, bel ief in

people.. vision and the abi l ity to be a frlend" (pF.1g-2O),

tJilhelms (1946) was more succinctly explalning that good

supervision was a means of providing teachers with an opportunity

to participate in pol icy-making and to learn what they need and

want to learn (a position remarkably sÍmilar to approaches later

advocated by Go I dhammer, 1969; Cogan, 1973; G 1 atthorn, 1984 and

Krupp, 1987 ) .

IndlvÍdual ized Supervision

At the onset of the second half of this centuryr rÉseerchers

investigating methods whicl'r supervisors ln the busirìess sector

could employ to motivate employees discovered that intangibles

such as self-esteem and autonomy significantly inf Iuenced the

performance of workers and that the extent of this inf luence

appeared to vary according to factors such as age and gender

(Herzberg, 1957). Likert (1961) formed the fol lowing conclusions

on the basis of his analysis of numerous research studies:

--employees bring dfffering values, perceptlons, and levels
of maturity to their work

--younger employees often desire and require closer supe¡-
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vfslon whi le experienced workers perform better when they
are given more complex, varied tasks (p.16) and the
freedom to choose an epproach to task completion

--employees have a need for recognition, self-esteem, â
sense that theír work is meaningful and an opportunÍty
to participate (to varying degrees) in orgãnlzatlonal
decision-makiiig

--given the vanlances between employees, supervisors
intending to improve the performance of employees must
endeavor to motivate them by selecting strategfes most
appropriate for their needs and developmental Ievels

Undoubtedly influenced by the work of Herzberg and Likert,

and working on the premise that "qual tty education and effectlve

schoo I s depend t arge I y upon the presence of competent

administrators, supervisors and teachers who are. . . motivated to

worl-:1r (Sergiovanni, 1979r p.151), Trusty and SergÍovanni (1966)

conducted a study concerned specifical ty with the motivation of

teachers. On the bas i s of the i r research the authors conc I uded

that teachers were not motivated to improve their performances by

extrlnsic variables such as salary or fringe benefits but by the

extent to which thei r needs for se I f-esteem, autonomy and se I f-

a.ctual izatlon were met; further, as their predecessors had

determined, Trusty and Sergiovanni discovered that the intensity

of these needs varied according to age and gender.

In effect' there emerged a I iterature which argued thát, 1n

contrast to scientific management which prescribed the evaluation

of teachers according to uni form, pre-determined standards of

performance, effectfve supervision was based on the recognition

that teachers brought different values, abi I ities, strengths and

def icíencfes to their work and that to improve their

performancesr super'vision should be tai lored to the indivldual.

In response to the work of Lewín (1951), Likert (1961), Argyris
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( 1964) and others lnvest

the pr i vate sector,

consistent I y acknobrl edge

invo I ved in the schoo I '

their performence.

These concepts ere clear ly embodied in the cl inical

suPervision nodels described by Goldhammer (1S6S) and Cogan

(1S73). BasÍcal ly, cl inical supervision occurs across three

phases: 1 ) A pre*observation conference between the supervisor

and teacher dur Íng whfch the teacher may target c I assroom

behaviors they want analyzed, discuss the lesson to be taught and

provfde the supervisor wi th pertinent background information i 2)

observation of the teacherr s classroom performance during which

the supervisor records al I that he/she sees and not only what

he/she thinks (a I though methods of recording may inc I ude

fgating lmproved employee performance in

educat i ona I theor i sts a I so began to

that the extent to whích teachers arÊ

s decision-making ptocess may inf luence

videotapÍng,

record i ng,

accounts ) ;

observation

and forthri

modified or

to des i gn

systems of coding, diagramming, graphing or tape-

Goldhammer, (1969) explicitly recommends handwritten

3) a post-observation conference (as soon after

as possible) dur'ing which the supervisor objectively

ghtly identifles behavÍor patterns which must be

el iminated and works with the teacher as a col league

obse¡vation to assess

have been ame I iorated.

Supervision According

a performance- improvement p I an, and 4) a fo I I ow-up

As prev i ous I y noted ear I y

supervisors and teachers -'i oin

the extent to which targetted def iclencies

to Prescribed Behaviors

superv i sory mode I s advocat i ng that

in a concerted ef fort to improve

t7



classroom performance (Edison, 1876) were rendered inappropriate

when pub I ic demands to improve education resul ted in the

evaluatfon of teachers according to standardized speciffcation of

teaching behaviors (Bobbit, 1973). SimÍ larly, although cl lnlcal

supervision ln varying forms is stÍ i I commmonly practiced

(Gìatthorn' 1984), recent publ ic concern over the qual ity of

publ ic education has been, in part, responsible for the

development and Popularity of scientific management models which

requlre that al I teachers be assessed on the basls of speclfic

behaviors pre-formulated without teacher input (Darl lng-Hammond,

et al., 1s83). such a model, advocates contend, not only promotes

the improvement of teacher performance, but provfdes the schools

with a mea.ns to assure the public that al I teachers are working

at optimal levels.

Typlcal of the more scientif lc approach to supervlsion is

the mode I deve I oped by Made I ine Hunter (Russe I I and Hunter, 198O)

who dismissed the pre-observation conference as unnecessary,

maintained that supervis íon/ evaluation be used as a summative

means to decide on contract renewals, and argued that there were

nine speci f ic components to teaching which had a cause-effect

f mpact orl student Iearning (Garman, Gl ickman, Hunter and

Haggerson, 1987 ) . Accord ing to the Hunter mode I , superv i sorg

evaluating teachers would assess the extent to which teachers

performed the fo I I owing:

1. Setting a general objective and assessing the pupi ls'
present relationship to it

2. Se I ecting a speci f ic dai I y I esson obJective

3. Prepar ing the students for the I esson
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4.

J.

6.
be

7.

8.

Õ

ski

In

( 1973 )

C I ar i fying the I esson obj ect i ve

Providing I earning opportuni ties

Providing verbaì and visuai examples of what 1s to
I earned

Assessing student attainment of the obJective

Guiding the students in practicing what is Iearned

A I I owing independent practice of the I earned
I I (G I atthorn, 1984)

preserving a vestige of the Goldhammer (1969) and Cogan

model s, Hunter additional ly prescribes a post-observatfon

conference dur ing which the teacher and superv i sor meet to

formulate a performance-improvement plan

assuming a tfcoaching rolert (Garman, et al.,

I n varying descn i pt i ons a number of

recommend eval uating teachers eccording to

objectives. One model (Mannat, Palmer and Hidleburgh. 1E176)

prescr i bes ãn eva I uat í on procedure s imi I ar to that advocated by

Goldhammer (1969) but drastical ly dissimi lar in its strong

emphasis upon the formulation of criteria by which to measure

teacher performance and upon estab i i shing standards for

acceptable performance. Another system of evaluation by

objectlves is a multi-dimensional model which lncìudes evaluatlon

of pupi I learnÍng outcomes through criterion-referenced measures,

interPretat i on of teacher behav i ors and assessment of teacher

personal ity and characteristf cs (Þ,tarks, 1976). spivey ( 1976)

recommends eva I uat ing teachers accord ing to predetermfned

obJectives but argues that it is the teachers themselves who

should identify those objectíves upon which they r+i I I be

evaluated. such a procedure, contends the author, ensures a
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hlgher degree of teacher commÍtment to goal attainment.

carol Hunter (1987) also suggests that teachers should, Ín

consul tation wtth supervisors, formulate personai objectives that

wi I I be evaluated but these ob jectives must be clear ly cclnslstent

with the goals of the school and the district. Typical ly, the

objectives would re late to these areas:

--creating a safe and order ly environment

--providing students with an opportunity to Iearn

--having a clear sense of district and school goals

--having high expectations for students

--obtainlng feedback on student academÍc progress

--involving parents in the mission of the school

--planning ef fective ly

--demonstrating personal characteristics designated
as important for enhancing student growth (p.4)

The Colorado Model (Blome, 1985) identifies eight eiements

of direct instruction which purportedly wi I I promote higher

student achievement on standardized tests:

1. P I anni ng and or gani zat i on

2. Instructional techniques

3. Inspiring and rer^Jarding students

4. Relationships with students

5. Re lationships wi th schoo I staff

6. Community relationships

7. Professional growth and responsibi

8. Promoting affective deve i opment of

Yet another approach to evaluation by

evaluator to use a Likert scaie to rate

20
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behaviors: 1) Maintenance of student interest; 2) Teacher warmth

and understanding; 3) Clarity ln presenting concepts; 4) Teacher

enthusiasm and 5) Methodology of instruction (Pfeiffer and Dunlop.

1982 ) .

Points of Disagreement

Over the last century, then, there has been no dearth of

information or advice on procedures for evatuating or supervising

teachers; what is lacking is a consensus on what approach to

supervision wi I I enable and motivate teachers to attain academic

and behavioral classroom objectlves. In remarking upon this lack

of agreement, Bo i in ( 1987 ) makes thi s observat i on about the

history of teacher supervision:'We can safely sây that the field

of supervision sti I I bears battle marks from the coal ltlons and

compromlses--the most significant scar r.ras a loss of identity as

in the Lfterature

a field" (p.378).

Assessing teaching

A source of cons Í derab I e di sagreement has been, and

continues to be, whether effective teaching can be associated

with a particular set of teacher traits or characteristics.

Based upon the fo¡egoing discussion it is evident that maì-ìy of

those addressing the topic are of the opinion that teacher

effectiveness can be assesssed on the basis of observable

behaviors (Russe I I and Hunter, 198O; Pfeiffer and Dunlap,

beha.viors.

1942, Blome,1985; C. Hunterr lgST)

persuaslve f fndings which suggest that

predictab I e I ink between teacher behaviors

Dar I lng-Hammond, et al. ( 1983) refer to an

Doyle (1983),

there is no clear,

and student I earnlng.

extensive study (Busho

2T
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1S79) which concluded that t'... I inking precf se and specif ic

teacher behavior to precise and specific learning of pupi ls is

not posslble at thts time" (p.293), and Sengiovanni (1987) argues

that teachers make decisions on the basls of informed Íntuition.

not according to theoretical ly pnescribed behaviors.

There are al so strong indications that effective teaching

behaviors vary for students according to their socio-economic

background ancl mental -psychological characteristics (Brophy and

Evertson r 1976) and that the most effectfve teachens väry their

behaviors according to different teaching contexts (Phelps, 1976;

Shavelson and Dempsey-Atwood 1S76). Translated into practice,

these f indings suggest that, whi I e a teacher being observed may

not be exhíbiting the behavÍors targetted by the evaluator, the

behaviors may be the most appropriate for those students and the

teacher may display the desired behaviors with another group or

in a different context. In effect, the evaluation would not be a

rel iable measurement of the teache¡'s effectiveness.

Further confounding the process of teacher evaluation is the

probabi I ity that student achievement is inf iuenced by variables

beyond the teacher's control including student aptitude, student

background and experience, size of the school and

characteristics of the school program (Joyce and Llei I , t972¡

Cangelosi, 1984). Thus an evaluator assessing teacher

effectiveness on the basis of grades or student achievement or-l

standardized test scores (as suggested by Herman, 1976) may be

endeavoring to measure a product for which the teacher is

responsible to immeasurable degrees.

Ther'e gIgo exIstg Èrluslder'eh'ie
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aspects of teacher evaluation.

Mode I (Duncan, 1984) states unequívocal ly that

master certain predetermined behaviors, other models cal I for

teachers to particlpate in the identif lcation of behavfors to be

assessed (C. Hunter, 1987; Cogan 1973; Goldhammer, 1969).

Although Gage (1978) strongly advocates that the measurement of

professional

participation

supp I ementary eva I uat i on data,

evaluators should focus

since the consideration of outside activities di lutes ettention

For instance,

comm i tment

to the lmprovement of

in

Key Actors in the

extra-c I assroom

Another source of d i sagneement in the I i terature on

suPervision is the matter of which actors should evaluate

teachers. Whi le some writing on the issue maintain that both

secondary and e I ementary students can provide teachers witl.¡

useful feedback through formal evaluatfon (Nottingham, 1gB5;

Barsalou, Killinger and Thompson 1,g74), other researchers have

concluded that teachers view student evaluations as least

reì iable because students do not appreclate the complexÍtles of

teaching' they cannot differentiate between ngoodr and ñpopularrr

teachers and their ratings of teachers correspond with the grade

they expect to get (Kauchak et al., lgBS; Ovard, 1g7S; Wise,

1973 ) .

Evaluation

while the ûregon

teachers must

as ev f denced

only on classroom teaching behaviors

Process of Supervision

students.

instruction (Nottingham, 1985)

þ¿

other theor i sts argue

activities be

through teache r

used a5

that
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Al though teachers may general ly prefer to be evaluated by

principals rather than by superintendents, peers, pupi ls or sel f-

evaluation (Eastridge, 1976), numerous studies have yielded

ffndings which suggest that this preference may be more a matter

of teachers se I ecting that actor whom they f ind to be I east

unrel lable, least threatening or least capricious. In e study by

Kauchak' et al. , ( 1985) teachers described principal evaluations

as perfunctory, deslgned to mafntain the status quo rather than

Supervision þ¡1 principal s.

to improve instruction and as having I itt I e impact on teacher

performance. The majority of the teachers surveyed al so viewed

principals as lacking the competence and the time to perform

meaningfui evaluations. In e comprehensive study by the Rand

Corporation (Darl ing-Hammond, et al., 1983), the vast maJority of

the teachers Ínterviewed felt that principals lacked

sufficient resolve and competence to evaluate accurately.

The resul ts of yet another study (Bul lock and Davis, 1985)

generate serious doubts about the obJectivity of prlncipal

evaluation and the rel iabi I ity of teacher natings by principals.

0n the basis of several measurements, the researchers concluded

that tr... in rating teacher perf ormancer principals r.rere

significantly inf luenced by attraction factors and tended to rate

hi gher those teachers wi th whom they share I i festy I es and

behavior attrÍbutes" (p.8).

Frederich ( 1984) maintains that department heads rather than

principals should perform evaluations since principals do not

possess the expertise in al I dÍscipl ines to provide teachers with

subject-oriented advice and Goldhhammer (1969) states bluntly
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that principals generaìly

necessary for performing teacher evaluation or supervision.

Another diff icul ty in teacher evaluation by principal s has

been identif ied throupih studies whfch suggest that teachers and

principals often disagree over what behaviors should be

evaluated and the effectiveness of evaluation by principals. A

study of A I berta teachers and administrators pnoduced strong

evidence that administrators put greater emph¿sis on the

importance of co I I ect ing data about a teacher' s performance

(Duncan, 1984). tJhiIe the teachers fn another study reported

that they did not know the criteria principats used to evaluate

them' that they u/ere rare I y observed and recei ved I i tt t e

feedback--their principals reported the opposite as being true

(Natriello and Dornbusch, 1977).

I ack the tralning and

Evaluation of teachers through observation and artifact

analysis by peers has been described as a "low-costff method which

al lows teachers the benefit of working with an evaluator who is a

special ist Ín the teacher's subject area and one which has

considerable potential for improving teacher pelformance

(Pfieft'er and Dunlap, 1gB2). Again, however, there is no

consensus that this method of evaluation ls gener.al ly pr-ef eral¡le.

In a study by Kauchek, et al. (1985), some teache¡s favored peer

evaluation or supervision whi le others bel ieved that it would

cause tension between staff members and would generate unhealthy

prof essional competi tion.

Supervision with

know I edge

co I i eagues.
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Whi Ie there exists a I iterature which argues for evaluating
teachers åccordfng to student achievement on test scores (eg.

Glatthorn, 1984; Herman, 1976), the fol lowing disadvantages

apPear to outweigh the advantages of evaluatfon through student

ach i evement :

Eva I uating teachers

--there is evidence of strong and
by teachers to evaluation through
(Kauchek, et â1., 1985)

according to student

--the rel iabi I ity
effectiveness is
different results
et ã1., 1983)

--the val idity of
(Cangelosi, 1984)

--there is
towards the

Individual iation

achievement.

of test scores as a method of teacher
I ow ( i . e. , the same teacher produces
in different settings--Dar I ing-Hammond,

lite¡ature reveals that there is considerabìe disagreement over

nearly every aspect of teacher evaluation and supervision;

further, this discord is not I imited to dissension between

theor i sts but ex i sts a I so between teachers. A recent

I iterature, which may in part account for the dlsagreement

amongst teachers, argues emphatical Iy that--as Burton (Lgzz),

Herzberg (1957), Likent(1961) Trusty and Sergiovanni (1969) had

eoncluded decades ear I ier--to motívate teachers (employees) to

improve their performance, improvement strategies must be

formulated in relation to the varyíng ages, developmental levels

and needs of teachers. tJhen these factons ane not taken into

consideratlon, supervision becomes a tihit and miss" proposition

As I have endeavored to estab I ish,

â concern that instructors would teach on
tests (Kauchek, et ã1., 1985)

of the Supervisory Process

the tests themse I ves

uniform opposition
student achievement

is questionabie

a revÍew of

ly

Lhe re I ated
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that nisses much more often than it hits.

After conducting case studies of forty male adul ts workíng

in various occupations, Levinson (197S) concluded that ther.e

utere f our distinct cycles in a man's I if e with the mld- I if e

period spanning the ages of 35-45. Levinson describes îtlife in

the midd l e years" as 'r. . . a process of gradua l or rapfd

stagnation, of al ienation from the wor ld and from the self.

Severe decline and constriction are common enough so that they

are often seen as part of middle age* (p.26). Accordlng to the

author' mid-life is a period when men began to question what they

actually get from and give to their work. It is also a time when

they come to the ttdepressing real izationtr that previous successes

in their work are not as monumental as they had once thought and

that future successes are not likeiy to bring the happiness for

which they would have wished. Levinson's conclusion is that,

while 'rmost occupations ane def ined and understood from the

Perspective of early adulthood" (p.329), too Iittle attention

has been gíven to the fact that rrthe nature of a man's work

changes apPreciably in middle adulthood" (p.329) and more must be

done to provide mid-career males wÍth opportunity "for greater

learning and rejuvenation within the same occupation. . .' (p.329).

In a seminal work on adult education, Knowles (198O) detai Is

the diffening developmental characteristics between young ( 18-30)

mfddle-aged (30-65) and older adults and stresses that in

training or teaching adults, instructors must make adjustments

accordfng to the needs of individuals which vary with age. A

clear impl ication of Knowies' work is that the way in whlch

teachers are evaiuated or supervised should be dependent, in
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paît, upon their age.

Krupp (1987) persuesÍvely contends that dífferences in mid-

career teachers and novices make differentiated supervision

essential to motivate teachers to improve their performance.

According to Krupp, mid-career teachers have often âccomplished

the goals they had established for themselves when they entered

the profess ion. However, because goa I -attainment i s rare I y ås

ful fi I I tng as expected, teachers become disi I lusioned and it is

the responsibi I ity of the supervisor to present them wtth

opportunfties for personai growth through neuJ chal lenges sueh a

advising younger teachers, incorporating outside lnterests into

their work, invol ving mid-career teachers in creative committee

work and al lowing them to develop their own professional-

development plans.

tiJriting on the subject of teacher trburnout"in New York

pub I ic schoo I teachers, Farber ( 1984) points out that sever'a I

studies have establ ished that mid-career teachers (34-44) are

most vulnerable to this syndrome characterized by

disi I lusionment, lack of sympathy fo¡ students, I ittte enthusiasm

for their wc¡rk, decreased dedication, poor planning and an

assortment of emotional and physical symptoms (p.326).

the causes of burnout identified through research are lack of

recognition, I ittle opportunity for self-esteem and self-

actual ization, discipl ine problems, student apathy, excessive

paperwork, lack of administrative support and lack of

promotional opportunities (Farber, 1984). Since 64 percent of 3SB

pub I lc schoo I teachers surveyed by Farber fe I t that they rare I y

2A
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or never received support from their supervisors, the author

argues thatr tâther than acce I erating burn-out through summative

evaluation, supervisors shoutd strlve to treat and prevent burn-

out' particularly in mid-career teachers, by forming self-support

groups for teachers, coordinating the efforts of parents,

teachers and administrators, et iminatlng non-teaching duties and

unproductive staff meetings, involvfng teachers in meaningful

decision-making and by developing â mechanism through which

instructors may attain master-teacher status.

Krupp ( 1987) maintains that differing fami I lal circumstances

between young and veteran teachers dictate the two age groups be

supervised differentiy. Mid-career teachers. for instance.

often must cope with the death of a parent, departure of their

chi ìdren, divorce or heavy financial burdens. To maintain high

levels of performance frorn teachers subJected to a crÍsis,

suPervisors may form gnoups I inking people with simi iar problems,

make a point of I istening to distraught teachers or make ã

genuine effort to assist teachers in resolving their personal

problems. Providing mid-career teachers with chal lenging

opPortunitiesr âssisting them in deai ing with personal concerns

and promoting self-esteem generai Iy results in improved ciassroom

performance and effective Iy protects against what Farber ( 1S84)

terms burn-out and Krupp refers to as retiring on the job (1gg7).

Ber I iner ( 1986) and Glatthorn (LJA ) al so contend that

supervislon of teachers shouid vary according to age slnce

younger teachers are more I i ke I y to need more structured,

cl lnical supervision in order to learn rîhow to; " experienced

teachers, however, generally have acquired the ski1ls ancl
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accumulated the knowledge enabl ing them to teach effectively and

may work more independently to enhance their professional

development. Studies (cited by Berl iner, 1986) have yielded

fnformatÍon suggesting that, compared to novice teachers,

competent veterans ere more skÍllful in 1) higher-ievel problem

solvfng; 2) changing quickly to more effective inst¡uctional

techniques and strategies; 3) cal I ing upon a greater store of

academlc information;4) planning effectively and 5) using out of

class time more efficiently. Because of these differences, ârgue

Ber I inger and Glatthorn, the same approach to supervision for

youngen and veteran teachers is unl ikely to impr'ove the

performance of both groups.

Although they do not relate developmental levels directly to

age or years of experience, Sprinthal I and Thiess-Sprinthai ì

(1E83) cite numenous studies indicating that adults grow

deveiopmental ly in these domains: 1) cc,gnítÍve, 2) value-moral,

3) ego-self, 4) conceptual and 5) ethical. Campbell' et al.

(1987) identify the fol lowing as domains in which adult teachers

develop: 1) ega/self, 2) content knowledge, 3) levels of

conceptuai ization, 4) interpersonal communlcation and 5)

instructional ski i Is. Regardless of the different categorization

of these domains, Sprinthall, et al. (1983) and Campbell' et al.

( 1987) concur on these points: 1 ) deve I opment within the domains

is non-sequential and not necessari ly always I inearly

progress i ve; 2) teachers who are more deve I opmenta I I y comp I ex are

more successful; 3) deveiopmental growth, including cognitive

deveiopment, is possible in adul ts of al I agesi 4) developmental
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grourth is dependent upon the environment 1n which teachers worki

5) supervision of teachers includes identification of the

developmental levels of teachers and 6) if they are going to

assist the teacher in becoming more successful by developing in

the varlous domains, supervisors must vary strategies accordÍng

to the differing developmental levels of teachers. For instance,

less mature teachers, usual ly younger, need moîe structure in

supervision such as might be provided by cl inical supervision

(SprÍnthal I and Thiess-Sprfnthal I, 1983) and more developmental Iy

complex teachers may benefit more from self-directed supervision

(Glatthorn, 1984).

Individual izing Supervision for Mid-Career Teachers

In effect, this I iterature argues that to pnovide mid-career

teachers with opportunities to improve their performance and

avoid stagnatÍonr supervisors must väry their methods of

supervision according to the aBe, experience and developmental

levels of teachers. Glatthorn and Hol ler (1987) contend that

traditional supervision models, such as scientific management or

evaluation by objectives, do not al Iow for the differences

between inexper ienced and veteran teachers. Sergiovanni ( 1985 )

malntafns that supervlsion of teachers fs an uncertairr, compiex

activity, that a single concept of good teaching such as proposed

by Hadel ine Hunter is impossible, and that effective supervision

involves selection of the model which wil I be of the rnost benefit

to the teacher in maklng sense of what they do as teachers.

approach to supervision which does recogníze that teachers, I ike

In Differential Supervision,

students, are individual s with unique needs and that different

G I atthorn ( 1984 ) descr i bes an
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supervisory model s uJi I I be of greater value to some than to

others. He describes this system of differentiating supervÍsion

ín these words:

In the dffferentiated system, teachers can choose, within
I imits' whether they wish to receive cl inÍcal supervision,
work with a col league in a program of cooperative
development, direct their own professional growth or
have their teaching monitored by an administrator.
They ere given options in the expectation that thefr
individual cholces wi I I be more responsive to their
special needs (p.1).

Amongst the I lmits to which Glatthorn refers would be

restrÍcting inexperienced teachers, teachers new to the system

and teachers with serious def iciencies to cl inical supervision.

Glatthorn would al Iow competent veterans to opt for cl incial

supervision but only periodical ly sincer ãs others have argued,

he Perceives mid-career teachers to be at different developmental

ievels with different needs and believes these teachers wouid

benef it most from more se I f-directed programs of supervison. Not

only does differentiated supervision increase the I ikel ihood

that teachers wi I I be superv i sed accord ing to the mode I most

certaÍn to be of value in perforrnance improvement, it "frees up"

time fon suPervisors to work with the teachers in greatest need

of assistance (Glatthorn, 1984).

For reasons s imi I ar to those of fered by G I atthorn, Con I ey

( 1987) advocates a differentiated system of supervision in which

veteran teachers performing capab l y are p l aced in a *growth

improvement track" whi l e inexperienced or l ess successfu l

teachers are placed in a remediation track r.rhich is more

interrsively and closeiy monitored by supervisors. Freer and

Dawson (1985) also recommend that teachers be placed either in a
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lr.'supervisory modetr to promote continuous
tfevaluation moden when supervisors determine

not meeting classroom

Teacher s as tl-re i r

theor i es deve I oped out of research,

persona I exper i ence and know i edge,

terms "informed intuitionr'1 and that

their äctions and practices, they may

classroom (Schon, t982; Sergiovanni,

Smyth. 1986; Go i dsberry, 1986; Li tt I e.

A sÍmi lar I fterature currently submits thatr râther than

objectives.

ourn resources.

teachers vary in the extent of their personal and professionel

deve I opment and shou I d, wi th the ass i stance of a supervi sor,

examine their current practices, analyze what is or is not

effective, then map out and test al ternative strategies that wÍ I I

I ead to both personal and pnofesssional growth (5chon, L9u-2i

Sergiovanni, 1985). Schon (L9AZ) contends that effective

professionals recognize and explore perplexing situations in

their practice and that those who do not become lrrepetitive and

routÍne in their work" (p.61 ). Yonemura (lgAZ) observes that

teachers have long been led to believe that only the 'rexpertsrr

have val Íd theories about effective teaching practices and that

supervisors should encourage teachers to collstruct solutions on

the basis of their own experience, knowledge and intuition.

Smyth ( 1986) effective ly summarizes the practlces and

purpose of ref lective supervision in the statement which fol lows:

A fundamental tenet of reflective supervision is that

deve I opment or an

that teachers are

teachers re I y more upon

or what Ser g i ovann i ( 1985 )

through ref I ect ing upon

improve thei r performance in

1985, 1987; ShuIman, 1986;

1986; Russell, 1987).

the
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iRef lective supervÍslonl refers to col laboration Ibetween
teachers and their supervisorsl in marshal I ing intel lectuat
capacity so as to focus upon analyzing, reflecting on and
engaging in discourse about the nature and effects of
practical aspects of teaching and how they mlght be
altered. In practical terms this meens teachers
engaging themselves in systematÍc lndividual and social
forns of investigation that examine the orÍgins and
consequences of everyday teaching behavior so they come
to see those factors that represent impediments to
change. The intent is through col lective action to
overcome the fatal istic view that change in teachfng
is 'rimpossible for fi€r' and to see that circumstances
can be different from what they are.... In short, it
lnvolves teachers becoming orientated to the
development of an enhanced 'consciousnessr of thelr
ohrn clrcumstance and political involvement fn
working toward actively changing the frustrating
and debi I itating conditions that characterize theír
work lives (pp.338-339).

Put another

become the i r

improve thei

The Need for

t^Jhi le the majority of those urriting on dif f erentiated and

ref lective supervision perceive these model s as holding great

promise for being systems which wil I motivate teachers to improve

their performance, as Krupp (1987) notes, t'Very little research

exists connecting adul t developmental change to staff development

and motivation. . . ithereforel. . . an indepth study of the

wãyr rather than depend ing

own resources for discovering

r performances.

Further Investieation into

chanacteristics of

professional development desires wouid

the relationship between personal and

upon others, teachers

means through which to

across the Iifespan" (p.33)

Points of Agreement in the

Effective Supervision

Supervision can

adu I ts at each

A I though

can promote performance

it

Li teratu¡e

i s ev i dent that there

I i fe stage and

help educators ascertain

staff development needs
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d i sagreement amongst theor i sts and between

aspects of teacher eva I uati on

be some areas of agreement.

the fact that teachers can expect to be formal ly evaluated or

supervised in

instruction,

performing competent ly, to oust incompetent teachers from the

ranksr or--if for no other reason--they wii I be evaluated because

evaluation is a prescribed duty of supervisors (Dar I ing-Hammond,

some fashion for the purposes of improving their

et â1., 1983i Glatthorn, 1984; Duncan, 1984)

to demonstrate Èo the pub I ic that teachers a.re

cons iderab I e agreement that eva I uat ion mode I s

and supervision,

teacher-speci f ic approaches and improvement strategies tai i ored

by the teacher and the supervisor to the needs of the individual

can be of assistance in motivating and enabling teachers to reach

Firstly,

educators on many

academic and behavioral classroom objectives (Goldhammer, 1969;

there i

Cogan, 1973; Manatt et al., 1976; Darl ing-Hammond, et al., 1983;

there do appear to

s l ittle disputing

Glatthorn,

significant point of consensus ls that when teachers perceive

supervision as val id, rel iable

they are increas ing I y mot i vated

1984; Hunter, 1987; Krupp, 1987)

actively participate in improving their classroom performance

(Dar I fng-Hammond, et â1. ,

Kauchak, êt â1., 1985).

Conce r ns

Since the teacher's perception of whether eval

and strategies for improvement are appropriate is,

crÍtical factor in determining the extent to which

wi I I 
'O" 

motivated to improve perf ormance in
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There is also

whi ch inc i ude

In Need of Further Examination

and appropriate for themselves,

to accept the supervision and

1983; G I atthonn,

Yet anothe¡

1984; Duncan, 1984;

uat i on node I s

evident I y, a

the teacher

response to



supeFVision' it appears necessary to identify those models,

strategies and variables Ín the environment which wi I I motivate

teachers to improve performance.

h,hi le a revìew of the I iterature Ídentif ied one study

(Kauchak' et al. ' 1985) which surveyed American teachers on thefr

preferences in evaluation methods and one Alberta study (Duncan,

1985) in which administrators and--to a I imited degree--teachers

were questioned about evaluation, no information uras retrieved

concerning the perceptions of teachers in Hanitoba schools.

Gfven this void in the I iterature, further investigation on the

matter of what Manitoba teachers perceive to be the variables

whích motivate them to respond to supervision by striving to

improve their performance is clean ly warranted.

Additional ly, since there is considerable evidence that

teachers of different ages and at different developmental ievels

may be motÍvated by differing supervisory methods and .variables
in their environment, it may be of particular value to identify

motivators for performance improvement according to a specif ic

age group through interviewing one grouF of teachers in one

context about their perceptfons toward the effectiveness of

certain, discrete methods of supervision.
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CHAPTER

METHOD ÛF DATA

To co I I ect the data wh i ch

ansurer ing the questions proposed

interviewed fourteen of seventeen mid-career (35-45 years old)

teachers in e Winnipeg-area high school.

t^Jhi le 1t rnay have been possible to gather a greater number

of teacher responses through the dissemination of questionnaires,

the researcher concluded on the basis of recommendations in the

I iterature (Good, 1966) that, by interviewing teachers, it

would be possible to explore issues in more depth, pursue

important matters beyond those cited in a questionnalre and al so

to clarify those items which were unclear or confusing for

respondents. Further, it was anticipated that a two-way

communication process--unbounded by the constraints of a

questionnaire, wouid al low interviewees to identify concerns and

issues not recognized by the researcher.

THREE

COLLECT I ON

would provfde the basis for

for this study, the researcher

The

The interview schedule used to gather the data this study uras

desÍgned by the researcher according to methods prescribed in the

I iterature on qual itatlve research (Good, 1966; Best, 1970).

A concern which arose during the development of the schedule was

that the teachers may not be familiar with the various models of

supervision advocated in the I fterature and woul d, ther'efore, be

unable to make informed comments on the strengths and weaknesses

of different models. To fami I Íarize interviewees with â variety

of superv i sory methods, f our scenar i os were deve i oped by

I nterv i ew Schedu I e
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selecting the fundamental components of differing models of

suPervis ion and integrating those components into discrete mode I s

tSee Interview Schedule, Appendix A).

In developing the interview schedule to

researcher, a number of Itprompt questionsrr urere

purpose of encouragfng the teachers interviewed

expand upon

consistently

Good, 1966).

Pi loting the

Once an inÍtial draft of the Ínterview scheduie wâs

developed' it was field tested in order to determine whether it

would be an effective instrument for generating the data

necessary to ensr.rer the researchab I e questions and to provide the

researcher with experience in using the schedule to lntervlew

teachers (Good, 1966; Best, 1970). In field testing the

intervieu, schedule, the researcher interviewed thnee maie

teachers who were between the ages of 35-45 and who had a mÍnimum

of fifteen years of teaching experience.

the i r responses

asked the same

I nterv iew Schedu I e

and to ensure that

questions of those

be used by the

included for the

to elaborate and

the researcher

interv iewed ( See

Based upon suggestions made by those interviewed during

field testing and upon the researcher's observation about the

effectiveness of the interview schedule, extraneous questions

were deleted, the introductory questions were simpl ified and

made more specif ic and questions were reorganized into a

sequence which f lowed more smoothly and systematical ly.

Selection

Once i t uras estab I Í shed that the research data wou I d be

gathered through interviews, the study population was reduced to

of the Study Population
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fifteen mid-career male teachers instructing at the secondary

level. To ensure homogeniely in the study population and to I imit

context-bias, it was determined that the study popuiation would

be confined to one shool wlthin one division.

To identrfy mid-career mal es in the study context who met

the establ ished criteria, the researcher acquired a I ist--from

the division in which the school was located--with the names of

al I teachers in the Col legiate, their yeers of experience and

gender and their dates of bi¡th. When it was discovered that only

twe I ve teachers met the cr i ter 1a, the parãmetens of the study

population were modified s I ight Iy to increase the number of

prospect i ve i nterv i ewees. When the number of years of exper i ence

was expanded from fifteen to tuenty years, to fourteen to twenty-

one, the number of prospective interviewees increased fnom twelve

to seventeen.

On Novernbe r 18 . 1987.

w i th the study f rom the

Committee and ai I members of

researcher met with the principal of the Collegiate to inform him

of the purposes of the study. The princípal vras provided with a

copy of the thesis proposai, the abbreviated interview schedule

to be glven to interviewees (Appendix B), â letter describing the

study to interviewees and assuring them of confidential lty

(Appendix C), and the I ist of seventeen prospective interviewees.

Subsequent to a discussion of the study, the principal

volunteered to dissemfnate the interview schedule to prospective

after receiving approval to proceed

Facul ty of Education Ethics Review

the committee for this thesis, the

Ínterviewees along with the accompanying letter so that the
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teachers could make a better informed decision regarding their
participation in the study and have time to ref lect on the

questions they would be expected to respond to during intervier.rs.

The principal al so suggested that the researcher and the

interview candidates shoul d meet to discuss any questions or

concerns the teachers may have about the study or the interview

Process.

upon arríval at the collegiate on November 24 1gg7, the

¡esearcher vJas informed that the lnterview schedul e and the

cover letter had been given to al I teachers named on the ìist of

seventeen. Of these, one teacher explained to the principal that

due to time constraints he would not be able to participate. No

attempt was made to invo i ve thi s teacher in the stucly snd tl'¡e

potentÍal study populatÍon utas reduced to sixteen candidates.

These teachers, thenr rrìêt wi th the researcher and

principal for approximately one hour on November 24. During that

time the researcher reviewed his academic and occupational

background,

study and responded to questions posed by

In total,

meeting agreed

for lnterviews.

The I nterv i ew Process

explaÍned his interest and

The interviewing of teachers began on November 25 and r,Jas

comPleted by December 3, 1987. Al I interviews were conducted

dur ing the schoo I day in the Co I I egiate wi th the eNception of

one interview held in a teacher's home near the col IegÍate.

fourteen of the sixteen teachers attending the

to partlcipate ín the study and arranged times

Typical iy the interview consumed the greater pa.rt of a
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eighty minute prepartion period.

Before each interview began. the researcher informed the

teacher that the tape recorder could be turned off at any time

upon teacher's request. At no time did a teacher make such

a request, however two teachers stated that they preferred that

the interv i ew not be taped. I n these two instances, the

resea¡cher made e handwritten record of the conversations and

later reviewed each for accuracy. General ly, the tape recordings

of each session were transcribed on the day of the interview to

provfde the researcher with an opportunity to review the

conversation and to contact interviewees if clarification or.

additíonal information uras ¡equíred.

In questioning each teacher, the researcher fol lowed the

fnterview schedule in Appendix A. Before discussing each of the

four scenarios, the researcher described each for the teacher and

endeavored to clarify any components of the modeis which may have

been confusing or unclear to the teachers.

0n December, L4, 1987, the researcher met with the school

principal to determine the cha¡acteristics of the supervisory

mode I current I y used in the Co I I egiate and the process through

which this mode I was deve I oped. The purpose of this meeting was

tr¡ determine the way in whi ch the teachers u.lere current I y

suPervised since it uJas anticipated by the researcher--and later

substantiated to varying degrees--that they way in which those

interviewed reacted to the four scenarios may be inf iuenced by

the present approach to supervision in the school.

The data coi lected during the interview process is discussed
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and analyzed in Chapters Five. Six and Seven.

During the entire interview process the researcher made

field notes to maintain a record of dates, the sequence of events

and unanticipated deveiopments such as the modified criteria for

the study popu I ation and the process through which those

interviewed urere se I ected. These notes urere made to ensure that

facts and dates urere not subsequently confused and to later

remind the researcher of modÍficatíons to the proposed thesis and

the basis for those changes.
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The Sett ing

Al I fourteen of the teachers interviewed were male, mid-

career teachers instructing in a single tJinnipeg-area

col legiate.

The Collegiate is one of three public secondary schools in

the school division. It currently serves 1,o38 students in

grades ten to twelve and has an instructional staff of 64

teachers. The administration is comprised of one pnincipal and

two v i ce-pr i nci pa I s. of the 64 teachers, 44 are ma I e. The

average age of male teachers in the school is 42.6 years and the

average number of years that each has taught is t7.5.

In addition to the basic programs prescribed by the

Department of Education, the col legiate has an Engl Ísh as a

Second Language Program and a work experience program referred to

as 0ccupat i ona I Entrance.

Teachers in subject areas, such as Eng I ish, business

education, and the social and physical sciences, are organized

CHAPTER FOUR

CONTEXT FOR THE STUDY

into

department designated as the department head.

The school day is divided into four

clearly defined departments with one teacher in

minutes each. Subject area teachers typical ly

of these per

Supervision

The present teacher supervisi

formu I ated by a commi ttee of nine

the prÍncipal who meet annual ly to

iods and have one period Ìeserved

of Teachers

periods of eighty

instruct for three

f or preparat i on.

on policy for the school was

teachers wi thin the schoo I and

¡eview and. possibly, revise

the
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existing supervision pol

As explained to the

f orma I descr i pt i on of

(Appendix D), the process

ls an adaptation of cl

Cogan, 1973).

Before detai I ing the way in which supervision proceeds in

the Collegiate, it should be noted that while teachers new to

the school undergo supervision "about three times in the first

fiscal year they are employed" (Col legiate principal ), experienced

teachers are formal ly supervised once every three years.

Further, supervision of mid-career teachers is not intended to

be a summatíve p¡ocess to determine which teachers should be

retained and which should be terminated; ¡ather, it is, ideal ly,

a process in which the principal and teacher work in a concerted

effort to formulate performance improvement plans.

The supervisory process begins at the onset of the school

year when the divtsion office sends the principaì a I ist of the

personnel scheduled for supervisíon during that year. For

reesons which wi I I become more evident, formal supervision of

teachers has been organized so that, in general, the majority of

teachers identif ied for supervision are members of the same

department; in effect, then, to some extent departments engage in

supervision on a rotating basis.

Prior to meeting with the indívidua I teachers, the

pnincipal--who is responsible for teacher supervision--meets with

the department as a group to discuss the purpose of the process,

to review the steps in the process and to schedui e time frames
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the Col legfate's model of supervisfon

of supervision currently being employed
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for supervisÍon. Subsequent to this exchange and prior to

classroom observation, the principal meets individuai ly with

teachers to discuss behaviors which the teacher targets for

assessment and behaviors which the principa I intends to evaluate.

During this conference the Leacher may al so provide the principal

with background information on the Iesson to be taught during

observation and specif ic dates wi I I be f ixed for observatlon.

In keeping with the official pol icy, the pnincipal then

observes each teacher for a minimum of two class periods or 160

minutes. DurÍng this time, the principal observes the teacher's

performance and assesses the extent to which the teacher is

effectively demonstrating the behaviors targetted during the pre-

observation conference. The principal may al so examine artifacts

includfng teaching material s, tests and student work or

notebooks. Further, teachers are requested by the supervisor to

i Íst extra-curricular duties they have performed as wel I âs

supervisions (such as hal I duty) and memberships in professional

organizations.

fJhen the researcher discussed with the principal those

behaviors which he focuses on during observation, he explalned

that--out of recogni t ion that he i s not know I edgeab i e enough to

advise all teachers in all subJect areas on the handltng of

subJect matter--he general ly scrutlnizes teaching strategies and

behaviors most closely. To evaluate the teacher's knowledge and

presentation of subject matter, the principal confers with the

teacher's department head who has had an opportunity to assêsE

each teacher on lesson content and presentation.
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subsequent to making the classroom observation and

conferring wíth the teacher's department head, the principal and

teacher meet in a post-observation conference. During this

session, the principal wi I I report his observations to the

teacher along with eny concerns arising out of the discussion

with the department head. The principal rlescribed for the

researcher the Process through which any necessary improvement

s trateg i es are then deve I oped :

Suggestions for growth are done together rather than
me coming down on the teachers because I'm their
superior tin the organiza,tional structurel. I
think teachers appreciate it Iworking togetherJ
more when I say fl You have a problem [we need to
correctl. Basicai ly, the report tput on recordl
we've done in conJunction with each other.

After this process has been compl eted for those withÍn a

department who urere scheduled for supervision, the principal

meets again with the entire department to share his impressions

of the teachers'performance and discusses how the rJepartment

might be strengthened. This meeting is al so used as arì

oPportunity for discussÍon of factors identified by the teachers

such as proposals for new courses, access to copying machinesr of

the need for materials and resources. Additional ly the teachers

and principal formulate program goals the department wt I I

endeavor to attain dur ing the two years before the next

supervisory session.

A flnal component of the school's suFervision model cai ls for

the teachers to meet with the department head to assess their

perceptions of the accuracyr F€ I iabi I ity and worth of the

principal's supervisory efforts. The department head FrÊpar.es a

report for the principai on the basis of observations and
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recommendations made at this meeting. The principal

with the department head to review the report and later

any recommendations to the committee responsÍbìe

development of the school's supervisory policy.

In areas where there are no department heads--for instance,

art-- the principal rel ies more upon the indivlduat for a

critique of the supervisory process. Regardless of whether they

are in the department currently under supervision, teachers neu,

to the school wi I I be supervised about three times during their

first year according to the methods described; however, there is

general ly less feedback from new teachers to the principal on

how the process should be modified.

A I though the researcher was informed that bui I ding

principals are expected to prepare and submit a. formal

supervision poi icy to the division office on a yearly basis, the

pol icy provided to the researcher and identifled by the divislon

olfice as the one most recently filed 1s dated December 1g, 1984.

Despite this apparent inconsistency, the process of supervision

as described in the 1984 pol icy did not differ from the cu¡rent

process as desc¡ibed by the school principal to the researcher.

In summary, the context for the study was a relativety large

LJinnipeg-area co I I egiate in which the teachers are

departmentaì ízed according to subjects they teach. Mid-career

teachers undergo supervision with the school principal every

three years in a process formulated by the principal and a

committee of teachers within the school. The cu¡rent method of

then meets

forwards

for the

suFervisÍon, which prescribes pre-observation
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between the principal and the teacher, observation of the teacher

in the classroom by the principat and a conference subsequent to

the observation clearly resembies cl inical supervision as

described by Goldhammer (1969) and Cogan (1973). In the

fo I I owing chapter, the perceptions of those interviewed toward

this suPervisory approach and three other methods is reported and

ana I yzed.
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As anticipated, through en analysis of the observations made

by the teachers interviewed, it is possible to identify themes,

patterns and points of agreement in their perceptions toward the

methods of supervision described in the four scenarios presented

to them. More specifical ly as one I iterature may have predicted

(Glatthorn, 1984; Berl inger, 1S86; Sergiovanni, 1985; Krupp.

ANALYS i S OF THE TEACHERS' PERCEPT I ONS TOI.JARD
DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO

TEACHER SUPERVISION

I ntroduct i on

CHAPTER F I VE

1987), teachers tended to find strengths in those methods which

al lowed them to work on a sustained basis with informed

coi ieagues who could suggest new strategÍes, methods or

materiais and were inclined to find weaknesses in supervisory

mode I s whi ch requi red that they conform to prescr ibed teaching

practices or work with a supervisor who may have lÍttle tlme for

supervision and I ittle knowledge of the teacher's subJect åreå.

The f ol lowing is a discussion of the vieurs held by memhxi-'E

of the study poPulation toward each approach to supervision and

an analysis of the explanations the teachers gave for holding

those views. Al though emphasis wi I I be given to points of

consensus, areas in which there was disagreement wl i i al so be

examfned and dissenting comments by a minority of teachers or an

individual wi I I be discussed v¡hen they are seen as being of

particular import or interest.

The tabies included in this chapter report two sets of data.

Tab I es 1, 3, 5 and 7 provide a sketch of the character istlcs
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of each approach to supervision as described by the

researcher to the teachers interviewed. A cursory Ínspection

of these tables witl reveâl that, while some overiapping of

tralts does exist between the models, each has its distinct

characteristics.

Tables 2, 4, 6, and I summarfze the teachers'

reactions to each supervisory model. Under each column headlng

I s I i sted a response made by at I east one teacher. The

corresponding numbers indicate the number of teachers who made.

fn essence, the same observation. Since one teacher may have made

several comments I isted under one heading, the total number of

responses in that column may exceed fourteen.

To ensure the anonymity of those interviewed, two initials

were selected simply by proceeding through the alphabet in this

sequence of selection: A.8., 8.c., C.D.r... when a comblnation

coincided with the actual initial s of a teacher in the

Col legiate, that combination r.ras disquai if ied. Through a random

process' the names of teachers in the study population were drawn

and ass i gned a set of ini t ia I s by which they are referred to

throughout the forthcoming discussion.

Teacher Perception Toward Supervfsion According
to Prescribed Behaviors

The first scenario that teachers Lreîe asked to respond to

was based upon a llterature (Russell and Hunter, lggo; Blome,

1985; c. Hunter, 1987) which argues that practice of pre-

determined teacher behaviors improves performance and has a

causal effect in promoting student outcomes. Before discussing

this scenario with the teachers interviewed, this supervisory
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TABLE 1

(Scenario One)

Possible Characteristics
of Supervlsion

Pre-conferenc i ng

Observation

Pos t-conferenci ng

Fo I I orc-up

Input from teacher

Assessment of pre-deterninecl
behaviors

Supervisor,s role

Approach adjusted accordjng
to teacher career stage

Supervis jon with col -l eagues

Teacher-planned profess ional
devel opnent

Basis for termination or
re tent ion

Characteristics of Supervlsion
According to prescríbect Behavlors

Not advocated

By supervisor in classroom

Between teacher and supervfsor to
discuss teacher's practice of
pre-determined behaviors

Supervisor observes to assess
performance inprovement of teacher

Not provided for

Teachers are assessed on the
basis of behaviors they are
expected to practice

Observe, assess and coach teacher

Not advocated

Not

Not

advocated

advocated

Poss i b_l e
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model was described to them as a process in which the school or

school board adopts a pol icy of supervision, based upon other

models or upon recommendatlons in the I iterature, r¿hich mandates

that the appointed supervisor observe teachers to assess the

extent to which they practice the prescribed behaviors.

Subsequent to observation, the supervisor would review wÍth the

teachers the resu I ts of hi s,/her observat i on and prov i de the

teachens with the coaching which r¿ould enable them to

appropriately practlce the desÍgnated behaviors. since an

assumPtion in the model is that the pre-determined behaviors have

been ä.ccurately identified through research-based inquiry, thís

approach makes no a I I owance f or negot iat i on of the behav Í ors

targetted.

As reported in Table 2, none of the fourteen teachers

interviewed regarded this approach to the supervision of mid-

career teachers of the four mode I s under ana I ys i s as the most

effective method of supervision for mid-cereer teachers. Seven

sFecified that 1t would be the least effective and four others

cited it as one of two equal ly ineffective model s.

Perce i ved

If each supervisory model was to be rated according to the

teachers' perceptions of its effectiveness in impr.oving the

performance of mid-career teachers, supe¡vision a.ccording to

prescribed behaviors would certainly be rated as the least

effective apProach by the majority of the teachers interviewed.

Although this modei was clearly not favored for supervision

oT mid-car'eer teachers by the majority of the teachers. some

Strengths
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TABLE 2

May force "burned-out"
teachers to re-examÍne
their techniques

Supervlsor may assess
effectiveness of
teachlng technlques

Could serve as a gulde
for teacher lmprovenrent

S trengths

L¡

Res ponse
Frequency

May impose lneffective methods
on teachers with different but
successful technJ.ques

!{eaknesses

Not effective in identifying
strengths or weakncsses jn
teachers

Teachers nay inform each other
of what supervlsor expects:
teacher behaves accordtng to
expectation then reverts

Mid-career teachers would not benefit

One set of behaviors could not be
used across all discjplines

Effective teachlng ls too complex to
be assessed by one set of behavlors

Too restrlctlve. inflextbte

Puts teachers jn molds: they canrt
real ly teach

Response
Frequency

Identl fled
as rnost

10

Doesnrt perrnit supervlsor an accurate
perception of teacher's perfornance

Too artificiai

13

Veteran teaches wouLd quit

Protects _incompetent teachers

Identlfled
as least

13

I

B

B

3
7

(model one
and two )

(model one
and four)
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teachers did suggest that it could be of some value as a general

guide to gauge whether teachers were practicing effective

techniques in areas such as the use of the blackboard and

classroom manegement. K.L. was of the opinion that ñ...model one

could have incidental benef its such as irnproving a teacher's

questioning lechniques,r'and F.G. pointed out that 1t could be a

method for detect ing inappropr iate "manner i sms" in speech or

behavior. H. I. argued that some mid-career teachers are in

teachlng "for the pay and the holidaysrfi and A.B. concurred 1n

saying that a number of teachers in the school were n... in e

rut. fi Both suggest that, by mid-career, the qual i ty of some

teachen's performance has so decl lned that lmposlng prectiees--

EUr-lh ås those frr'eecr'lbed by Russel I snd Hunter' i1.!Eui--crruld snlV

serve to upgrade their performances.

Perce i ved l¡rleaknesses

Approach may

Shave I son and Dempsey-Atwood;

Cons I stent wi th the work of wr Í ters such as Phe I ps. 1976;

concern of virtual ly al I the teachers hras that,

believed that effective teachers vary their

to class and from student to student, a

force teachers to adopt less effective

behaviors may force teachers to adopt behaviors I ess effective

and I ess appropriate for meeting the particular needs of their

students. M. N. expressed this col Iective concern when he remårked

that this approach to supervision '...would definitely l imit the

teacher's effectiveness in working with different groups. "

suggested that, at mid-career, most teachers have sett I ed on

1376 and Good, 1983,

rnethods.

behaviors from ciass

I ist of prescribed

a centra I

because they
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teaching methodologies most effective for their personal ities

and the needs of the i r s tudents and wou I d resent hav i ng

strategies r,rÍth which they urere unf ami I iar and which they

regarded as Iess effective imposed upon them. In F.G.'s

opinion,

You would have to set up several checklists keeping in
mind where you are and who you are with...one tlistl could
be totally urrong for one class but the teacher could be
doing his job.

L.ll. argued the following:

You'd have to come in tto the classroom many many timesl.
You can't say that because you didn't see the teacher
do something in one I esson that he doesn' t usuaì I y
do it.

Whi I e most teachers interviewed observed that teachers vary

behaviors--such as classroom management, vocabulary and level of

instruction--from class to class, B. c. added that a different

teachers use dissimi lar but equal ly effective methods I nsome use

demonstrations, some do group work and others do one to one. fr

I t uras hi s concern that a I i st of prescr ibed

reduce the variety in methods which teachers employ.

Dempsey-Atwood (1976),

consistent with findings by Phelps (1976) and shavelson and

according to Prescribed behaviors to be problematfc in that the

use of one set of behaviors for teachers across al I discipl ines

would render the assessment inval id. As c.A. pointed out:

There's different things you want from klds in dit'ferent
areas... in phys. ed. you want them to be outgoing and
enjoying themselves tbutl in the classroom there has to
be moîe structure. As a result, you Iteachers] have to
vary behaviors acco¡ding to the subject and one
IsupervisoryJ checkl ist cou]d not be used to assess
ai I teachers' effectiveness.

those interviewed aì so found supervision

Expressing a simi lar sentiment, L. M.

behaviors would

EE

remarked, "i can't imagine



that you'd Iteacher] conduct a junior high music class the same

as you would a 3OO. . . this subjectl. . . class. "
t'lhen asked whether the f irst approach woul d be an ef f ective

means of identi fying a mid-career teacher's strengths and

weaknesses,

because of the def iciencies reported in the foregoing discussion

and, for efght of the teachers, also because effective teaching

is an activity too complex to be gauged according to a set of

pre-determfned behaviors (see Joyce and t^|eil; 1,972; congelosi,

1984). F.G. argued that "You can't possibiy cover everythfng on

there Ia set of pre-determined behaviors] that a good teachen

does. Even before class starts you have important interactions

with students.r' p.q. echoed the same concern when he remarked

that "There's much mone to teaching than Iscenario] number one

could ever identify.' In discussing the compiexity of teaching,

G. H. suggested that even teacher-student interactions in a

shopping mart may impact on the teacher's effectiveness in the

classroom and questioned how a supervisor using this model could

measure the effect of such external considerations.

nearly al I teachers agreed that it would not be

Although expressing the view in somewhat differing ways

(ttlt's too artificiaii" rtlt forces the teacher to play a role;H

'tlt puts us al I in one moldlr) most of those intervievred expressed

concerns that supervision according to prescribed behaviors would

pressure them to el iminate from their teaching repertoires

behaviors essentíal to their effectiveness as teachers and into

substituting ersatz behaviors--a process which they sãw as being

Method one promotes artificiality in teaching.
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stif I ing and ineftective. hlhen asked whether he wouid see value

in suPervision as described in scena¡io one, L.1"1 . voiced a common

response: "No. I t's artificial and i imiting. I t sounds l ike

they I superv i sors ] want robots. But teachers are peop i e wi th

'llffer'ltrg personalities.r' D.E. spoke about the artificiality

which implementation of this model would necessar i Iy produce ancì

added that 'r...teachers wouidn't take chances with new methods or

materials which might be controversial i in departing from the

super'visory modell.rt C.A. contended that trIscenario] number one

would def initely cut down on the creativity of teachers.r'

Five teachers voiunteered the observation that if they were

fc¡rced to teach according to prescribed behaviors. ti"re actir,ríty

of teaching would be so nedefined that--in G.H. 's words, "... it's

not teaching anymone...it just puts all in little molds." As did

several ot' his coi ieagues, G.H. elaborated orì this observation

when he expLained that adherence to prescribed behaviors wouIcl

Freciude teachers from making spontaneous departures from iessons

even when they felt it nas essentiai or f rorn undertai.:irrg

discussions when students raÍsed issues oniy tangential iy reiated

to the day's topic but of vÍtal concern to the students.

In exFressing misgivings over the way in which supervision

according to Prescribed behaviors would re-define and effect

teaching, two teachers indicated that they would resign

rather than conf orm to such a model and H. i. estimaterl that 'rlf

number one was implemented you'd lose half the teachers--they'd

lea\,'e. " Al though it remains to be see'n whether adoption of model

rlrlÉ would precipitate a mass exodus ot' mid-cer.eer teachens or

resul t in any teachers quitting, tl¡e comments expressed by these
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two teachers appear to indicate the degree of their

dissatisfaction with model one because of its adverse effects on

their teaching.

Rather than thinking that teachers would resign in response to

the impl ementation of mode I one, thirteen of the fourteen
teachers ( including the three who said that they would quit)

bel ieved that most mid-career teachers would *coper with this

method of supervision by displaying the behaviors desired by the
supervisor during observation then returning to their Freferred
practices after observation. K. L.'s speculation about the mid-
career teacher's reaction to model one is typical of the
conjectures of hi s co I I eagues:

After two or three evaluations teachers would ask frHow did
it ga?" The teachers who'd aiready been through it would
sâYr ttHe tthe supervisorl nailed me on thisrt? and Itd sâyr t
rf okay, wel l, I won't make that mistake. rf you can play thegeme--do all the things that day which you know the
supervisor I ikes Ithen] he's happy, we're al i happy and
ure don't see him for another three years. The mÍnute
he leaves we go back to our old behaviors.

Coping without conforming.

L. M- envisioned that most mid-career teachers would resign

themse I ves to the mode I wi th the fo I t owing att i tude:

I guess we' I I just have to f ake i t. . . r.¡hen the supervisor.
comes into my classroom, I'l I plunk those things into my
lesson and when he's gone I'il go back to what I feel
is right. You'd certainly discuss it with other teachers
and if you were the twentieth teacher Ito be observed]
you'd probably have it down pat.

I ndeed, i t

previously

whi ch I ed

prescr i bed

was this opportunity to discuss the process with
assessed teachers then prepare exòeptional lessons

H. I. to comment that supervision according to

behaviors would serve, more so than any other" to
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protect teachers whose performances r,Jere ordfnari Iy def icient.

I t was hi s thinking that, knowing beforehand what the supervisor

expected, incompetent teachers wou I d appear effective by adopting

prescribed behaviors for observation then return to their

previous methods.

Al though suPervision according to prescribed behaviors is
not a part of the col legiate's formal supervisory process, two

teachers reported beÍng assessed according to this model in other

settings. A. B. made this comment:

Comments based upon experience.

I had three principal s use Iscenario] number one. Others
told me what to do to look good and that's what i did.
I t uras a Iaugh. . . I got my best evaluations f rom those
guys and I taught totally opposite of the way I normally
teach.

P.Q. fared less favorably when he modified his behaviors

according to his supervisor's expectations: nDuring the

principalts observation i had my two worst lessons ever because I

was prepared in a way that was totai ly different and the behavior

of the kids was totally diffenent." In effect, A.B. confirmed the

teacherst suspicions that teachers may ttperformtt as the

supervisor expected during observatíons and p. g. gave credibi I ity

to the argument that when teachers adopt methods less appropriate

or effective for themselves, their performances may deteriorate.

Conclusions

In discussing the tendency for teachers to nreal ly put on

the do8" (J. K. ) during observation, it was evident through their

comments that the interviewees bel ieved model one to be defective

in that suPervisors would ncrt get ån accurate impresssion of how

each mid-career teacher actual ly and typical ly performed the
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activity of teaching. Those interviewed held that, because of

this defect, the supervisor's observation would be unrel iable and

any conclusions about the teacher's performance would be inval id.

lmpl icit ín their erbservatlons about teacl'rers ttperf ormlng f or ot'ìÈ

dayr " (G. H. ) is the unspoken axiom that when mÍd-career teachers

perceive supervision as unrel iable or inapproprÍate, they feel

justÍf ied, lf not bound, to protect their preferred behaviors by

"playing the rólen (K. L. ). Given this tendency, supervision

according to prescribed behaviors may potential Iy place the

teacher and supervisor in adversarial roles rather than in â

relationship through whÍch accunate assessment and improvement of

the teache¡'s performance may take place.

lJhi le a minority of those intervíewed saw some nominal

value in model one as a general guide for assisting novÍce and

veteran teachers with deficiencies in need of ameÌ ioration, the

majority of interviewees ( including those who sau, method one âs

having some merit) went beyond simply questÍoning the uti I ity of

this mode I for improving the performances of mid-career teachers

and described it as being inappropriate or defective to the point

of being useless or dysfunctional. K. L. expressed an opinion

shared by twelve of his col leagues when he commented that "This

method Imodel one] would not change one thing of importance to

mid-career teachers. tt

Teacher Perception Toward Ci inical Supervision

As commonly described in the I iteratu¡e (Goldhammer,

1969, Cogan, 1973) and depicted for the teachers, scenario two--

or 'rcl inicai supervisionr'--is a process which begins with the
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TABLE 3

Possible Characteristics
of Supervision

Pre -con ferenc i ng

0bservati on

Post-conferenci ng

Fo I I ow-up

Input from teacher

Assessment of pre-determined
behavi ors

Supervisor's role

Adjusted according
to career stage

Supervision with colleagues

Teacher-planned professional
deve I opment

Basis for termination or
re tent i on

Characteristics of Clinlcal
Supervl s i on

Between teacher and supervisor

By supervjsor in classroom

Between supervisor and teacher to
fornulate improvenent plans

Observation by supervisor to
assess performance improvement

Teacher may particÍpate in
targeting observed behaviors andin developing performance
lmprovement plan

Supervisor will target certain
behavlors for observation

Observe. assess, assist in a
colleague relationship

Novice teachers may go through
supervisory process more often

Pos s ib 1e

Not advocated

Not advocated
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teacher and supervisor meetíng in a. pre-observation conference.

The conference affords the teacher an opportunity to discuss the

Iesson to be taught during the supervisor's observatÍon and lo

provide the supervisor with background information which may

enhance the suPervisor's understa.nding of the teacher's methods

and rational e. The teacher is al so given the optfon to target

any behaviors which he wishes the supervisor to observe and

a'ssess as eithel strengths or weaknesses in need of amelioration.

Whi le in the classroom for an entire lesson, the suFervlsor

makes a record of a I I that he./she sees whether teacher or

student behavior. During a post-observation session, the teacher

and suPervisor work together to devise strategies which may be of

worth to the teacher in correcting significant deficiencies in

his performance. Subsequent to the post-observation conferencer

the suPervisor again observes the teacher to âssess the extent to
which performance improvement is evident.

Before discussing the teachers' perceptions toward

scenario two it should be noted that thirteen of the fourteen

Formal Process of Supervision in the Study Context

teachers interviewed indicated that lhis mode I of supervision is

the one current I y emp I oyed for the purpose of forma I supervi s fon

in the col legiate. A review of the school's present poi lcy

on supervision (see Appendix D) and remarks by

supervisor confirmed that cl inical supenvision

teacher supervision in the school. However, in

the I ite¡ature--which typical ly advocates a year

teachers--the schoolts poiicy calls for Itevaiuationtt of tenured

the building

is the basis for
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TABLE 4

Wou]d be more effectlve

Strengths

for novlce teachers
needlng structure

Al lor¡s teachers tnput

Supervisor can access
¡vhether teacher does
exhlblt correct teaching
technfques (eg. questioning)

Forces teachers to thlnk
¿bout what they are doing
during supervislon

Response
Frequency

o'\
UJ

The supervisor Lacks

Weaknes ses

effectlvely use this
for all teachers

The supervisor would not get
an accurate fnpression of the
teacher's typlcaì perfornance

The supervlsor cannot advise
teachers on sub.ject matter
across dJ scipl ines

Teachers would teach to
Supervisorrs expectations then
revert

Supervisors bring blases to
the process

Most supervisors lack the know_
ledge to offer teachens better
nethods./strategies

Most supervlsors have been out
of the classroom too long to Judgeappropriate teaching behavior

Thls approach protects the
lncompetent teacher

As practlsed in the study context,
this approach allows the supervisor
to observe the teacher onJy oncein three years

Supervlsors fee_l obJiged to find
deficienctes in teachers

time to
approach

Response
Frequency
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Identlfled

13

as nost

l1

rl
Identifled

as least

1

2 (model. one
and t$¡o )
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teachers only once

be evaluated three

service.

As a cursory inspection of rable 4 might indicate, the
teachers interviewed perceived this model of supervislon as

f raught wi th weaknesses ; however, the maJor i ty of teachers uJere

not as strongly opposed to it as to supervision eccording to
prescribed behaviors which eleven of fourteen identifíed as the
least or one of the least effective methods of supervision fr:,r

mÍd-career teachers. indeed, whi Ie only three teachers judged

scenario two as the least or one of two equal ly ineffective
models, three teachers also identified it âs the most effective
method of suPervision for mid-career teachers. It must also be

noted, hou/ever, thatr of these thnee, c. A. added a qual ifying
remark when he observed that model two would be most effective
only if "... it happens so that the princípal comes Ín more often
than once in three years.*

I n effect, the teacher responses seemed to indicate that,
while most of those interviewed did not have very strong feeiings
about the value of scenario two (as compared, for Ínstance, with
their reactions to scenario one), they did have f ixed and Éhared

perceptíons about the weaknesses in the model. It may be that,
because most have ttexperienced" scenario two without serious
threat to their positions, they are accepting of it as being
relatively innocuous; correspondingry, it may also be that
because they have experienced it, they have fair iy uniform
notions about the fundamental f laws in this method of supervision

in three years although novice teachers are to

times duning the f irst "f iscal year'r of their
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for mid-career teachers.

Strengths Perceived in Method Two

As reported ln Tab I e 4, three teachers appreciated the

opportunity provided by mode I two for teacher input fnto the

Process of supervision and three also identified it as a means

through which the supervisor could determine whether teachers

hrere practÍcing proper technique in areas such as questioning,

proper use of the blackboard and classroom management. Perhaps

on the basis of experfence, two teachers offered that lrclinical

supervision" forces teachers to think aboul their teaching during

the supervisory process and six teachers expressed the opinion

that model two could be particularly effective for novice

teachers needing more guidance

Weaknesses Perceived in Method

AI I of those interviewed argued that. particular ly in a

school as large as the Col Iegiate, it would be impossible for

the supervisor (or principal in this instance) to conduct

clinical supervision for al i teachers with a frequency that would

make the process product i ve and sti I I attend to hi s other

duties (See Pfieffer and Dunlap, 1982). According to G.H.,

tt...one person couldntt do it every year. .Ítts virtually

impossible...the principal here has trouble finding time to do it

every three years.r' D.E. expressed this opinion:

Time restraints.

and structure.

Two

There is definitely not enough time to do this Imodel two]
effectively... the work load would be horrendous and
i t wou I dn' t be fai r t to the teachers I .

Impl icit in the preceding remark fs the sentiment that not only

would the ìack of avai lable time preclude the super'visor'y pÍ'ocesE
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from beíng an effective

it would not afford the

an accurate impress ion

therefone, to assess the teacher on the basÍs of one annual
observation would be unjust. D.E.'s concern lJas corroborated by

twelve of his col leagues including A.B. who contended that...

This lmodel twol does not give enough opportunity Ifcrr
the supervisorl to get a sense of what strengths and
weaknesses a teacher might have... I don't think it's
nearly enough...Iandl...that's why I'd like to see what

means of improving teacher performance,

supervísor suff icient opportunity to get

of how the teacher usua I I y teaches ;

we have Imodel two] change.

Yet another teacher remarked on the unfairness

teacher on the basis of one observation:

Teaching is a total process
snippet then saying n I don't
youtre doing a good job,tt...
teacher. IFor example]...if
and saur my b I ackboard, your d
teaching here?r'You can't tell if you weren't there. (G.H.)

hlhen they wene asked whether supervisors form an accurate
impression of a teacher's typical performance using mode i two,

K.L. said quite biuntly, "Isupervisors]...have got no idea,,,

and P.8. remarked that 'rrhey tsupervisorsl haven't got a

clue... they don't see the real thing. "

The potentiaì for suPervisors to perceive teachers as being

something other than what they actually are (or see themselves as

being) is a defect which teachens sâw as problematlc In either
scenario one or two. As Table 2 indicates, thirteen of the
fourteen interviewees fe I t that., during supervision according to
model oner mid-career teachers would teach toward the
suPervisor's expectations during observation then revert to the
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and someone seeing a lÍttle
like thatn or 'rl think

that?s unfafr to the
you came into my room
wonder. iltdhatts he
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previous behavíors.

interviewed indicated

their normal behaviors

opinion shared by the

by B.C.:

You prepare. . . you perform.
that day. . . you're going to
wants you to perform. I t m

my better days and I think
one day could prepare for
methods.

As reported in Tab I e

that teachers wou i d

if supervised according

A I though mode I one resemb I es mode I two in severa I respects

and, in theory, requires less interaction between the teacher and

supervi sor, on I y one teacher suggested that mode i one wou I d

protect incompetent teachers who continual Iy prepare and perform

toward the supervisor t s expectations in order to avoid

identification of their deficiencÍes. However six of the

teachers--f i ve more than in any other instance--vo I unteered that

supervision as described in scenario two would protect

incompetent teachers from identification. L. M. remarked, nrhis

system Imode] twol permits a poor teacher to survive quite nicely

as long as they don't rock the boat.rf c.A. explained that, not

only $ras it true that teachers "performt'during supervision, it

is also true that supervisors using model two do not have the

time to identify the incompetent teacher:

Sad to sàV; but there's some of them Iteachers]
cheat. ".they're putting in time...and the principal not
having time to see them makes the probiem... they get
abray wi th i t and just keep i t up.

Another teacher elaborated upon how the i.ncompetent teache¡s

majority of those interviewed was expnessed

Proteqtion of jncompetent teachers.

4, nine of those

simi lar ly disguise

..you're probably more prepared
perform as he tthe supervisorl
going to try to make it one of
somebody performing poorly for

this then go back to their old

to model two. An
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ftsurvive:fr

I object to the models going on Imodel two] here because
the teacher knows what the supervisor wants and it's not
true evaluation...ft's pretty easy to putl the wool over
their tthe supervisorsl eyes... tand thatl...protects
incompetent teachers because they perform during
evaluation. J;K.

Ear I fer fn this chapter, Ít was speculated that the teachers'

uniform identification of the deficiencies of model two may be

due, in part, to having directly experienced scenario two. tJhile

it is true that only six of the fourteen interviewees indicated

that supervision according to model two would protect

incompetent teachers, the fact that f íve more identif ied thls

model more than any other as having such a potential suggests

that thei r observations are, indeed, based upon what they have

actual ly perceived to be a serious det'ect in model two.

Supervisor biases.

Yet another development suggested that when discussing

scenarÍo two teachers were basing their remarks upon experfence

rather than upon specu I at i on: a I though they were not quest i oned

on the matter, hal f of those interviewed vo lunteered that when

using model two, supervisors bring pre-conceived, often

inaccurate ideas about the teacher into the classroom and that

these notions become a part of the supervisort s conclusions

regarding the teacher's performãnce (See Bul Iock & Davis, 1985).

A further indication that this perceived def Íciency was

exPeriential Iy based is the fact that such a deficiency was not

cited by any teacher discussing any other modei regardless of

the similarity to model tr,ro.

In discussÍng the biases which a superviso¡ may bring into
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the process, B.C. commented that 'r...if the principai thinks the

teacher has a prob I em before he goes in, he goes in t for

observationl and makes sure he fínds it that day. "

D. E. suggested that parents mãy bias supenvisors by

complaining about a teacher; the complaint then prompts the

supervisor to find the identified parental concern during

observation. Another teacher explained that the way in which a

teachert s performance is assessed may depend upon teacher-

supervisor relations outside of the school:

Preconceptions the supervisor might have about the teacher
may be... Idue to] personality confiicts which may have
occurred without having to do with school business at
all...this could taint the evaluation. (1.J.)

Supervisors lack knowledge of subject matter.

In discussing the weaknesses inherent in mode I one, nine of

the fourteen teachers interviewed suggested that supervisors

could not gauge the effectiveness of teachers by using one set of

behavlors âs a measuring instrument across ai I discipi ines;

simi larly, in commenting on the deficiencies in model two, eleven

of those interviewed expressed a concern that supervisors would

lack the fami I iarity with subject content to advise teachers on

subject matter. A I though three teachers acknow I edged that a

supervisor might be able to assess the effectiveness of a teacher

technical ly (eg. questioning, classroom management), even those

ho I ding this view shared the sentiment expressed by i. J. :

l¡Jhat I see as being a prob I em i s
don't know the subject matter and
They are not in a position to fai
they don't know.

E. F. voiced aÌ'ì opinion which was ref l ective of lhe vlew he I d by

the majority of those interviewed:
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I'm not sure they can evaluate you on the thing you're
attempting to do... commonly they're not ski I led enough
to do that...Iso]...they evaluate on areas...Isuch
asl...noise, use of the board and the seatlng plan.

L. M. explained that, whi le he doesn't expect a supervisor to be

knowledgeable in al i subject ereas, a supervisor would have to

possess such a fami I iar i ty to proper I y use mode I two:

I don't expect the principal to tell me how to teach my
subJect. I don't expect hím to be an expert in al I
subjects. " . that's unreai istic, but that's what he'd have
to be if he's going to use cl inical supervÍsion.

When asked how mid-career teachers would

superv i sor adv i s i ng them on subj ect content,

reacted with remarks typif ied by the fol lowing:

I don't think we'd be pleased with that. . .

different than one of your tsubject areal
commenting because they know where yout re

I'd have difficulty with that...it's taken
flve years to Iearn my subject. How does
with what he tthe supervisorl knows? (P.8.

... in one school Iwhere the principal advised teaches
on subject contentl the teachers utterly rebel Ied... it
l¡ecame a sore spot every time the principal came in. (C. A. )

Supervisors may not understand current classroom mi i Íeu.

supervisors iack the expertise to advise mid-career teachers on

Seven of those interviewed argued that, not only do most

subject matter, most also could not offer mid-career teachers

strategies

supervisors

respond to the

the teacher s

made the fol lowing comment about the necessity for supervisors to

understand teachÍng before they can supervise teachers:

for improving their instruction because

are out of touch wi th the c I assroom ml I 1eu.

that's a little
co I i eagues
going. (E. F. )

me twenty-
that compare
)

The principal may not have
years...you must be in the
job. it wouldn't hurt any
go back inlo the classroom

been in the classroom for
trenches to understand the
administrators to
to see what it's real ly
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I ike... they don't have the expertise or the credibi I

Isince they have not been in the classroom for years

L.F'I. also indicated that he would question the credibi l

supervisor who had not taught in the classroom for an

period:

I t¿ould be skeptical about everything he says; I would see
it as being theory and not based on practice. . . particular ly
if he got into content--l would question whether he knows
as much as I do.

According to D. E. , many supervisors are unable to effectively

supervise mÍd-career secondary teachers because they often have

dissimi lar backgrounds in education:

A I of of superv i sor s
may have come out of
about ciassroom skiiì
students at the high

M. N. expressed a simi

supervísors cant t offer

teachers because, typically, supervisors rr

ffring l ines... things I in teachingl are dÍfferent now. "

expanded on his comment that "things ar'e different now" when he

itv
l.

exp I ained that, ín hi s

apathetic toward school,

and are Iess respectful

more difficult to promote

on€e cou I d.

Conclusions

have worked through the ranks... they
an elementary school and know iittle
s, l esson p i anning or hand l ing
school ievel.

I ar op i n i on when he observed that

al ternative strategies to mid-career

Íty of a

extended

tJhi le the maJority of those ínterviewed found model two to

be less undesirable then model one, vely Tebr of them (thr'ee)

expressed any confídence that it wouid be an effective

supervisory process for impnoving the performance of mid-career

opinion, because students are more

often have jobs and can't do homework

of authority, teachers are findíng it

sLudent outcomes as effective ly as they

havent t been on the

M. ¡t.
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teacher s.

c I lni ca I supervi s ion, the great maJor i ty sf those lnter.vlewxrl
brEr-s crf t.he cr¡.¡ininn t.Þ¡at. FltfjÊ{r,visCrrs wor¡ld not have the t.ime t.cr

ef f ectively implement this model f or al I teachers nor r¿ould there
be enough observatÍon time for the supervisor to form en accurate
impression of a teacher's performance.

Perhaps based, in part, upon their direct exposure to

Teacher Perception Toward Dtfferentiated supervision

supervlsf on (Glatthorn, 1gg4; Berl lner, 19g6; Krupp, 7gg7), üras

Scenar i o three,

described to those interviewed âs â process in which teachers are

al lowed, withfn I imits, to chose whether they wish to receive

cl inical supervision from a supervisor (as described in scenario

two).

development or direct their own professional growth according to

a plan developed by the teacher and presented to the supervisor

work wi th e co I I eague in a program of cooperative

based upon a differentiated mode I of

The I imits mentioned would include

teachers, teachers neuJ to the system and teachers with serious

deficiencies to cl inical supervision. Mid-career teachers

performing acceptably may chose cl inical supervision, work with a

co I I eague or p i sn the i r' f:¡wÌr per'f Èr.msnr-=Ê impr.rrvement v¡ i th th*
supervlsor using strategies such as reading in the I iterature,

observing other teachers, taking formal coursework, assisting
novice teachers in their development, âttending workshops or

i ncorporat

Strengths

ing outside activities Ínto their school work

Opt i ons

restricting

Perceived in Different

Accordíng to

for teachers.

inexperienced

the study popu I ation,

iated Supervision
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TABLE 5

Chara

Possible Characteristics
of Supenvis ion

Pre-conferenc lng

Dl ffe

0bservation

Post-conferencing

Fol low-up

rvisfon

Input from teacher

Characteristics of
Differentiated Supervision

Between supervisor and teacher
for those teachers on Clinical
Supervlsion track

By sgpervisor for teachers on
Clinical Supervision track

Between supervisor and teacher on
Cllnical Supervision

By supervisor for teacher on
Cl.lnical Supervision

NovIce, deficient and new
teachers are assigned to Cljnical
Supervision; others may chose
Clinical Supervision. supervision
with a colJ.eague or independent
professionaL development

Supervisor targets behaviors for
observation of teachers on
Cllnical Supervision

Clinical Supervision: obser:ve.
essess, assist; other tracks:
faciliËate

Possible

lfay be chosen by competent veLerans

May be chosen by competent
veterans

Not advocated

Assessment of pre-determined
behavi ors

Supervisor's role

Approach adjusted according
to career stage

Supervision with colleagues

Teacher-planned prof ess ional
development

Basis for termlnatlon or
retentlon
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model one and--to e lesser degree--in model two was the potential

for a mid-career teacher to be trapped in a supervisory process

which would not only be ineffective for lmproving theÍr

performances but could force them to adopt practices which might

lessen their effectiveness in the classroom.

ln reacting to scenario three, eleven of the fourteen

teachers ínterviewed indicated that e significant advantage to

differentiated supervision is that mid-career teachers ere not

restrfcted to one supervísory process prescribing a single means

of becoming a more effective teacher; rather, teachers may chose

the mode of supervislon which they bel ieve wi t I be most

beneficiaì to them in improving their classroom performances. As

A.B. expiained, teachers--like students--develop theÍr skil ls in

different ways; for exampie, just as some students may learn more

effectively from a demonstration than from a lecture, some

teachers may learn to be better teachers by watching a colleague

than by being told how to perform by a supervisor.

Having an opportunity to chose from al ternative forms of

supervision vJas seen by the maJority of the teachers as being

advantageous then, because it increased the probabl i i ity that

more teachers would be engaged in a process of supervision that

would be suitable to their needs. Five teachers also remarked

that they âppreciated being al I owed a choice since that impl ied

that the mid-career teacher was being recognized as a

prof esslonal. l.Jhen asked f or his assessment of model three, A. B.

responded:

I love lt...l'm not a henchman anymore...l'm allowed to
open up as a professional...Iand]...allowing the teacher
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TABLE 6

Provldes opportunlty to
share wlth colleagues

Strengths

Allows teachers to chose
supervlsory track nost
effective for thenselves

Colleagues are nore
familiar wlth subJect
natter and classroon
nilieu than supervisors

Response
Frequency

!
L^

Mld-careers placed on CLincial
Supervislon would be pressured
and glven a chance to irnprove

12

In being allowed to chose
a supervlsory track, teachers
are recognized as professionals

Differentiated supervision
allows the supervisor to work
wlth novlce teachers and
veterans in need of assistance

Worklng wlth a colleague is
Less threatening than working
wlth a supervlsor

Allowed to work lndependently,
teachers may expì.ore new
lnterests and strengthen
weaknesses

11

Teachers workf ng indepen<lentJy
may lack t1me,/interest to
deslgn anrl lmpJernent an
effective plan

Weaknesses

Mid-career assigned to Clinical
Supervision may feel resentment

IdeologlcaJ or personaJ jty confllcts
between colleagues could occur

Teachers nay feeì obJigated to
report col Ieague deflclenctes

Response
Frequency

ColJeagues may not have tlme to
observe others

Identifled
as most

5
5 (nodel
three and

four )

ve

Identifled
as least



L.l'1 . ' s reaction to the same

It's Imodel three] the
method. . . Iand]. . . since
cooperat i ve and wi I I ing

to chose promotes self-esteem.

E.F. uras also of the opinion that when mid-career teachers chose

a mode of supervision, they will be more dedicated to using it to

ímprove their performances than when they are told to adopt a set

of prescribed behaviors:

question was simílar:

If I can chose, then I have some commitment. When it's
Ia form of supervision] dumped on us Iteachers] I¡re tend
not to r¿ant i t. ( E. F. )

E. F. expanded on his remark when he offered thatr unl ike model s

one or two which would encourage teachers to adopt prescribed

practices during observation then abandon them, model three does

not force teachers into "performing" but al lows them to build on

their nreai strengths" and to honestly correct theÍr I'real

problems. " Put another wãyr E. F. appears to be arguing that

teachers are more aurare of their strengths and deficiencies than

are the superordinates who see them perform only sporadical Iy and

that most mid-cã.reer teachers have a desire to become ttbettertt

teachers. That most have this desire is a point disputed by

other teachers interviewed and one whlch wi I I be considered in

the forthcoming section ( "Lleaknesses" ).

best... therer s not Just one
you chose, yout re much more
to work harder.

As reported in Table 6, ten of those interviewed chose model

three as the or one of two most effective methods of supervision

t^Jorking wi th co I I eagues.

for mid-career teachers. CIear ly the opportunity

different supervisory modes was one reason for
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favorable reaction to this model. Another aspect of the

model to which the teache¡s responded enthusiastical ly r¡ras the

opportunity to wonk with a col league whether a teacher or the

department head. For a variety of reasons, tweìve of those

surveyed perceived such an opportunity es a distinct advantage to

mode I three.

K. L. gå.ve thts explanatlon

co I I eague:

I'm isolated... I don't know what these other teachers
are doing. Although they are a resource of very
competent people, I never get to see them... I'd I ike
to see how others run their subJect programs...maybe
somebody has a better idea that I can borrow or
share.

Al though K. L spoke more specifical Iy than others about the irony

1n beÍng surrounded by people (students) throughout the day yet

being isolated from the col leagues with whom he would most I ike

to share, others expressed a desire for the opportunity to see

other teachers perform:

I think that Imodel three] could real Iy work... the
thing isr you may have other teachers with different,
terrific ideas that you may never know about unless
you get a chance to see them. (F.G. )

M. N. proposed that dur ing the process of observing other

teachers, not only would the teacher observing benefit from

seefng dffferent strategies and ideas, but, wanting to impress

his col league, the teacher being observed would be motivated to

improve his performance.

In discussing mode I two, it lras pointed out that a maJority

of the teachers r.rere concerned that a supervisor would lack the

fami I larity t¡ith subject matter across al I discipi ines to make

accurate judgements about the way in which teachers dealt with
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subJect contenti an additional concern was that many supervisors

had been out of the classroon too long to appreciate the current

classroom experience. In reacting to scenario three, hal f of

those interviewed noted that an advantage to working with a

col league rather than a supervisor is that a col Ieague ls more

Ínformed in the subject area, is in closer contact with the

classroom mi I ieu and has more time avai lable to shane ldeas.

L. M. offered the fo l I owing assessment:

This Imodel three] would be more col legial... getting ideas
from each other... I would be much more I ikely to
take criticism from a col league working in my subject
area Irather than from a supenvisor]. You can have a
greater and more intense discussion because you both
know what you're ta I king about. In discussing how to get
a certain concept across, you both know what Ít's iike.

It uras P.8.'s belief that working with a colleague r.¡ould be more

benef icial than working with a supervisor simply because illrJe're

Iteachers] Ín this together and understand it tteachingJ better. "

ln addition to providing teachers with an opportunity to

exchange ideas and observe a variety of methods, E.F. thought

that the presence of a col league in the classroom would have

another benef i t:

The I observ ing 1 teacher
times a week for Just a
the students would get
and would use him as a

Additional

the opinion

component s

opportuni ty

supervision

Essent ia I

strengths.

ly, then, the majority of those interviewed r¡Jere of

that differentiated supervision offered two vital

would come in maybe three, four
part of the class. . . af ter awhi-le,

use to another teacher being there
resource al so.

not available in models one or two--1) the

for competent teachers to chose the mode of

which they desired, and 2) the opportunity to work
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r"ri th co I I eagues $rho know the sub ject matter and understand the

dynamics and dilemmas cur¡ent in the classroom.

Four of those interviewed proposed that another advantage in

supervision as described in scenario three is that it permits the

supervison to wonk most closely with those teachers in greatest

need of assistance to improve their teaching performances. Three

other teachers fe I t that scenar io three $ras preferab I e to ei ther

one or two because it uJas nless threatening'than working with a

supervisor who might feel obl iged to find some deficiency in

every teacher--however trivial -ror use supervision as a means to

bui I d a case for termination of a teacher.

Yet another three of the f ourteen teachers interv i ewed

expressed an appreciation for the opportunity for teachers to

formulate their olrn performance improvement plans. Speaking on

the matter, B.C. made the fol lowing point:

I think it's ideal

tJhat B. C. appeared to intend with this remark is that f ormal,

uniform training of teachers is valuable (or required) to a

point, but after reaching that point in mid-career teachers would

benefit from an opportunity to individual ly develop their ski I ls

eccording to their unique needs.

M.N. also extol led the benefits of befng given an

opportunlty to develop arì irrdividual f zed Ímprovement plan and

suggested that it might provide the mld-career teacher wlth the

tlrne and motivation to develop a new course or to prepare to

teach one with which they had no experience. P.8. indicated that

developmentJ...you get to a point at mid-career where
youtve done your training and nov, can develop yourself.

I scenar i o three, independent
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he would take advantage of this optlon to visit other schools to

observe teachers and review programs.

As the comments cited in the fol lowing section may suggest,

however, the majorfty of those interviewed did not share the

sentÍment that the opportunity to develop an indÍvidual ized plan

would have much merit for mid-career teachers.

Weaknesses Perceived in Differentiated Supervision

As reported in

were of the opinion

Difficulties

teachers wou I d have an opportunity to design a performance

fmprovement plan suited lo their needs; conversely, nine of thei

col leagues--most of whom favored supervision with another

with independent professional

teacher--identif ied this component as FOssÍbly the the

effective element in the model for several reasons.

expressed his concern in these words:

the foregoing discussion, three teachers

that an advantage to scenarÍo three is that

I t'd be tough for mid-careers to deve I op a plan of
their own... durfng mid-career most have a fami ly, they're
married and some even have a second job...suddeniy,
they're given this opportunity to expand... it would be
tough to find the time.

J. K. , too, voiced a concern that, in real ity. mid-career teachers

would not have--or take--the time to develop a worthwhi le plan:

. . . at mfd-career, I woul dn't have time. . . teaching can be
an eighteen hour a day job if you want it to be but I

value my fami ly and don't want teaching to interfere with
that.

J.K. went on to speculate about how other mid-career teachers

would perceive the 'opportunity" to design a performance

improvement p I an:

deve I opment.

. . . mâny wou I d gr ipe. . . they don' t
Ithey would sayl...r'Don't bother
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They get very cushy and don't work on professional
development. That's unfortunaLe but I thÍnk teachers
in many cases would just say nNo. . . tr

K.L. also discussed the probability that teachers would lack the

time o¡ enthusiasm to develop an effective plan:

Some teachers wouldn't find the time. After awhi le,
you get tired and things just don't seem as
important anymore.

Because ttthings dontt seem so importanttt at mid-career, L.M.

suggested that: '. . . a certain lethargy may set in and they

Iteachers] may commit performance improvement to paper then not

do it at all." According to A.8., the more "cynicalrt mid-career

teachers wou I d go beyond i gnor ing the opportuni ty to p I an

i ndependent l y and scof f at the p¡ospect ". . . because they th i nk

they're aiready there Iat optimum performance levels]."

Impl icit in the observations made by the nine teachers

harbor ing doubts that mi d-career teachers wou I d actua I I y deve I op

then faithful Iy fol low a performance improvement plan is a

cautionary note to schoo I s intending to adopt mode I three that

careful consideration should be given to

tea.chers who would make effective use of this componenti 2)

methods through which plan implementation may be monitored by the

supervisor and 3) the advisabi I íty in offerÍng this comFonent to

al I teachers performing at acceptable levels of competency.

Dif f iculties in u¡orking with col Ieagues.

ldhi le, as mentloned, the great majorÍty of those interviewed

welcomed the opportunity to work with a col league, several

teachers foresaw difficultÍes which could arise out of this

arrangement. One of the two teachers who identified scenario

three es the least effective modei of supervision for mid-career
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teachers did so on the grounds that, âlthough teachers expect

supervisor to be critical, they would resent criticism from

col league however wel I-intended.

Four teacher's were concerned that conf I i cts wou I d deve I op

when col Ieagues engaged in supervÍsion held dissimi lar

phi losophies or attitudes toward their work. K.L explained that

"...you might run into someone you don't agree with and you won't

learn anything.i' A.B. expressed e comparable opinion;

If I was conservative, I would
someone on the opposite end of
. . . somebody in arts wou I d have
conservat i ve teacher.

Several teachers explained that they would find it difficult to

work productiveìy with a "know-it-all." G.H. observed that 'tl

wou I dnr t want to work wi th somebody who says ' I 'm a master

teacher and you're a nobodyr'r'and K.L said that he would refuse

to work with colleagues I'r./ho think they know it all."

Two teachers indicated that, in their opinion, it may be

difficult for col leagues to find the time to work closeiy on a

routine basis. In F.G.ts words, ttUnless you have some Frept, itts

difficul t to find time to work with another teacher... everyone

has something dur ing prep' time. " On the bas i s of past

experiences in working with inept col Ieagues. two of the teachers

a I so thought prob I ems wou I d ar i se when one teacher reported the

def iciencies of another to the supervi sor.

Although those interviewed clearly favored working with a

colleague above the other aiternatives in differentiated

supervision and above al I other models, it may be argued that

numbers suff icient enough to brarrrant attention al so identif ied

a2

have troub i e work ing wi th
the sca I e. i For instance I ,
prob I ems work i ng vr Í th a

a

a



potentiâ1 problems with this component. In particular, when

offering this option to teachers, it would ePPear that school

planners should have a clear sense of the mechanism through whieh

teachers wi I I be paired (for instance, whether through choice or

assignment), a sound rationale for offering this component that

is clear to the teachers and a means through which to al ter

arrãngements not mutual ly beneficial to both teachers.

Aàsignment of îeachers to Clinical Supervision

Although it was not identified in the Iiterature reviewed

a pnoblem anticipated with differentiated supervision was the

possibi I ity that when ä mid-career teacher is sing led out for

cl inÍcal supervision, that teacher would feel considerable

resentment and humi I iation. Dur ing

the teachers fn the study school,

gather add i t i ona I data regard ing

model by describing the fol lowing

interviewed to speculate about ttTeacher Xtsft reaction:

Suppose that your supervisor came to you and said'
t'(teacherts name), youtte doing a fine job and can choose
to work with a col league, design your ouJn improvement
plan or opt for cl inical supervision. " He then goes
next door to Teacher X and explains that, due to
def icíencies in his performance, he wi I I be assigned
to the cl inical supervision track.

The supervisor's management of the assignment.

Of the twelve teachers who ventured to conJecture over

Teacher X's reaction, near ly al I agreed that his response would

depend, in Iarge measure, upon the way in which the supervlsor

apprlsed the teacher of the decision. K.L. effectively

summarized the opinions of his col leagues in the fol lowing remark:

the interviews with

the resealcher endeavored to

t.hi s potent ia I f I aw in the

scenar io and asking those
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You t the supervi sor I wou l d have to
... the most important qual ificatlon
people...you have to handle people
work for you. The supervi sor's iob
teachers, not better... Iand]... the
order the teacher, he's got to show
wi I i make the teacher's job easien
supervisionl or better or itt s not

The point which K.L. and his colleagues aPPear to be stressÍng is

that before a supervisor can began to hope that the teacher will

respond receptively to being placed on cl inical supervlslon.

he/she must have a basis for the decÍsion which the teacher will

perceive as reasonable and also be able to clarify Precisely for

the teacher how cl inical supervision wi I I improve the teacher's

performance or make his job rteasier.rr

Even when supervisors diplomatical ly approach teachers with

sound reasonings and specific strategies, a number of the teachers

felt that there lJas no assurance lhat the teacher would respond

be very, very careful
I s how they hand I e

so that they want to
is different than the

supervisor can't just
the teacher how he

tthrough cl inical
going to change.

positively. Despite the consensus over the

deportment as a variable affecting the teacher's reaction.

twelve who spoke to the matter urere evenly divided over

Ímpact that being placed on ci inical suPervision would have

mid-career teacher. As one of s i x who fe I t that the outcome

would invariably be adverse, D. E. made this argument:

... it would cause friction because a mid-career teacher
would feel threatened that he's loslng his Job. Besides'
if they hadn't identified the problem before now'
something's urrong twith suPervisionl.

A.B. also felt that there would be tenslon caused by the

teacher's resentment over a problem being identif ied so late in

his career and that, rather than being Placed on cl inical

supervision, the teacher woul d fee I I ess conspicuous and

def ensive if he u¡as assigned to work with â col Ieague. H. I.
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imagined that Teacher X would become overly-conscientious about

his performance causing it to deteriorate further and I. J. --one

of the two who identified modei three as the least effective form

of supervision f.cr mid-career teachers--argued that teachers

expect to be treated consistently and would very much resent

be ing s ing I ed out.

The prevai I ing sentiment amongst those who be I ieved that

being placed on cl inical supervision would not have a deleterious

effect on the teacher was that incompetent teachers are a reality

of the profession and that, if high standards are to be

maintained in teaching, theÍr performances must be brought

up to acceptable standards.

of their reactions:

That's Iassignment to c] inical supervisionl a reai ity.
You can't ignore poor teaching and you cantt make good
teachers do the same thing because of these poor
teachers...the poor teacher may not like it, but that's
a realíty. (L.M.)

It's the nature of the job...some teachers are better
than othe¡s... if you're not doing your job and thÍs tcl
supervisionl is a uray to improve it, that's I if e. (G. H.

If the supervisor feels there's a problem. that's
Iassigning the teacher to cl incal supervision] his
perogative...he ithe teacherl may feel resentment but
that's maybe a necessary evi I. (8. C. )

As may be evident in the preceding quotations, nearly hal

those intervlewed expressed the vfew that improving

The fo I I owing responses are typica I

performance of the incompetent teacher is of foremost concern,

that teaching--as a profession--should not tacitly condone

incompetency by ignoring it and that (if it is an issue at all)

the teachert s reaction ls a tertiary concern.

0f the six interviewees who heid that the teacher's reaction
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$Jas not of paramount concern, three felt that when the reaction

was considered it would prove to be one of receptivity:

I f the teachen is real istic, they'd say "Things aren't
going wel l for me. " If it's made clear you take cl inical
supervision because of so many problems, I don't think
a teacher could refute it... I think the teacher would
welcome it. (K.L.)

If I was told by the princÍpal ithat I was on clinical
supervisionl I'd accept that the other teachers did ã
better job... I would l ike to f ind out r,¡hy I I'm on that
trackl...if I'm doing something urrong, tell me and I'll
change. (F. G. )

The cl ínicai supervision track should be seen as a
growth opportunity for a teacher to correct a problem.
It's only for a certain length of time then he can
go back tto chosing his own trackl. (8.C.)

I f no other conciusions may be drawn from the disparate

reactions of the teachers to this scenario, perhaps it mey be

reasonable to suppose that in exercising this option, the prudent

supervisor would have persuasive evidence that such action is

Justífted, would have viable strategÍes to offer Teacher X and

would have cause to suppose that the action would produce more

good than harm.

Conclusions

I f ' as findings in the I iterature suggest (Dar I ing-Hammond,

et al., 1983; Glatthorn, 1984; Duncan, 1985), teachers are most

incl ined to engage in performance improvement when they perceive

the superv i sory process as accurate r rê I iab I e and âppropr iate for

their needs, then clearly differentiated supervision merits

consideration as an al ternative mode I of supervision for the

study population.

vJas selected more than the other three combined as being the most

promÍsing method of supervision for mid-career teachers.
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Two aspects, in particular, which appeaied to those

interviewed vJere the opportunities to chose the mode of

supervision most appropriate to the needs of the teacher and to

work with a col league who understood the subject matter and the

c I assroom context more c I ear I y than most superv i sors. However,

the maJorlty of the teachers candtd ly discussed f laws in the

mode l ln a way whi ch suggests that, i f such a mode l r.¡ere to be

impiemented, preventive steps would have to be taken so that

deficfencies ln the model would not undermine its effectiveness.

More specifical ly, nine of those interviewed expressed a

concern that mid-career teachers who were al Iowed to design their

own performance improvement plans mây not have the time or the

desire to develop and practice an agenda of much value. Further,

eight teachers anticipated that probiems couid arise when

teachers engaged in supervision with coi leagues, and almost half

of the interviewees specuiated that assigning mid-career teachers

to a cl fnical supervision track would produce resentment and

could be counter-productive.

Irr conclusion, whi le the ma joríty of teachers f ound f laws f n

differentiated supervision as it vras presented in scenario three'

they aiso found it to hold real promise as an alternative to the

other models and to the way in which they âre currently

superv i sed.

Teacher Perceptfon Toward Ref Iectlve Supervislon

Supervision as presented in scenarlo four and as described

to those fnterviev¡ed cal ls for the supervisor to "col Iaborate with

the teacher in marshaliing inteliectual activitestt (Smyth. 1986

a7



TABLE ?

terlsti

Possible Characteristics
of Supervision

Pre -con ferenc i ng

Observation

Refl e

Pos t-conferencing

Fol low-up

Input from teacher

Assessment of pre-determined
behavi ors

Supervisor's role

Adjusted according
to career stage

Supervision with colleagues

Teacher-planned profes s ional
devel opment

Basis for termination or
retent i on

Characterlstlcs of Reflective
Supervis ion

OptionaI, lnformal: teacher may
seek supervisor's assistance

Optionaì: teacher may reguest
thal supervisor observe

Opt i ona I

Opt i onal

Essentially, teachers direct
their own development

Behaviors nay be targeted by the
teacher

FaciLitator

Assumes mid-career teachers can
be their own resources

Opt i onal

The focus of this model is
independent professionaL
development

Not advocated
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p.338) in order to systematical ly ref lect upon hls current

teaching practices. The purpose of this ref lection is to

determine what is or is not effective in promoting desired

student outcomes and to identify those Ímpediments in promoting

outcomes. The teachef also examines changes which should be made

ln the teachert s workl ife to enable him to improve performance.

With the assistance of the supervisor, the teacher mâps out snd

tests a.l ternative strategies in the classrocm (See Schon, L982i

Sergiovanni, 1985; Smyth, 1986). Parenthetlcal Iy, lt måy be added

that the model also allows for teachers to work with colleagues

in ref Iective supervision as wel I as--or in piace of--

superordinates.

Although reflective supervision resembles the professional

deveiopment component of differentiated supervision in that tt

affords teachers å measure of independence, there is e

distinction to be made between the two processes. According to

the differentiated supervision model (Glatthorn, 1984), teachers

would be al lowed to independently improve their performances by

engaging fn specif ic activites including coursework. workshops,

observing other teachers or serving as mentors to novice

teachers. Ref lective supervision, however, emphasízes the role

of the teacher in'examining the origins and consequences of

everyday teaching behavior so they come to see those factors that

represent impediments to changerr (Smyth, 1986, p.338). Once

these factors have been identified, teachers become 'truth-

makers" (Sergiovanni, 1985) or professional s endeavoring to

el Íminate impediments and enhance strengths in their
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Performances. In effect, whi I e differentiated supervfsÍon woul d

direct the teacher to other sources for performance improvement,

ref lectlve supervision would df

Informal Practice of Ref iective

the teachers perceived

that--a I though c I ini ca I

mode of supervi s ion in

Before discussing the strengths and

f our teen

ref lective supervÍsion (model four) on an informal basis.

this prevalence of model four as a method r,¿hich teachers have

adopted to lmprove performance,

interviewed

rect the teacher to look inward.

Supervision

the maj or i ty wou I d have

in scenario four, it should be noted

advantages to the model and selcted it as the most effective

supervision (mode I two) is the formal

method of supervision for mid-career teachers.

the

stated that

instance in which the majority of

However, as reported in Table B, there was not a single

po I nted to an aspect of scenar i o f our as be Í ng advantageous ;

Col legiate--thirteen of

fu¡thermore, al though four of the teachers indicated that they

would select model four as most effective if it were incorporated

into model three, oniy one teacher bel ieved that ref lectlve

supervisfon, unmodified, was the most effective form of

supervision for mid-career teachers.

The questfon which naturaì ly arises fs, if near ly al I

teachers routinely pnactice ref Ieclive supervision, why was there

so llttle agreement on Íts strengths and why did so few identify

it as most ef f ective of the approaches to supervision? i.Jhl le

teacher reactions to scenario four offer i ittie on which to

so

weakne s s es

they current I y

it wouid have seemed likely that

identified a number

which

pract i ce

Given

the

the teachers

of

interviewed



TABLE B

A-l lows teacherã

S trengths

and ameLiorate

It ls an ongoing process of
supervl s I on

Allows the teacher
lndependence

Prevents teacher stagnation

to ldentlfy
weaknesses

Response
Frequency

\õ
F

Teachers would not

ftleaknes ses

their weaknesses

Teachers don't have tlme torefl ect

Too unstructured to be of
val ue

recogn i ze

Response
Frequency

Identl fl ed
as nost

tlv

(nodel four
and one )4 (modeL

four and
three )

Identified
as least



formulate a probable explanation, in returníng to their responses

to scenario ihree (Tabl e 6), it may be noted that nÍne of

fr¡urteen teachers perceived that a serious defect of model three

would be that--when expected to f ormal ly develop their owll

performance fmprove¡nent plan--many mid-career teachers may not

have the time nor incl ination to design and implement a pian in

a way that would fulfill

Because reflective supervision also permits teachers

considerable independence and autonomy during supervision, it ís

possible to surmise that when model four is proposed as the only

formal method of supervÍsÍng teachers rather than as an j.nformal

process which teachers may use at their discretion. those

interviewed wouid not bel ieve it to have many advatrtages nÈ!r'

woul d they see it as being the most effective means of

identifying teacher strengths and correctÍng def iciencies.

Additional ly. of those nine who bel ieved that. commoniy,

teachers on the p i an-des i gn track of scenar io three wou I d not

make the process worthwi le. near ly al I nine spoke about other

teachers rather tl'ran themseives as faiIing tr¡ make the actit,'ity

productive. Perhaps whi i e they fee i that--on the bas i s of

personal experience--ref I ective supervision does serve to improve

their performaì'ìces, the teachers uJere reluctant to suppËse

that al I col leagues would take the time and make the eTfort to

ensure that such an unstructured, relatively unmonÍtored model

would result in appr'eciable performance improvemenl.

i ts íntended purpose.
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Teache r

Strengths

scenario four, six of the teachers indicated that this modei would

be of value Ín helping teachers to identify weaknesses in their

Fercept i on

Perceived in

In discussing the advantages to supervision as described in

perf ormances and to piot al ternative strategles. Hor,¡ever a point

that

Toward Ret'

interviewed general ly bei ieve that teachers--ìef t to their oi.nì

devices would not improve appreciably--is the fact that five of

Reflective

lends furthen credence to the supposition that those

these s i x

ameiioratíon

lective Supervision

or supervisor. F. Gt s observation was typical rrf those made by

his four colleagues:

There are tÍmes when a teacher has a problem. Itm
sure it wouldn't hurt to discuss it with another
teacher or the prÍncipai... I think it's terrific when
you can ask the supervisor or even col leagues for help.

H.l. said quite simply that lrit tref lective supervisionl is

especial ly productive if there's another participant. "

I¡r exÌ:laÍlrirrg the vaiue in a coi league's participation in the

process of ref I ection, K. L. reca I I ed an instance in which member's

of his department observed each other for a class period and

wrote down al I that they saw transpire. The observer made no

judgments or suggestions but merely gave the observed teacher the

recorded notes for the purpose of ana I ys i s. K. L. descr ibed the

benef i ts of the act i v i ty i n these words :

Supervision

i nd i cated

would be most effective when done with a col ieague

that def iciency identification

It gave you a map of your ciassroon...you could better'
see where trouble areas were... iandl...where not-so-trouble
areas urere. For example. one thing is that a lot of
teachers don't wall.r ar'ound tthe classrooml I ike they should
but never rea I i ze i t.

a.nd
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Suite evident ln the precedlng remark is that--in K. L.'s

opinion--teachers do have def iciencies which go uncorrected

simply because teachers are not arlrare of them; therefore,

I'ref lecting" their behaviors off of a colleague may be more

enl ightening than simply ref lecting on themselves as teachers.

mapping out al ternative strategies is of value but that tt may

B.C. also felt that reflecting on classroom performance and

somêt imes

problems: r'You mãy not see it Ia weakness] but if you have a weal<

area yout l l get messages from students and col leagues. Í

be necessary

Five of those interviewed were of the opinion that a

benefit ot' supervÍsion according to model four is that it would be a

sustained prclcess rather than the annual event prescribed in other

models. A.B. and G.H. explained that they routinely go home and

reflect upon the events of the day in order to bulld on their

strengths and to improve in areas where they are weaker. F.G.

observed that an advantage to scenario four is that it is ân

ongolng process through which he strives to '...break my ideas

down even more to get more out of them. tt

Reflective supervision is sustained.

for others to po int out

I . J . suggested that ref I ect ing over work on

basis with a supervisor is productive:

Dlscussion with the supervisor is very important... I

know that I can go see my administrator...chat with him
and come up with solutions to probiems as they happen.

unde tec ted

C.A. saw yet another advantage in ongoing col Iaboration with the

supervi sor :

Llhen it's continuai idiscussionl the supervisor has a
better idea of what's going on in the ciassroom and the
teacher wouid get continual ly reinforced for doÍng a
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(As desirable as this ongoÍng interaction between a teacher

and supervisor may be, however, one might consider whether it is

good job

feastble given that al i fourteen

scenario two argued that it would be impossible for a supervisor

to annual ly devote as I ittle as four hours to each teacher for

cl inical supervision. )

Whi le, again not a majority, f ive of those interviewed sar.,

reflective supervision as being beneficial because it

al lowed the leacher more independence (than other models) to seek

out al lernative strategies and methods. In the fol lowlng

quotat fon, C. A. i s d i scuss ing the advantages in being ab i e to

test neuJ methods without fear of consequences from a suPervisor

who wants ai I teachers to practice a prescribed set of behaviors;

Just the freedom i in mode I four I certainly improves
the teacher's self-esteem...and you can get the kids
real ly motivated without getting kicked in the rear-
end.

Reflective suÞervLs10n

interviewees reacting

affords teachers independence.

l,l . N. also expressed an appreciation f or the independence af f orded

teachers by this method and pointed out that teachers are

re I egated to a status something I ess than profess iona I when a

supervisor prescribes behaviors:
nYes. ltts better Iscenario four] because btetre
quasi-professionals when somebody else sets it up
iteachingJ and says "This is how you shal I do it. rr

Impl icit in the fol Iowing remark is the bel lef that encouraging

teachers to Índependentiy ref lect upon their work and test new

methods is important to performance improvement:

Independence is definitely important to have and
Iscenario] number four would give the most indepetrdence
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...it \.rould work in that I'm analyzing myself and
al lowed to make decisions on my own.

Based upon the preceding observations, then, it is evident that

over one-third of those interviewed are of the opinion that mid-

career teachers are capable of effectively using ref lective

supervision to assess their performances and make productive

efforts to improve their instnuction. Again, however, the weak

support t'or scenario four es the most effective method of

supervision and the concern expressed by the majority of teachers

over theÍr col Ieagues possible lack of interest or time to

develop effective plans independently mãy reasonably lead one to

Ínquire whether mid-career teachers--in general --bei ieve that

their peers would use formal ref lective supervision productively

or take advantage of the independence to do I i tt i e toward

performance improvement.

Generates new strategies.

that it prevents teachers from nfal ling into a rutn or mäy encourage

those in the rut to deve I op new strateg ies when they are

Four interviewees observed that scenario four has merit in

encouraged to ref lect upon their current practices. K. L.

explained that his experience using ref iective supervision r.¡ith a

col league was of considerable value in prompting himself and

others into reconsidering their methods:

t^Je did I inf ormai ref Iective supervision]. . . it's a real ly
usefui exercise... it brought out things we never thought
about... it's so easy to crack out your usual formula and
just have the kids adjust.

However, K. L. ai so noted that the exercise r,ras ' just something

another teacher pÍcked up in a university coursÊ, tt and. despite

its apparent value, it did not become a routine practice within
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the department. K. L. hinted at a possible explanation for the

rapíd decl ine of a worthwhÍ le activity when he observed that at

mid-career teachers aren't as prepared to go the extra mi I e

because they feel Lhey have put in their time: rrYou don't have time

for it...after awhile you get tired...Iand]...things don't seem

as important. t'

Weaknesses Perceived in Ref Iective

As there þJas no strong support of model four, likewise, there

was no strong opposition to it" Only one of those interviewed

Judged it to be the least et'fective method of supervision (along

with model one) and the greatest number of times a specific

aspect of the mode I was identi f ied as being a weaknesses was

four.

The teachers who were dubious about the abi I ity of mid-

career teachers to ref I ect upon their performancêsr recognize

weaknesses and correct them each had a different basis for their

Teachers may not productively impiement model.

Supervisíon

doubts.

poor ly are often in crisis in their private I ives or are

f rustrated over the I ack of upward mobi ì i ty or opPortunl ty in

A.B. argued that mid-career teachers who are performing

teaching (See Krupp, 1987).

is when they most need to reflect that mid-câreer teachers are

least Iikely to do so: "A person in crisis probably won't want to

look at themselves.r'

J.K. suggested that most mid-career teachers want to be as

good as they can be but simply wouldn't recogníze their f laws

through merely ref lecting; therefore, to be productive, model

Regrettab I y, accord ing to A. B. , i t
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four would have

members:

I'd lÍke the supervisor or col ieague to also be involved
in the ref iective process since teachers don't aìways
recognize their problems and there has to be input fnom
someone you fr:ei comfortabie with.

C. A. seemed Iess charitable in his reason for doubting that mid-

career teachers would use ref Iective supervision to improve their

perf ormances Ín the classroom; ttTo an extent...a lot of them

tmid-career teachersl Just aren't wi l l ing to change. " Another

Ínterviewee viewed model four as potential ly unproductive because

"with some teachers so booked, they won't have time tto

ref lectl." (4.8. )

Conclusions

to Frescribe ongoing input

as descr i bed

three as the

Whl le the

f rom other staf f

performance of mid-career teachers, they were most indecisive and

inconsÍstent in their reactions to model four. Al though the

researcher was concerned that the exchange with teachers

regarding scenario four uras not as extensive since it was

general Iy discussed near the close of interr¡iews rvhen time

restraints may have pressured teachers into being less expansive,

there is evidence that a more probable explanalion for the

reactions to scenario four I ies elsewhere.

As suggested ear i ier, most of those interviewed find

that model four practiced informal ly may be an effective, Íf not

teachers were most strong I y opposed to superví s ion

in scenar i o one and most support i ve of gcenar i o

most effective method for improving the classroom

essential, means through which to improve cìassroom performance.

However, based upon reactions to a component in model three-- which
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has simi larities

those interv i ewed

teachers too much autonomy and too little structure

value in performance improvement.

ThÍs possibÍ i ity is given further

through the course of the interviews,

to mode I four-- Í t may be suggested that

teachers surveyed volunteered that formal, structured supervision Ís

perce i ve mode I

necessary for one or any combination of these reasons: 1 )

assÍst fncompetent teachers in correcting deficiencies; 2)

have in place a preventive process which ensures that effective

teachers don't deteriorate, and 3) to afford teachens recognition

of their successes.

four as giving I ess

made by teachers on the necessity of formal supervision:

The fol lowing are comments which üJere typicai of the remarks

Mid-careers get set in their wâys and need to be
disturbed tby new ideas l. . . some teachers get in,
they're sti I I there I in the classroom] and they
shouldn't be there. (G. H. )

credence by the fact that,

twe I ve of the fourteen

rfdedicated"

to be of

Just because yout re in mid-career doesnr t mean that
you can't learn. (H. l. )

I think it's important
they should be pointed
accept these factors t
from the supervisort s

I t's important for the supervisor to see teachers
because some don't belong in teaching. (C.4. )

We tmid-career teachersl can aiways learn from somebody
else. (1.J.)

Teachers want the supervisor to come in and see that
they're good teachers and doing good things. (K. L. )

to

to

that if a teacher has faults
out and it's important they

that they have f au I ts and rnay benef
input 1 . (F. G. )

I Ínvite them in Isupervisors]... I want them to see
what I'm doing and not just basing it Iassessment of
the teacher I on r.rhat they mi ght hear f rom one parent
or student...but they don't have time and they
don't come in. (D. E. )
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I n referr ing to Tab I e 1 1, which reports the many factors

which those interviewed felt should be included in the

superv i sory process, i t becomes even mo¡e ev i dent that

particfpants in the study expect formal supervision to be a

process sufficiently structured so that a plethora of factors may

be placed on the supervisory agenda. Again, it is not

unreasonable to suppose that--as they understood it--supervlsiotr

accordíng to mode I four 1s too unstructured or lacking in

specificity to serve as a means through which these factors couid

be efr^ectiveiy lncluded.

In summaryr there apFears to be some basis for suggesting

that supervisors would be wel l-advised to encourage teachers to

reflect on their practices and to assist teachers in adopting new

methods and material s as tÍme and resources permit. However, it

al so appears that the teachens interviewed do not perceive

model four as the most effective method of supervision for mid-

career teachers because the lack of structure, and clear guidance

and monitoring by the supervisor (particulariy of less competent

teachers) may resuit in the fol iowing:

1) teachers not making the effort or taking
engage in the process of reflection in such
it becomes productive,

2) the absence of a mechanism through whích
the many factors which should be taken into
durÍng the supervisory process,

3) incompetent teachers not getting the structured
assistance lhey need, and

4) I imited opportunity for the supervisor to noutineiy
observe al I competent teachers and give recognilion
f or the i r succes ses .

Having discussed the strengths and
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fnterviewed percieve in the four approaches to supervision, the

two chapters which fol iow wil I focus on the relationship which the

teachers prefer with their supervisor during supervision and on

those factors which they bel ieve should or should not be

considered during the supervisory process.
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I ntroduction

A sub-question stated fn the original proposal for this

thesis read: nWhat sort of relationship should exist between the

supervlsor and the teacher in each circumstance Ior model ] of

supervision?t' Subsequent to field testlng the interview

schedule, however, and during the initial inteviewing of the

study population, it became evident that--regardless of the

supervisory mode I --the mid-career teachers interviewed expected

that their preferred re Iationship with the supervisor would

remain the same and they appeared somewhat frustrated over this

sub-question being repeated for each scenar io. Further'. as mode I s

three and four were presented to the teachers, both models

al lowed for instances in which the competent mid-career teacher

would be working with a col league rather than a supervisor or

would be working independently. In these situationsr âsking those

lntervlewed to describe the relatlonship they would wish to have

wlth thelr' supervigor' r,¡hen the suFer'vlsor's lnvolvemetrt was mlnimgl

appeared to confuse and bewilder those being surveyed. Given the

reaction of the teachers to the repetition of the sub-question,

the researcher dlscontinued posing the question more than once

after the initial interviews with the study populatlon.

Because the teachers desired essential ly the same

relationship with the supervisor under ai I four supervisory

modeis, what foi lows next in this chapter is a description of the

characteristics they expect of a working relationship with ä

CHAPTER S I X

THE RELAT I ONSH i P BETWEEN THE SUPERV I SCIR

AND THE TEACHER

LO2



supervisor if supervision is to be productive.

Since scenarios three and four al I ow for teachers to work

wi th co I I eagues dur ing the superv i sory process, the

characteristics identified by those Ínterviev¡ed as being of

greatest irnpontance in making this supervisory relationshíp

productive are discussed in another section of this chapter.

Characteristics

Supervi sor' s know I edge of sub_ject area.

the supervisory re lationship to be productive fn improving teacher

Ten of the teachers interviewed indicated thal, in order for

performance, the supervisor must have a ItworkingrtunderstandÍng

of the teacher's subject area (See Table 9). Although it may be

Desired in Supervisor-Teacher Relationsip

argued that possessing this knowledge is more a characteristic of

the supervisor than of the re iationship, the fact that ten of

fourteen teachers volunteered this as a characteristic attests to

the

ef fective supervisory process.

perce i ved

Indeed, this response is clear ly congruent with the findings

of Go I dhammer ( 1969 ) and wi th the fact that e I even of the

teachers discussing the merits of a cl incial supervision approach

identified the probabi I ity that supervisors would be unfami I iar

with subJect matter across discipl ines as a serious f law ín the

cl inical supervision model. The foì lowing comments may bring

further understanding to the rationale behind the teachens'

interest in the supervisor knowing each teacher's subJect ârea:

You ithe supervisorl must have some expertise in the
lsub jectl area. . . you have to knov¡ what vre'r'e tr¡ring to
to teach and why i./e' re teaching i t. (K. L. )

Í mpor tance of subject-area know I ed ge tr¡ the
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TABLE 9

Chqracteristics of the Preferred Relatjonship Between the Teacherand Supervlsor

Desirable
Characteri s tl cs

Supervisor is famiÌiar
r¿i th teachers ' subject
area

Supervisor has expertise
based on classroom
experience

Supervisor is honest.
trustworthy

Supervisor is friendLy,
non-threatening

TABLE 10

Response
Frequency

10

and a Colleague

Undesirable
Characteri st I cs

Condescending
supervi sor

Des i rable
Characteri sti cs

Supervjsor ls
demandlng, dogmatic

Colleague must be
accepting of diverse
methods

Coì J.eague shoulcl be
congenial

Colleague should have
"personallty', similar
to teacher

Colleague must care
about students

Colleague must be
willing to share ldeas

Response
Frequency

Response
Frequency

Undesirable
Characteri stics

Colleague 1s dogmatic

0olleague doesnrt share

Col league

Respons e

Freguency

smokes
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Whether the teacher saw the supervfsor as knowledgeabie
in the subject ârea would be e variable in acceptance of
him as credible... if e supervisor came in with no
knowIedge of the subject and he feeIs Itm not deaIÍng
properly with the subJect...wei i, who's to judge? (H. I. )

The supervisor must have knowledge Iof al I dlscipl inesJ
and how they'have changed...the supervisor's analysis
tof the teacherl is going to be affected by what he
tthe supervlsorl knows about the subJect. (A.8. )

The supervisor must know the subject... tand bel
...someone who can relate to the subject to get
a feel ing of what's suppose to be happening. (p.O. )

The supervisor's experience in teaching.

In addition to knowing the subject areas of teachers under

suPervision, the majority of those intenviewed a.l so fel t that to have

a productfve supervisory relationship with teachers, supervisors

must have an understanding and appreciation for the current

complexities of teaching based upon their ovJn classroom

exPerience (see Darl ing-Hammond, et al., 1983; Kauchak, et al.,

1985). Nine of those interviewed explained that, in order

for supervisors to make legitimate observations about a teacLrer's

performance and offer worthwhi le strategies for improvement, the

suPe¡visors must have had successful classroom experiences

themselves (preferably in a context closely approximating the

teacher's situation).

J. K. remarked that it is problematic that supervisors aren't

experts in al I subjects and added that it is essential for them

to have had teaching experience:

Academical ly, they Isupervisors] can't be experts in al i
fields and that's a problem if you're looking at subJect
matter... the supervisor must have classroom experience
and stay current if only five minutes i in different
classroomsl routinely and not twenty years Iwithout
being in a classrooml. I would I tke to see supervisors
enter the classroom so they can relate to what's
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going on...and deal with kids for a block of time.

A. B. emphasized the corre lation between good supervisors having

been good teachers;

Supervlsors have to have been good teachers themselves
and have to k¡row how students and teachers think...they
must be able to know urhy teachens do what they do and
be able to communicate Iback to the teacher] what they
see going on.

Durlng the course of several different interviews. teachers

volunteered that--in their estimations--the classroom mi I ieu has

changed over the years--that students are less enthusiastic about

I earning and I ess respectfu I of author i ty. To these teachers, a

cruclal aspect of ttbeing in touchtt is that supervisors are

sensitive to the fact that teachers are confronted with

cfrcumstances and problems that the supervisor--as a teacher in

the past--did not have to contend with. J.K. exp¡essed this

{loncern when asked whether supervisors have the ski I I s to

identify problems in the classroom and provide teachers u¡tth

prob I em-so I ving strategies:

No. . . particular iy if they haven't been in â classroom.
Administrators have a responsibi I ity, too, to stay
current. . . to read in journal s. Most supervisors
haventt been Ín the classroom for a very long time and
that's a very key part. Things have changed a lot
and supervisors do lose sight of that.

LJhat these teachers appear to be saying is that, if the

supervisory process is going to be of valuer the supervisor must

brlng to that relatÍonshlp an understandfng of the present

classroom di I emmas and dynamics; when they do not, there ls a

danger that they r,¡i I i be unab I e to understand why teachers behave

as they do, a danger that supervisors wil I attempt to impose

obsolete or inappropriate methods on teachers, and there is the
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possibf I ity that supervisors wi I I have I ítt I e of value to

teachers for performance improvement.

Honesty and trust.

Nine of the teachers observed that if the supervisory process

is to be productive, they must bel ieve that the supervisor is

honest and trustworthy. However, there urere diffening

interpretations of how supervisors demonstrate these qual ities

and about how teachers would gauge them. E.F.'s remank on the

veracity of supervisons suggested a concern about pol itfcal

motivations:

tA supervisor'l should be honest, with integrity... I have
to be convinced that there are no ul terior motives--somË
people get promoted by stepping on others.

To M.N., being able to trust the supervisor meånt that he could

test nehr methods without fear of consequences enacted by the

superv i sor :

I must be able to trust that the suFervisor al Iows me
lo make mistakes and wil I help me improve without
being threatened.

A.B. stated that there were several means through which a teacher

determined the extent to which a supervisor is trustworthy

offer

Íncluding the f ol lowing:

The teacher would first iook at how the supervisor
handled conflict between a teacher and a student.
If a supervisor supports a student before seeing
the teacher, there's mistrust automatical ly.

G. H. gauged a supervisor's honesty--in part--according to hiszher

candidness in deal ing with I ess-than-competent teachers:

I've seen supervisors be pretty cruel with teachers
but the teacher deserved it. They weren't doing
their jobs.

Taking a someu¡hat contrary pos i tion,

L07
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the most desirable attributes which a supervisor could bring

to the teacher-supervisor ne Iationship woul d be honesty; however,

he voiced a concern that supervisors may honest ly criticize the

teacher on something the supervisor knows t itt I e about ¡

Honesty is very important, but I don't know if he
tthe supervisorl knows twhat he's talking aboutl.
There's a danger in him commenting on something he
doesntt know about.

Ei ght teachers observed that whi I e working wi th a

supervisor they would prefer that the supêrvisor be friendly and

Friendly and non-threatening.

non-threatening.

would like to

supervisor and, much the same as M.N.

to test neu, methods without fear of consequence for failure;

I would want to walk in tto the supervisor's officel and
discuss.these things Inew strategies] in a non-threatening
atmosphere and be able to try things and maybe fai i
but sti I I be able to go on from there.

B. C. indicated, that during supervision, he

be ab ì e to d i scuss matters of concern wi th the

relationship with supervisons, they should be friendly, genuinely

interested in people and should make an effort to maintain

contact with teachers:

J.K. be I ieved that to have

lThe supervisorl must be out-going and frfendly. He has
to have a real interest in people and stay in touch by
moving around, popping in to see how things are going.

As did J.K. and several others, A.B. felt that, in order for the

teacher and suPervisor to have a productive relationship during

the supervisory process, the supervisor must be avai Iabie for

friendly exchanges with the teacher. A.B. expiained that--too

often--supervisors are threatened by veteran teachers and are

reluctant to visit with them then added the fol lowing:
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Host I superviors ] have the ski I I to he I p teachers improve
but few can communicate it.. they're worried about thei¡
positions... they Fut up a false wal l. They this
past supervisorsl wouidn't communicate informal ly but
our Icurrent] principal does talk and visit. iThe
supervisorl must be a friend and not a foe.

H. I . indicated that, whi I e supervisors may be avai Iab I e,

they may not be approachab I e because the teacher ant i c i pates

that--rather than working in a col legial relationshíp to resolve

problems--supervisors wi I I uni Iateral Iy demand that teachers

fol low their prescriptions:

tThe supervísor l
it's hard to tal
demands that you
doing something

Summary

In a remark which captures the essence of what the majority

of Ínterviewees evident I y want in a re i ationship wi th their

supervlsors, c.A. pointed out that supervio¡s tt...must recogníze

that teachers have skills and are professionâ. ls.rr Based upon the

comments by those interviewed, in recognizing teachers as

professional s, supervisors wÍ I I respect their capabi I ities and

work amiabiy with them âs col leagues rather than as dogmatic.

autocratic authorities.

l4ost of those interviewed also indicated that they bel ieve

that to accurately assess teacher performance and oTfer vlable

methods for improvement, the supervisor should be fami I iar with

the teacher's subject area and must have a clear vision of the

current classroom mi I ieu. Impl icit in the comments made by most

of the teachers is the sentiment that they would prefer working with

supervisors who honestly admitted their I imitations rather than

mus t be appr oachab i e .
k to them...especially
do th í ngs the i r r^¡ay. . .

abnorma I to yourse i f.

Some superv i sors,
someone who
then you're
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with those who are self-ordaíned authorities prescribing remedies

which they expecl the teachers to use.

Before describing the characteristics in a supervisory

relationship which those Ìnterviewed found least desirable, it

may be worthwhi le to recal I that, in discussing differentiated

superv i s i on, twe I ve of the fourteen teachers noted that an

advantage to model three $ras the opportunity to work with

col leagues. In detai I ing why they found that option to be so

appeai ing, the majority explained that co I leagues knew the

sub ject matter, urere aurare of current classroom di lemmas, were

I ess threatening than superordinates and had more time avai I ab I e for

exchanging ideas.

Given the striking

interviewed saw in

characteristics the

relationship, it is not unîeasonable to conclude that most of the

mid-career teachers interviewed be I ieve that working wi th a

col Ieague to

lilcely to be

as they currently do.

s í mi I ar i ty between the advantages those

working wi th a co I I eague and the

maJorlty desire in a supervÍsory

Characteristics Undes irab

Low response rate.

The comparat i ve I y few cornments on the matter of

characteristics which the teachers perceived as least desirable

improve performance through

more product i ve than work i ng

ln a supervisory relationship may be explained by the fact that

when they expl icitly described desirable characteristics, they

urer'É tacltly iderrtlf ying characteristics they believed would I imit

the effectiveness of formal supervisÍon. For instance, in stating
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that supervisors should be fami I iar wÍth the teacherr s subject

areâ as wel I as with the classroom mi I ieu, the majority of

those interviewed was implying that unfami I iarity with these

intangÍbles would be an undesirable characteristic Ín the

suPervisor; simi lar ly, when nine of those Ínterviewed reported

that they would want to work with a supervisor who was honest and

trustworthy' they were clearly implying that they would not urant

to work with someone who was dishonest and not worthy of their

trust.

A minority of those interviewed did, however go beyond

implying what they believed would be undesirable in a

supervlsory reiationship and specifical ly identified

characteristics in the supervisor which r.¡ouid have a detrimentaì

effect on the productivity of formal supervision.

In discussing supervision according to prescríbed behaviors

(scenario one), nearly all of the teachers stated that--gÍven

their experience, confidence and desire for independence--mid-

câreer teachers would be Iess accepting of prescrlbed behaviors

than the untenured novice mone in need of structure and more

easf ly intimidated by supervisors. [,lhi I e discussing the

teacher-supervisor reìationship, B. C. echoed thís observatfon

when he noted that mid-career teachers--in particuiar--would not

respond to a condescending supervisor:

Supervisors who are condescending.

ttclhether teachers accept adviee f rom a supervisor l
...depends on how it's put to you. As soon as you
get a condescending attitude Ifrom the supervisor]
you turn your back and sãy ttHow good are you?fi
And mid-career teachers wou i d be most I ike I y to
react this uJay.
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in the fol lowing observation, C.A. reminds us that

and supervisor engaged in a power struggie risk losing

their common purpose--providing qual ity education

s tudents :

ISupervislon] has to be two people working together
without him tthe supervisorl being up here and you
down lour. They have to be working together for the
good of the kid.

Based upon experlence in othen settings, A. B. explained that

when teachers perceive the supervisor as being aloof. tt...the

teachers don't relax enough to eommunicate problems.tt

Given the teachers' negative reactions to those mode I s

in which certain behaviors may be prescribed by supervisors,

1t ls not surprising that three teachers made a point of

stressing that they could not have ã productive relatlonship witl'r

â dogmatic. unyie i ding supervisor:

Dogmatic 5Uperv15or5.

a teacher

síght of

I wouid find it difficult to work with a person who just
stomps into the room and says, 'rThis is the way
it's tteachingl going to be done and that's that!" (E.F. )

An inet' f ect i ve superv i sor wou I d be someone unapproachab i e
. . . teachers coul dn't discuss probl ems with the supervisor
because he'ci be too dogmatic about what should happen
in the classroom. (1.J.)

for the

tThe least desinabie supervisor
supervisor who tried lo tel I me
must do it. (L.M.)

Conclusions

I f, as Gi les and Proudfoot (I972) argue, one characteristic

of a profession is that it'r...is based upon a body of knowledge

whlch has taken a iong period of time to develop... " (p.155),

then, clear iy, the majority of those interviewed consider that--

to work with wouid bel a
what I must do and how I

t 1.2



at mid-câreer--they

professiona. Is.

treat them wi th

teachers t work to

viable methods of

wfth teachers in än

have deve I oped that knor,¡ I edge and äre, indeed'

professional s they expect their suPervisors to

respect, to understand the nature of the

the extent that supervi sors may of fer them

i rnprov i ng the i r per f ormance and to i nteract

honest and friendly manner.

the messages communi cated through the

As

teacher s t descr i pt Í ons of a

re lationship and taking into account

In

mode I s of

reviewing

considerable

they wÍ sh

performance--those

supervision which al low I ittle teacher input but

direction from supervisors, it is evident that--if

to use formal supervision to improve teacher

needs and perceptions of mid-career teachers and have the time,

interest and

supervisors I ack these qua

both the superv i sor and

suFervlsion which permits teachers to work with other col Ieagues

or department heads (See Frederich, 1984).

supervi s ing the process must understand the

product i ve superv i sory

their negative reactions to

Characterisitcs Desired in

knowledge to offer them

A I though

proposal for

during the ini

lities, it may be of greater benefit to

al low teachers to work with col leagues dur'ing f ormal

supervision--the teachers should be questioned on the

¡elationship they would find to be most productive in working

with â. col league just as they were as they uJere encouraged to

discuss the same relationship with a supervisor. During the

11J

it uras not stated as a reseanchable question Ín the

the teacher to adopt a rnethod of

this thesis, it became evident to the researcher

tial interview that--because mode I s three and four

Teacher-Co I I eague

assistance. [^Jhen

Relationship



first and

particÍpants

effective teacher-co I I eague re I ationship.

Dffferences in the Two Descriptlons

When asked to describe the relationship they would prefer to

have with their supervisors during formal supervision, most of

those inteviewed typical 1y cited three or four characteristics;

however, in discussing the traits most desirable in a supervisory

relationship with coi leagues, the teachers rarely mentioned more

than one trait despite efforts by the researcher to identity

additional characteristics (which accounts for the relatívely few

responses in Table 1O. ) (This might be explained by the fact

that, because al i of the teachers interviewed had undergone

formal supervision with an administrator and few had worked

exciusively with a col league in formal supervision, experience

prov ided them wi th a c I earer sense and a greater number of

characteristics which they desired in their relationship with the

administrator as supervisor. )

al I subsequent interviews. then, al I study

were asked to describe the characteristics of an

Another respect in which the teacher's observations about the

characteristics of the two reiationships differed bras that, in

discussing col leagues, oniy one teacher interviewed indicated

that the teacher should know the subject area (ten intervlewees

mentioned this for

suggestion that the teacher shoul d be fami I iar with the classroÐm

m1 I leu (a characteristic cited eÍght times for supervfsors).

Quite simply, these discrepencies may be explained by the

pr'obabi I Ítv that teachers presumed that they wouid work with a

supervi sors ) , and there ures not

1.1.4
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teache r

regard

either

deem

in thei r sub ject area

these col ieagues as being

matter than the supervisor

characte r

reiationship.

it

A third striking di fference between the characteristics

the teachers mentioned for the col league relationship and for the

supervisor relationshíp is that, although nine teachers indicated

that the suPervisor would have to be honest and trustworthy.

these attributes were mentioned as desirable only once in the

discussions of the col league relationship. It is the reseârcher's

opinion that this dit'ference is due to the probabi I ity that

teachers see the suPerordinate's role as being dissimi lar from their

colleagues. More specificaily. it seems probable that the

teachers perceive superordinates as having a duty and the po\,Jer to

enact consequences for teachers but--for poi itical, personal or

other reasons--the superordinate may not always be acting in goocl

faÍth; rather. as one teacher put it, he may reprimand or

terminate a teacher "...to protect his own butt.t col ieagues, on

the other hand, would not be perceived as having the power or the

pol iticaì motivation to be less than honest or trustworthy in

their interactions wÍth other teachers. Further, it is quite

probabie that--because they work more ciosely r,¡ith their

coi leagues than with the superordínate--they have grown to trust

necessery to point

istic they assumed

( or department ) and that they

significantly more informed on

; therefore. they I ikely did not

out what--for them--r.Jas a

would be i nherent 1n the

them more (in general ) and have learned to interact more openly

and candÍd i y wi th one another.
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CharacteristÍcs
Co I I eagues

Accepting, not dogmatic.

In referring Tabie 10, it may be evident that a

fundamental concern of most teachers interviewed uras that

col Ieagues u,orking with each other should not seek to impose

their bel iefs upon one another, but, rather, be accepting of the

fact that teachers may employ different methods and have

different styles without being less effective in the classroom

than their col Ieagues. J.K. Êxpressed this sentiment clearly in

these words:

of an Ef fect i ve Supervisory

tA colleaguei wouid have to
feel ings and methods... Iand
teachers have different phi
agree to be different...and
strengths.

B. C. expl

accept i ng

Relationship with

whom

ained that, just as he wou ì d expect co I i eagues to be

of his particular style, he wouid recognize that those

observes may employ diffeîent but equal ly effective

methods:

If I go to his tcolleague'
and observe. . . I teachers ]. .
other teachers' sty I e.

I n the fo I i owing remarks.

he

recognize a teacherts ourn
mustl.. .recognize that

losophies. They should
sti I I be able to share

as a charactenistic I ikely to

superv i sory process and on

working wi th a

I wou I dnt
it al l...

It wouid
was par t i
they know

sl class I go to learn
. must be accepting of

col league who

t want to work with a person who knows
a person who wants to be a god-f i gure. (E. F. )

be diffÍcuit to work with a teacher who
culariy obnoxious. . . isomeonel. . .who thinks
everything. (K.L. )

the Leachers comment on dogmatism

jeopardize the effectiveness of the

the difficulty they would have in

was condescend ing and arrogant:
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I would have trouble wlth a col league who
Ímposed his opinions on me. Ll et re on an equal
plane--don't critícize me. (1.J.)

I don't want tto work wilhl somebody who says.
*l tm a master teacher and yout re a nobody. tt (G.H. )

Working with a coileague would probably be worthwhile
but it could become a'rholier than thou" sort of
thíng and that would never work with mid-career
teacher s. ( D. E. )

The preceding remarks are clear ly consistent with the

teachers' reaction to mode I one as being ineffective because t t

I lmfts the extent to which teachers may vary their behaviors.

t^lhat those interviewed appear to be saying is that teachers may

empioy methods most suitable to their personal ity and appropriate

for the needs of their students without compromising their

effectiveness despite the fact that these methods may differ

between teachers in the same discipl ine. Again. those surveyed

seem to be expressing a desire to be recognized and respected as

professional s offering one another new ideas for perfc,rmance

lmprovement rather than tt laborerstt having behaviors imposed upon

them by a "superodinate, colieague (See Dariing-Hammond, et â1.,

1983 ) .

In describing the relationship they would prefer having with

a col league during supervision, four teachers indicated that

they wou I d want the re I ationship to be congenia I , not

adversariai. B.C. effectively summarized the opinions held by

these teache¡s when he explained, nThe more congeniai, open,

receptive attitude Ibetween teachers] the better they wi I I work

as equa i s. tt

Congeniai re Iationship.
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Whi le discussing characteristics desirable in a supervisory

realtionship with col leagues, three teacher nade four comments on

the matter of sharing. To G.H., sharing meant teachers accepting

equal responsibi I ity for makÍng the supervisory process

product i ve :

Each do ing hi s

I wouldn't want to work with someone who expects me
to do everything... it's got to be 5O-5O.

C. A. expressed the same concern and added that teachers have to

be wil ling to share and not keep secret their most prized ideas

out of concern that their col leagues would get credit for them:

share and sharing.

I wouldn't be able to work wel I with somebody who
doesnt t rea I I y care Iabout performance improvement ]. . . some-
body who stuffed everything on to you lthe teacherl.
IA good coi league to work with is]...somebody who's
wi I I ing to share their stuff, share their phi losophies,
share how they do things so you can draw on their
strengths. tUndesirable coi leagues arel...uncooperative,
selfish and don't really want to share their ideas so
somebody mi ght I ook better.

Compatabilitv

Three of those interviewed

work together most effective I y in

personal ities (See Kauchak, et

following comment:

People with different personai ities might find it hard
to work with colleagues. IFor example]...if I r'ras
conservative, I would have trouble working wÍth
somebody on the opposite end of the scale. Somebody
in the arts would have problems working with a
conservative teacher. The personal ities must match.

H. I. al so fel t that to form a productfve supervisory

reiationship teachers shouid have compatible personaì ities atrci

phiiosophies:

indícated that

supervision if

â1., 1985 ) .

teachers wou I d

they had similar

A. B. made the
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I wou I dn' t want to work wi th an author i tat i ve
discipl inarian. I'd want to work with somebody
simi lar to myself who has a simi Iar teaching style--
somebody who cares about students.

Concern for students.

H. I. ' s interest in working with a teacher who "cares about

students" was shared by M.N. who said that, in order for htm to

work productively with a colleague, the colleague "...must have

an interest in the students,'r and by C.A. who explalned that he

has no desire to enter into a supenvisory re Ìationship with a

colleague if "...their apFroach with students is negative.'r

Conclusions

Al though it was expressed through the identif ication of

somewhat different traits, the teachers' discussion of the

supervisory relationship they desired with a col league

communicated a message simi lar to the one del ivered through their

comments on the workíng re lationship they preferred with the

supervisor. Just as they wanted to work with supervisors who

respected them as professionai s and interacted with them

accordingly, so, too, did they want to work with col leagues who

wou I d accept that they were exper ienced teachers who had

developed the partÍcular styles and strategies effective for

their personal ities and students. Just as they did not want to

work with an i t I -informed supervisor intending to impose hÍs

bel iefs on themr Dêither did the interviewees want to engage in

supervision with dogmatic col Ieagues who expected them to adopt

theír principles and practices.
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Factors tJhich Shouid Be
the Superv i sory

A finai sub-qllestion posed in

should be considered in each supervisory method?t' The basis for

this ínquiry

methodo I ogy,

are factors

FACTORS IN SUPERVISION

CHAPTER SEVEN

teacher's ciassroom performance (eg. Farber,

appears that teachers' perceptions

is the contention that variables such as teaching

appropriate is a critical variable in

classroom management and knowledge of subJect area

whi ch they wi I I endeavor

which--in part--detenmine the effectiveness of

Dar I ing-Hammond, et a l

Considered During
Process

Kauchak, et al., !985), the researcher elected to question the

thi s study r.Jas : "What f actors

teachens on which factors they be I ieve to be appropr iate for

consideration during the supervisory process.

The fol ìowing definition of factors was stated in the thesis

proposa I :

Factors are meant to include in-class variabies--such
as teaching methods, c l ass-s i ze and avai l ab l e resources--
out of class variables such as salaries, support services,
interactlon with col leagues, in-services, support from
administrators, recognition of teachers' work--and other
variables, such as teacher self-esteem, which have been
ldentified in the I Íteratune as inf luencing teacher
perforamnce (eg. Likert, 1961 ).

Whl ie the teachers had I ittle difficulty Ín discussing whether

to improve the i r per formances ( See

1983; G I atthorn, 1984; Duncan, 1985;

of whether supervision is

determining the extent to

1984); since

factors such as those cited in Table 11 should be included 1n the

supervisory process, they tended to perceive other variables in

the def inition of factors--such as salary and prepar'ation tlme--

a

it
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TABLE T1

be Considered
During the Supervisory process

Factors

Knowledge of subject
natter

Teaching methodology

Classroom management

Teacher's personal ity
Extra-curri cular
supervi s i on

Relations with colleagues

Evaluations by students

Student achievment

Continuing education

Factors identified by
teachers

TABLE 12

Should be
Cons i dered

74

72

72

11

5

5

2

1

5

11

Should not
be Consldered

1

1

a

3

L2

11

2

Factors which Impact on Motivation of Micr-career Teachers

I ndeci s lve
Response

Factors

Preparation time

1

1

6

I

Support from administration

Input into decision-makÍng

Salary

Do Impact

74

74

13

2

2

7

3

Do Not
I mpac t

I2L

Indecisive
Res pons e

10

1

2



äs concerns that would relate to motivation rather than to

supervision; therefore, these factors which may be more

appropriately examined as matters of motivation wi I I be dlscussed

in a sub-section apart from the discussion on factors Ín

suPervlsron.

The

cited in

shou I d not

researcher began each interview by I i st ing the factors

Table 11 and asking the teachers whether each should or

queries were not repeated during the discussions of each model

Know I edge of subject area.

Through the concern expressed by the majority of the teachers

that supervisors lack the knowl edge of subject matter across

be inciuded in the supervisory process; however, these

discipl ines to effectively supervise mid-career teachers, those

interviewed indicated how highiy they value knowledge of subject

matter as ân attribute in teachers and supervisors. I t is not

sunprising, therefore, that teachers agreed unanimously that

the teachers' know I edge of the i r subject matter i s a factor which

should be considered during supervision.

amongst the explanations given by intervÍewees

including this factor in supervision:

The teacher has to go beyond what they're teaching
so that the teacher has more insight than the students.
The more you know, the better teacher you are...how
can you prepare them Istudents] if you haven't
gone beyond what they know? (L.M. )

At this levei IsecondaryJ you can't bluff your
way through... (H. I. )

You can't teach if you don't have it Isubject
matterl down pat...the kids sense if you don't have
it. (P.Q)

I don't bel ieve that anybody can teach anything... they

The fol ìowing were

as reasons for
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interv iewed are convinced that the teachers' know I edge of subject

matter should be assessed during supervision. The problem which

arises, however, is that if--as the majority of those interviewed

bel ieve--supervisors do not usual ly know enough about al I subject

to provide every teacher u¡ith assistance in hand i ing subject

matter, how can supervisors assess the extent to which teachers

are informed on their subject and assist those who are not

sufficiently knowledgeable? Again, as the teachers themselves

suggested in thei r favorab I e responses to the opportuni ty to work

wlth a col league in suFervision, perhaps knowledge of subject

matter may be a factor in supervision most effectively examined

with another teacher or department head.

Methodo I ogy.

have to know their subject area.
difference. (K. L. )

It makes a big

expressed a concern that íf their method of instruction--whether

lecturing, demonstrating, working with smal I groups or other

approaches--urere to be assessed as described in scenario oner

there was a probabi i ity that supervisors would impose prescribed

methods on teachers who appropriately vary their behaviors. It

mâyr therefore. seem contradictory that twelve of the fourteen

interviewed bel ieved teaching methodology should be considered

during any supervisory process. However, in reviewing the reasons

teachers gave for including this factor, it becomes clear that

such a contradiction is non-existent.

in reacting to scenario one, a i I f our teen teacher s

I ndeed, reason often cited for assessing methodology was
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that supervisors should know r,¡hether teachers do have a variety

of methods

d i ctate:

The bottom line is how the teacher gets
done...it's benef iciai when students see
of teaching methods. (K. L. )

at their disposal and do use them as circumstances

Teachers should be
vary their methods

Others interviewed

shou I d be to ensure

unorganized but that it

At mi d-career,
not on paper,
plan. (P.0. )

Obviously you
your delivery

able to be flexible and should
according to different ciasses (H. l. )

suggested that a function of supervision

that e

pr oceed s

can have
there must

i think that it Imethodoiogy] should be involved
t in the supervisory pnocess J. Some methods

you
but

work and some dontt

The tweive teachers who believed that classroom management--

or management of student behavior--shoul d be a factor assessed

during supervision gave two reasons: 1 ) control of the students

is essentiai to effective teaching and 2) regardless of their

subJect-area exFerience, most supervisors can assess a

teacher's classroom management ski I Is and offer viable

suggestions for improvement. The necessity for controi of

C I assroom

the job
a variety

have to have a methodology.
system. (G. H. )

teacher's instruction is not

according to some plan:

plans in your mind,
be a teaching

management.

(F.G. )

students was expressed in the foi lowing comments:

You have to have the personaiity to control.
can have al I the t instructional I methods in the
wor I d, but wi thout contro i you don' t get anything
done. (G. H. )

That' s

Yes Iciassroom management is a factor to be
assessedJ... general ly, if you can't get their

3-24
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Istudents'] attentionr you can' t get to
first base. (E.F.)

If you canet run the clâss, you really cantt
teach. (K. L. )

If the teacher doesn't have control, no matter how
wonderful the Iesson is, 1t's ineffective. (L. M. )

RecognitÍon, on the part of the teachers. that most

supervisors can distinguish between effective and ineffective

management of students i s suggested in the fo I I owing remarks:

Supervisors can offer teachers suppont in
discipl íne. . . Iand]. . . when suFervisors are
classroom, students know therets more than
teacher tto handle behavior problemsl. (H.

Supervísors can assess teachers on how wel
discipl ine and on their general conduct...
examplel...does the teacher swear at kids?

The one teacher who stated that classroom

not be a factor for consideration during supervision offered a

rationale uhich appears to assume that the supervisory process

wouid afford the supervisor i imited opportunity for observation:

The pnincipai being in the room creates high stress
levels... Iso]...the principal can't see typical
class interactions. (M. N. )

Teaching personality.

Teaching persona I i ty, as the term uras used in the

discussions with teachers, is the col iective intel iectual,

emotionai, tempermental and behaviorai characteristics displayed

by a teacher in his interactions with students. Twe I ve

of the teachers be I ieved that because a teacher's success wi th

students depends--to a considerable degree--on the teacher't s

personai ity, it should be a factor considered during supervision.

The fol lowing typÍfy the comments made by those inteviewed oÌr the

relationship between personai ity and successful teaching:

r25
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Personal ity is so important
career on it. I think it's
To ffiEr if students I ike you
work for you... itt s such a

...we're Iteachers] deal ing with people. If you' re
not good at inter-personal relationships, you'ne
going to cripple your teaching. (K. L. )

...the role of the teacher has changed. To be
effective today, a teacher must have a good
rapport with students. (P.8. )

Al though the majority of teachers intervíewed clear ly

expressed the opinion that teaching personal ity should be a factor

considered during supervlsion and mentioned traits such as

empathy, consistency, âbi I ity to communicate and respect for.

that I've based my whole
one of the greatest factors.
and respect you, theyt l I

key factor. (G. H. )

students as being desirable in a teacher, no one suggested that

one particular personal ity would be best for al I teaching

contexts. Indeed, the two teachens who objected to

personal ity as a factor in supervision did so on the grounds

that--as so many teachers noted in discussing scenario one--

effective teachers vary their behaviors from class to ciass.

A. B. expiained the basis for his objectÍon in these words:

...each person Iteacher] is going to be different
Ín how they get along iwith studentsl in each
different situation. I teeter-totter according
to the type of class.

tihÍ1e teachers predictably stopped short of descrÍbíng a

prototype for the perfect teaching personai ity, they did

indicate that a teacher's personal ity is certainly a variable Ín

successfui instructional performance not oniy in terms of

characteristics which promote success but also in terms of traits

which abridge success.
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more divided

Supervision of extra-curricular activities.

extra-curricular activities in supervision than on the Ínclusion

of any other factor. thi s i s not an a I together accurate

conclusion to draw. tJhile f ive indicated that it should be

included, and three said, unëquivocal ly, that it should not be,

of those six reponted as being indecisive in their responsesi all

f e I t that i t t\tã.s an important part of teaching but that--by mid-

career--most teachers had made their contributions.

âccording to Table 11 the teachers may appeaï to be

on whether to include teacher participatíon

a factor in superv i s i on was G. H. who

extra-curricular supervision. teachers get

students just as students see teachers in

Among the f ive who favored extra-curricular participation as

It's Iextra-curricular participationJ
to get to know students...and deveiop
since they get to see you as a human

A. B. suggested thal, not oniy does extra-curricuiar participation

ai Iow teachers and students to víew one another from a different

perspective it gives teachers and students an opportunity to deal

with personalities other than those to which they are accustomed.

In the following remarks, H. I. and M.N. appear to be saying

that some teachers contribute more than others and that by

Íncluding extra-curricular participation as a factor Ín

supervision, less active teachers wi i I be encouraged to assume

more resFonsibility:

1n

explained that, through

to see another side of

a different light:

an excel Ient way
rapport with them

be ing.

i think some teachers shou I d become more invo I ved wi th
students outside the classroom--some have to be toid
to get ínvoived.
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tsupervsion of activitiesl...should be spread out
equal Iy Ibetween teachers]... it's stil I a part of
the working day.

As noted earlier, nearly haif of those interviewed

indicated that teacher supervision of extra-curricular

actÍvities uras a part of the teachers' responsibi I ities but that

mid-career teachers who have made signficant contributions should

not be expected by suFervisors to participate as much as novice

teachers. P.8. expressed an opinion commonly heid by this grouP

of those interviewed.

For at least ten years a teacher must give of their
time..l did my part...tbutl...at mid-caneer' I Iimit
what I do.

.f . Þ:.. explslned why he, too. participates less in extra-curricular

supervision:

It's Isupervision of extra-curricular] Ímportant, but
I have kids nclw and I don't participate as much as
I used to.

K. L. al so pointed out thatr at mid-career, most teachers

have fami I ies which put demands on their time and I imit the

contributions they can make to extra-curricular supervision:

. . . when you're young and keen and I

mi ght just as we I I supervi se. . . when
and have four kidsr you have other

In effect, what the six ostensibly

to be sayíng is that during supervision,

into account the unique circumstances of

and assess them more accordin

by what they are contributing

extra-curr icul ar invo i vement in supervision, L. M. reasoned that

"lf it's suppose to be voluntary, it shouldn't be included tin

L2A

of the three teachers

iving alone you
yout re married

agendas.

g to what they have contributed than

to extra-curricuiar activitíes.

who ob-iected to the inclusion of

indecisive teachers appear

a superv i sor shou I d take

the mid-career teachers



supervisioni r " and C. A. argued that

separately Ifrom formal supervision of

To summarize, the majority of

supervision of extra-curricular activíties is a part of the

teachers' responsibi t ities; however, more than hal f of that

majority of eleven felt that it was a factor of greater concern

when assess ing

who had made

cä.reens "

Relations with

involvement as a factor in supervision, the teachers had no firm

obJections to including the teacher's reiationship with his

col leagues in the supervisory process. Five teachers said that'

without question, that if teachers are going to work closely

toward common goal s, the extent to which each productitr.iy

interacts with col leagues must be a consideration. General ly'

the nine who were iess decisive indicated that a teacher's

relationship with his colleagues should be considered, but oniy

when it is intenfering with the attainment of Program

objectives.

the performances of novice teachers or veterãns

only nominal contributions through-out their

Much

't...they should do that

teacher perf ormancel. t'

interviewees perceive that

the same a.s the Í r

co I I eagues.

react i on to

relations with

supenvision:

In the fol

extra-curricuiar

If you're going to work äs a team and attempting
to get support tbyl drawing from a col league' you
have to have a good re lationship. (J. K. )

I owing comments,

col leagues should

Yes, definitely iit should be a
trying to work together to teach

L29
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therets dfssensÍon that's not good for morale
and that could af f ect ef f ectiveness. (L.l'l . )

Yes iit should be a factorl. To make morale work
nicely you have to have people working together.
We tin our departmentl are constantly contacting
each other. (F. G. )

It may be worthy of note that the five teachers who felt

that a teacher's relations with col Ieagues should be considered

during supervisíon also had very favorable opinions about working

with col leagues as described in scenario two. Perhaps it is

because they perceive col Ieagues as such important resources and

highly value a productive col Ieague relationship that they have

a strong concern that teacher interactions remain hea I thy and

productive.

As mentioned, severai teachers fel t that relatíons with

col Ieagues should be a factor to be considered only when serious

problems arise. B. C. summarized the opinion of near iy hal f of

those interviewed in thi s comment:

iRelations wÍth colleaguesl should be considered to
a lesser degree ithan the other factors discussed to
this poÍntJ. It should be iooked at only if there's
a prob i em.

H.l. aiso expressed only limited

col leagues as a factor to be included in supervision:

tlt shouid be consideredl...to some extent. Not
everybody gets aiong with everybody, but your personal ity
plays a part in how you function. If you don't get along
with other teachers they'ne not as I ikely to help and
that's when it Irelations] shouid be looked at.

l.J. pointed out that with the present model of supervision in a

collegiate as large as the study context,'rlt Irelations] should

be considered but it Ia teacher's relations with coi ieaguesJ

would be dift'icuit for a supervisor to assess with so I ittle

support of re I ations wi th
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As a tangent ia I point of some Ínterest, four of those

interviewed, in responding to the question about relations with

col ieagues as a factor in supervision, expressed a concenn that

in a school as large and departmental ized as the Col Iegiate,

teachers had I itt I e contact with teachers outside of their

departments. Two of these four suggested that it would be

productive for administrators to encourage more interaction

between teachers and create means through which to exchange ideas

and materiais between subject areas.

Student eva I uat i ons.

In discussing with the teachers those factors which should

be considered during formal supervision, the participants were

asked whether student evaìuations of the teacher's performance

would be inciuded in the process. J. K. bel ieved that it should

be a consideration, pãrticularly in the lower grades: "... kids

can be very honest...especially those who â.re younger.tt K.L.

ãi so said that student evaluations shoul d be a part of

supervision but dissented in his view about which group woul d be

most capab i e ot' offer ing re I iab I e feedback:

At grade twelve...they Istudents] can perceive, assess.
and make suggestions--about the way you do things--that
are legitimate.

These comments notwithstanding, the great majority of those

interviewed argued that student evaluations should not be a

consideratlon in the formal evaluation process. Their primary

concerns vJere that students wouid not discriminate between

ilpo¡iular'fr and Hgoodît teachers or that students do not understand

why ef f ective teachers do what they do. C. A. speculated tl'rat,
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if student evaiuations became a part ot' formai supervision,

teachers would become preoccupied wÍth being popular:

That I student eva I uat ions ] becomes a popu I ar i ty thing
and you'd start teaching to your kids just to be
well thought of.

G. H. ' s concern was simi lar, but he al so impl ied thatr ãs an

informai means of irnproving performance, student evaluãtion of

teachers n. . .couldnt t hurt:tt

No tit shouldn't be a factorl...if they Istudentsl Iike
you they'l I say great things about you... they can't tel I
the difference between good and popular Iteachers]. .. tbutl
it doesn't l-rurt f or the teacher to just ask them.

P. Q. was of the opinion thatt general ly, students lack a

clear appreciation for and understanding of effective teaching:

No Istudent evaluations should not be considered]...they
can' t identify what it is that makes teachers effective.

in their remarks, L. M. and M. N. commented on both the

students' inabi I ity to identify effective teaching practices and

their incl ination to perceive popuiar teachers as good teachers:

Some very good students judge a teacher ã.s simpiy,
ttHet s nice. tt I don't think enough of them know whot s
effective and how do you find those that can assess
Ia teacher's effectiveness]?

That Istudent evaluationsJ puts teachers in a poFularity
contest. Plus a Iot goes on in a class that they
tstudentsl don't understand. (See I'lise, 1973;
Kauchak. et ã1., 1985)

After discussing student evaiuations as a factor with the

the teachers and based upon comments made throughout the course

of the intervÍews, it became evident that the majority of those

interviewed woul d not favor a process in which students assessed

a teacher's performance then submitted that assessment to the

supervisor. They based their opinions on the be I ief that
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students could not rel iably identify means through which teachers

could improve theÍr performance and on the bei ief that if

teachers were expected by their supervisors to modify their

behaviors according to student input, teachers would be more

concerned with popularity than productivity. However, the

maJority of the teachers al so Ieft the impression that when

student evaluation is an informal interaction directly with the

teacher, it indicate to teachers what they are doing that is

effective and what they are doing that is not promoting desired

outcomes. Further, whí le teachers did impiy that a teacher can

be good without being popular, none of those interviewed saÍd

that a popular teacher could not be a good teacher as well.

In prompting those interviewed to discuss whether student

achievement on standardized test scores shou I d be a factor

considered during formal supervision, the researcher explained

that--as a part of the "excellence in education't movement--some

North American school divisions are using student performance on

standardized tests as one means of assessÍng teacher performance

in the classroom (See Herman, 1986). When asked whether they

bei ieve student achievement on standarized tests shouid be a

factor in formai supervision (See Rosenshine, L97L; Cangelosi,

1984; Kauchak et ai., 1985), one of those interviewed stated that

it should be, eleven responded unequivocal ly that it should not

be and two gave ttyes-and-nott answers.

Student achievement on standardized test

J.K. voiced a

student achievement

scores.

Kauchak, et al., 1985):

common concern about the ¡esults of using

on tests as a factor in supervisÍon (See
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That's not sound. You're then teaching specifical ly
to a subject form or guide. You're not rea I I y
giving a broad understanding of the subject to your
s tudents.

A.B. also expressed the opinion that teachers would be Íncl fned

to teach toward the test rather than to exp I ore important

concepts other than those on that test: nYou'd teach toward the

test instead of what

status according to

the entire process

E.F. discussed

I think they're Ischools whÍch base pay on student
performance I working on a bankrupt system of
education. The best education is education for its
ourn reward...compare that with learning to teach for pay.
You want to be careful about paying much attention
to test scores because, on the next test, I can just
make easy question and easy answers. I think a person
ought to be moral ly honest but if someone real iy put the
heat on you lto improve student gainsl, you can solve
it in a nutshel I by making things easy or just teaching
what's on the test.

should be learned."

the notion of fixing a teacher's salary or

his studentst achievement on tests and found

to be want i ng :

K. L. , i. J. and H. I. argued that because different teachers

have classes of students with different capacities to achieve.

us ing test scores to measure a teacher t s per f ormance wou i d be

unreliable:

i don't think I shouid be rewarded because I have intelligent
kids or penalized because I have slower kids.

Suppose you get a bunch of ... Islow students]... in class--
I'm suppose to suffer? Teachers woul d just begin
teach i ng to the tes t.

You can' t assess teachers Iusing test scores] from
setting to setting. Motivational I eve I s are different
...the type of student differs so Ifrom program to pro-
graml that that's Iusing test scores] not an accurate
measuring device.

F.G. explained that using test scores to
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performance would result in teachers becoming more competitive

amongst themse I ves and i ess wi i I ing to divu I ge thei r ideas:

i don't think that Istudent achievement on tests] should
pìay a part t in supervisionl. You may take away from the
teachers'goais because the teachers become competitive to
look better than each other...they may not share ideas
anymone because they don't want the other teacher to
get ahead t in the supervisor's estimationl.

The two teachers whose responses were not as decÍsive as

their eleven col leagues objecting to test scores as a factor, did

not volce support for student achievement on test scores as a

factor in format i ve superv i s i on; rather, they reasoned that when

a d i spropor

doing poor I

the teachen t

tionate number of students in a teacherts

Tests are there to iet you know
i guess if al I your students fai
going to be some concern labout

In summary, then, the majority

v

S

on achievement tests, supervisors ought

did not be I ieve that student achievement on standardized tests

performance more closely:

shouid be a consideratio¡r during formal

were they concerned

indícator of the quai ity of a teacher's pert'ormance, but that the

use of the tests for this purpose could resul t in erfective

teachers becoming poor teachers (much the same as if supervision

as descr ibed in

Continuing

how wel i you're doing.
I al I the time, thene's
teacher performancel (8. C. )

that these scores

education should be a factor in suFervision,

the rÈsËar'cher that the Frocess of inciuding

involve the supervisor assessing the teacher's

Pr ior to the teachens

of those interviewed ciear ly

c i asses are

to assess

scenario one were to be

educat i on.

supenvisÍon. Not only

would be an unreliabie

commenting on

i mp I emented )

whether cont inuing

it r,Jâs explained by

this factor would

pr'eserrt educat i ol'l
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status and making a determination about the teacher doing formaì

coursework 1n â post-secondary institution to upgrade ski I I s or

to become current in their subject areas.

Five teachers stated that continuing education shoul d be

a matter for consideration, two said it shouid not be and seven

others said that it would depend upon the circumstances.

Four of the f i ve teachers who favored the inc I us ion of

continulng education were quite succinct in their responses

saying, in effect, that teachers shouid continue to take courses

to stay current in their fields. However, K.L. argued that,

whi le it certainly should be a factor in supervision. continuing

education is, Ín reai ity, discouraged in the study school:

tContinuing educationl should be encouraged... tbutl... it's
discouraged in this division. We no longer have
sabbaticais... if you go back and do coursework you're going
to cost them tthe divisionJ money Ibecause your salary
wi I I increasel. There is a dis-incentive to do that
Ireturn to universityJ.

K.L. went on to add that some supervisors may feel intimidated by

teachers with more formal education than they have and that this

might also discourage teachers from continuing their education.

The opinion prevai I ing amongst those teachers not committing

themselves to a ttfor or againsttr position seems to be that--because

nany mid-career teachers with a four-year degree are performing

at acceptable leveis--it should not be mandated that al I rnust do

coursework; rather, according to these teachers, whether a

teacher should have more schooi ing depends on both the individual

and the subject area. A. B. sumnarized the opinion of those who

he I d thi s view in thÍ s remark:

Going back to university should have some bearing i in
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supervisÍonl but that's not to say that if you only have
a B.Ed. at mÍd-cäreer you're not a good teacher...stil I'
some Iteachers] should go back to stay current, especial ly
:-- !L- 

-- 
! 

-1f ¡ Ltte 5u 1c¡¡uH5.

L. M. al so obse¡ved that teachers in areas where sub-iect matter is

continual iy changing--such as the science and computer fields--

shouid be encouraged to continue their educations to remain

current. J.K. expressed a simi lar opÍnion but added that formal

coursework is not the only means through which teachers acquire

skÍlls and knowledge:

There can be a Iot of Iteacher] knowledge without a
degree. . . but, yes it's Icontinuing education] a part of
it Iformai supervision]. i t's legitÍmate to encourage
teachers to gain broader experience and to be current.
tBut itl...may not have to be through a course; it could
be through in-services or journal s

observations and pointed out that some courses wou I d

I ittle vaiue to the mid-career teacher:

E.F. 
'

in the fo I I owing comment.

Teachers should continue their education--they shouldn' t
be abie Just to get a degree twenty years ago and then Just
percoiate. Teachers should take courses to stay
current but I question whether there's any value in
taking a course in education.

E.F. went on to explain that, based

benef it from taking coursework in

courses, u¡hich have nothing new

teacher, would be a tti,Jaste of time.tt

The two teachers objecting

factor in supervision suggested that at'ter four years

unÍversity, tt...the basics of education are there...rt (l'1.N. )

after that it's a matter of '... Iearning to deai with people.

(8.C.).

I n commenting on continuing education as a factor in

Tó /

went beyond

upon his experÍence, he u¿ould

his field but that education

to of fer to an experienced

J. K. 's

be of

to continuing education as a

of

and

fi

the



sul--rervisory process. the majority favored íts inclusion as a

means to ensure that al I teachers are performing as they should

in the classroom. in keeping with a general trend, however, most

of the leachers were reluctant to support a process which

mandates that al I mid-career teachers adopt specif ic behaviors--

in this instance, continuing their education.

Yet another question posed for those interviewed lJas

whether factors which teachers identify as enhancing or abridgÍng

their effectiveness should be considered during supervision. As

exampl es of teacher-identi f ied factors, the researcher mentioned

class size, avai iabi I ity of materials and equipment, and access

to copying machines (Likert, 1961; Trusty and Sergiovanni, 1966;

Farber, 1984 ) .

Factors i dent i_üCC þ¡¿ teachers.

Although it is not apparent from the data reported in Tabie

II, virtuaily all teachers interviewed agreed that factors

identif ied by teachens shouid be dÍscussed during supervision.

The thnee teachers Iisted on Table 11 as indecisive did say that

these factors shouid be considered but added qual ifying remarks

that these same factors should not be the basis for teachers

excusing thei r o\^rn def icient perf ormances:

Yes Ithese factors should be considered]... there may be
a sítuatíon where you could do a better Job if you had
more materials... tbutl...there is a concern that some
teachers would use this ifactorsl as an excuse not
to do well. (L.M.)

Yeah Ithese factors should be considered] but some people
use that as a crulch as to why they're not doing
well. (C.A.)

IThese factors shouid be considered] but not so that
teachers shou I d def ine the agenda, for supervisiors by
saying " l need this to do my job. (A.8. )
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Clearly these teachers are communicating the message that

teachers can and should perform acceplabìy despite being

handicapped by less than ideal cíncumstances.

0f these teachers supportíng the inclusion of teacher-

identÍfied factors wíthout quaiification, D.E. was, perhaps, most

adamant that these factors be included in supervision. I t was

his contention that if his supervisors expected his performance

to improve, the way in which they could most assuredly affect

this outcome would be to al low him to locate and to copy more

supp I ementary mater ia I s for hi s students.

Prior to making the fol lowing remark, K.

irony in schools hiring a teacher for $50,OOO

giving him the materials to do the job he was

The teacher is the most expensive thing in the classroom
and the job of the admini strator i s to faci i i tate the
functioning of the leacher with resources and material s.
The administration shoul d be inquiring as to what's
needed iby teachersl on an ongoing basis.

In the foi lowing comments, other teachers brief ly

detai led factors which they beì ieve should be considered during

supervision:

lde f ind a strain on space. . . equipment. . . it's very
difficul t. I think supervisors shouid take that Istrain]
into account during supervison. (H. I. )

Certainly class size... ishould
during supervisionl. . . we never
have f on students. ( P. 8. )

... in some cases itts hard to
could use a copier every day i
show one video-tape a day and
(G.H. )

L. pointed out the

year and then not

red to do:

a

hi

[One factor]...that use to be a problem was when the
least experienced teacher uras given the most difficult
courses.. . but ure discussed the matter and now it's
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changed.

ISupervision] should look at what the teacher is
working with. The more material you have avai iable,
the more effective you can become. (M. N. )

In supporting the proposal that factors identified by

teachers should be a part of supervision, those interviewed seemed

wei I aware that fiscal restraints placed I imitations on the

extent to which they could expect those factors to be modifíed to

the teachers' I iking. Rather than the ideal working environment,

what the teachers seemed to be asking for uJas an opportunity to

discuss with supervisors those factors which impacted upon their

teachirrg pert'ormances and for admÍnistrators to be as responsive

as time and resources permit (See Likert, 1961; Argyris, 1964;

Goldhammer, 1969; Cogan. 19731 Krupp, 1987). As I.J. asserted:

"ISupervision] cant t just be a one-way assessment... teachers must

have input back to administrators about their concerns, too. I'

Conclusions

(E.F. )

l.Jhen one takes into consideration that those teachers

responding indecisively on whether specific factors shouid be

included in supervision general ly favored inciusion of those

factors in some respect. the majority of the teachers agreed that

a considerable number of factors must be considered if

supervision is going to be effective in improving teacher

performance. Even when teachers objected to factors being

included--such as student evaluation or student achievement on

standardized test scores--their reasoning was premised on the

bel ief that to inciude these factors in supervision may be to,

ul timately, erode the qual ity of a teacher's performance rather

than enhance it.
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In their identifÍcation of a profession, Gi Ies and

Proudfoot (1984) expiain that in a profession, rt...active.

planned efforts are made to understand this knowledge Iunique to

the professionl and further it for the betterment of mankind

(p.187). In identifying the broad range of factors which the

teachers said they wanted to be included in supervision fo¡ the
Itbettermentrr of their teaching and the benefit of their students,

these teachers were expressing not only the desire that teachers

should be respected as professionals but that they should earn

that respect by being subjected to the same rigorous performance

assessments characteristic of other professions.

The Impact of Factors on Motivation

for Mid-Career Teachers

As indicated ear I ier in this section, when the teachers were

asked whether factors such as salary, preparation tÍme, input

into decision-making and administrative support should be

included in supervision, they spoke about these factors as

relating more to motivation than to supervision. Suite possibiy,

their disincl ination to discuss these factors in the context of

supervision may be explained by the probabl ity that they had

never engaged in supervision with those factors on the agenda.

However, there is a I iterature (Likert, 1961; Trusty and

Sergiovanni, 1966; Farber, 1984; Krupp, 1987) which argues that

if supervision of teachers is going to resul t in teacher

performance Ímprovement, those factors which impact on teacher

motivation to improve should be identified and considered during

super'vision. in other words, authors supporting this position
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ãrgue that the scope of trad i t iona i supervi sory mode I s must be

broadened to include factors which may impact on performance but

which å.re not ordinari ly on the supervisory agenda.

Although the literature may discuss these factors as part of

suPervision and those interviewed may have perceived them as

motivational factors, âs the fol Iowing discussion suggests, these

factors however categorized clear ly do impact on the performance

of the teachers and do--therefore--merit consideration in a

study on

performance.

Preparation

supervlsron

that, for mid-career teachers at the secondary I eve l. preparation

time Ís crucial to effective teachÍng and that, urithout it, most

As reprlrted

teachers would not have the time or the motivation to perform as

they now do.

time.

in Table L2,

G. H. and J. K. both speculated that without preparation time,

they would reduce their workloads in other ways:

WÍthout pnep' time, i don't know how i'd make
things work...l wouldn't come home and mark...l'd
teach for half of each class then mark and prepare
during the rest of class.

I f I didn't have prep' time, I wou I d do more
work at home but that would demoralize me and not
last for Iong.

As Levinson (1979) and Krupp (1987) may have forseen, both of

these mid-career teachers emphasized the importance of their

fami I ies to them and viewed having to do ai i preparations at

home as unwarranted intrustions into their fami ly I ives.

As did J. K. , H. I. spoke about reduced preparatÍon time

as a means for

a I I of those interviewed indicated

improving t eache r
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resul ting ín reduced teacher morale and added that this would

eventual ly impact on groups other than teachers:

ILess prep' time]. . . could hinder the qual ity of teaching
by creating iow morale. Fo¡ example, teachers wouid be
less incl ined to supervise activities which would
eventual ly affect student morale then the morale of
panents and parents would pressure the board to return
prep'time to teachers.

H. I

mark ing papers or see ing students, "

tlme tyou wouidntt see the students.tt

added that present I y he uses

importance of preparation time as an opportuni ty

I n the comments

recover from the intense, stressful work thev do:

I f you don't have prep' time, I don't think you
can survive. . . a teacher can't teach ai i day long without
time for ã break just to reorganize. (L. M. )

Prep' time is important for teachers in al I areas at
al i levels. You need it just to think and reorganize. (P.8. )

It's the prep'time that ailows you to, one' unwind and two,
pDeparÊ f or the next class. (M.l{. )

which follow, teachers

ttevery mÍnute of my time

and that without prepartion

In discussing preparation time, those interviewed explained

that it gives them an opportunity to prepare better iessons,

exchange ideas with col leagues, perf orm tasks such as marki-ng and

copying, meet with students and sÍmply "un$rind. " i f this

opportunity vtas denied them, it was their perception that mid-

career teachers wou I d become resentfu I , I ess mot i vated and,

therefore, less effective in the classroom.

Without it, I'd be less motivated...you need it
just so you don't get worn out. (C. A. )

discuss the

for teachers to

Before each teacher

adm in i strat i ve suppor t,

Support from administration

comrnented on the i mpor tance

the researcher exp I ained
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administrative support vJas intended to mean that the school

adminÍstrators assisted teachers--when warranted and

appÌopriate--in their effo¡ts to attain desired student outcomes

either academic o.r behaviorai. Again, al l f ourteen of those

interviewed stated that there was a strong correlation between

admÍnistrative support and teacher perfonmance (See Likert, 1961;

Smyth, 1986; Berl iner, 1986). Although L.l'1. remarked slmply

that t'if the administration's not behind your you're not

motivated to do your best, E. F. and G. H. were more speclfic in

describing those ways in which administrators should support

teache r s :

Administrative support affects morale... part of a
supervisor's job is to get both sides Iof a conf I ict]
as opposed to a supervisor getting a cal I Ifrom a
parentl then coming right down and giving the teacher
hei 1... there should be administrative support financiai ly,
too. Especial Iy in providing equipment and material s.

I t's very important that supervisors back you up.
There' s nothing worse than you saying I to a student J,
"This is going to happen," then they go to the office
and nothing happens.

In elaborating on their responses both of these teachers (quoted

above) indicated that they did not expect administrators to

Ínvarlably side with the teacher despite the circumstances but

did expect administrators to - provide the teacher with en

opportunity to present his version and to ?'backrr the teacher when

he deserved it. A.B. also explained that he wanted support from

admini strators but expected them to conf¡ont him when he was Ín

error:

I f i get stepped on a iot twithout justificationl, I can
get discouraged. But if i do step out of I ine, strai ghten
me out.
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support by taking an

interacting with them

J.l,i. s.nd K.L. said that. to

...administrators must have an interest in teachers as
human beings änd be visibie... just to converse. I would
I i ke the admini strator to pop in i to the c I assroom I but
they often don't...that would be a way to take an interest
in what's going on and to support teachers.

tAdministratorsl must be friendly...must talk to people
and know what's happening in the teachers' I ives. I f
they isolate themselves in the off ice they make theÍr
j obs har der .

interest in

Eased upon the preceding observations and on comments

reported in other sections of this study, it is clear that

most of these mid-career teachers desire coi Iegial interactions

with supervisors and that, ordinari lyr they are motivated to

as colieagues:

them, supervi sors demonstrated

teachers and making a point of

pert'orm wel I urhen they perceive that supervísors do take an

interest in them as individua I s and as teachers. As Krupp ( 1987)

repor'ts. this is particular ly true for mid-career teachers who

are disi I lusioned with thej.r work and often experiencing some

turmoi I in their personal I ives.

col'rsistent in theÍr support of pol icies adopted by the school or

it will be difficult to implement policies as they âre intended:

tAdministrative support is importantl especial ly
with regard to attendance or lates. 0ne expects
administrators to consistently fuifi i i obl igatÍons
i in po I icy impl ementationl. I f they don't there's
no directíon. ( I. J. )

Two other intervieurees argued that administrators must be

You must have supervisors who are consistent in
their support of teachers and consistent in
f ol IowÍng pol icies otherwise ther.e's chaos. (D.E. )

As may be recal led, in the discussion of characteristics

which teachers desired in their Frofessional reìations r*¡ith
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supervisors.

must be honest and trustworthy. From their comments on

administrative support as a factor affecting teacher motivation,

it is evident that when those interviewed trust the supervisor to

act fair ly and consistently in supporting teachers, they are

iess incl ined to grow indifferent about their effectiveness in

the classroom.

nine of those

Researchers inciuding Herzberg ( 1957), Likert, ( 1961 ) and

Argyris (1964) have argued that most employees (teachers) are

motivated by the opportunity to participate in decÍsion-making.

As their f indings may have predicted, al I fourteen ot' those

interviewed stated that the exLent to which teachers \¡rere al I owed

to participate in pol icy decision-making would inf luence the

degree to which teachers were motivated to do their jobs

effectively. Further, whi le teachers were general ìy satisfied

with their saiary and preparation timer ssveral of the teachers

strong iy recommended that teachers be given more opFortunity for

lnput into decísion making than they are currently afforded.

K. L. d i scussed the consequences of I imi ted opportuni ty for

teacher Ínput:

Input

vo I unteered that the superv i sors

into decision-making.

l,Je have good teachers in thi s department but thei r
biggest probiem is morale. They feel they are not a part
of any decision-makíng so smai I issues get blown out of
proportion. You get isolated, too, if you don't have
the sense that you're a part of what's happening up
there I in administration].

H. I. also argued that if teachers played more significant roles

in decision-making, they would be more incl ined to support school

policies:
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AI I teachers should have more input into school
pol icy... the'd feel more confident that the schooi is
being run as they think it should... if they had more
input they'd be more I ikely 'uo practice '.he pol icies.

Yet another teacher expressing a desíre to be included more in

decision-making made this comment:

I ' d I ike more opportunity tto participate in decision-
makingJ... if I'm ínvolved, I feel I know what direction
we tthe school I are going. (P.Q. )

Impl icit in these remarks is the probabi I ity that those

teachers inter.viewed, ât least, suspect that some teachers,

however many, do not adhere strictly to policies they had no part

in shaping. Uni ike the three previous iy quoted teachers, the

teachers making the fo I I owing observations did not make

specific reference to their school; however they did point out

that when teachers are involved in decision-making they are more

incl ined to accept the determinations u I timate ìy made:

If you help make decisions you're mone likely to try to
make the right decision to make it work. i f you'te just
told "This is what you're going to dor" you might take
exception to that. (L. M. )

If you know you're a part of the decisionr you support
it better. If it's forced on your you rebel i
Iagainst it]. (C. A. )

The one teacher cited in Tabie lL as giving an indecisive

response exp I ained that some teachers aren' t interested 1n

becomlng involved in decisíon-making; however, he does want the

opportunity to participate for the reasons mentioned by several

of hi s co I I eagues !

Yes. . No. Some are content with being f ol Iov¡ers. I
wouid i ike to participate. . . because those decisions
are going to affect youn environment and they're
easier to accept if you know how they came about. (1.J.)

In effect. ai I the teachers reported that they wanted the
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opportunity to particÍpate fn the Frocess through which decÍsÍons

that would impact on their teachlng were made. The teachers r^rere

confídent that, by mid-career, they could provide valuabie input

into the process'and that they would be more likely to adhere to

pol icies when given the opportunity to play a roie in poi icy

formulation. In general, these teachers did not proclaim that

they wouid abide only by those decisions which they endorsed;

ralher, what they appear to be saying i s that r,¡hen

administrators recogníze the experience and skills mid-career

professionals may bring to decision-making and. consequentiy.

entertaín serious iy suggestions made by these teachers, the

teachers wi I I fee I a stronger motivation to support decisions even

when they are not those proposed by the teacher.

Salary._

Perhaps inf I

the pr i vate sector

study which led them

are not likely to

performances.

Cons i stent wi th these research f ind ings, ten of the teachers

stated that, at mid-career, salary is not a factor in the quality

of their teaching performance. Tr¿o of those interviewed spoke

not of saiaries as a motivation for themseives but for other

teachers and two teachers, I isted in Tabie L1" as indecisive,

explained that salary does motivate mid-career teachers.

B.C. made a comment that was typicai of the responses given

by those who denied that sa i ary motivates mid-career teachers:

tSalaryJ is not real ly a factor. i feel I'm making a

r4a

uenced by the work of earlier îesearchers in
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good wage. tJhether I get a raise won't affect my

teaching.

F. G. and K. L. made simi lar observations:

I don't think Isalaryl raises are motivationai factors.
A raise isn't going to make a mid-career teacher work
harder to imp.rove themselves.

Whether I get a two percent or three percent
increase Iin saiaryl makes no difference. When ycru
get to mid-career it doesn't make a difference.

Al though the majority of the teachers did not bel ieve

salary to be a motivational factor for mid-career teachers most

impl ied thatr äs H. I. explains, it could be a factor in

rnot i vat i ng nov i ce teacher s :

Isalaryl is not Ia motivating factor] for me. For a
beginning teacher it may be but I'm pretty wel I

estab i i shed by now.

l^Jhi le interpreting these comments, it may be advisable

to keep in mÍnd that teachers are not saying that' at mid-

career, they become indifferent to the salary they makei rather'

the message most are communicating is that, by this stage in their

careers, they are making enough money so that nomina I increases

or decreases in their salaries are not I ikely to affect their

standard of I ivÍng or theír teaching performance. However. it

seems probable that, âs E.F. explains, if salaries were

significantly reduced, teacher Performance may decl ine:

I don't think Isaiary is
I was making two or three
do anything different t in
also a minimum you dontt

Contrary to the majority of his col Ieagues, B. C. argued

that, whi le a saiary increase would not have an effect on his

teaching, it uras his bel ief that many mf d-car'eer teacher-s weuld

put less effort into teaching if they were not given annual
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raises. He al so added the foi lowÍng observation:

I think it's ta salary increasel a motivator for a lot
of people...a lot of people are in teaching for the
money.

it was M.N.ts contention that, eveì1 a.t mid-career, teachers are

inclined to assess the amount of work they do and judge whether

their pay is commensurate with their efforts; if they bel ieve it

is not, they may do less:

Yes Isalary is a motivator]...a teacher iooks at the
amount of work he's doing and if he's doing more lhan
what he's getting paid for, he may cut back.

In effect, whi le most of the teachers did not bel ieve that

salary is a factor which motivates the mid-career teacher to

improve performance, there is no reason to suppose that, ãt mid-

career r teachers become more a i truistic and I ess concerned wi th

equitible remuneration for their senvices; rather, the evidence

suggests that because the mid-career teachers interviewed

perceive that they are being paid a salary which al iows them to

I ive comf ortab I y, s I i ght vaci i I ations in the amclunt are not

I ikely to affect their performances. However, one could also

argue that , g iven the hi gh expectations the pub I ic ho I ds for

teachers, those interviewed were less incl ined to mention monetary

rer+ards as motivational factors and more given to portraying

themselves as teaching out of humanitarian concerns. Further, it

is not unreasonable to assume that--if significant wage

reductions were made--their perceptions may change and salary

could become a factor in motivation. i.J. expressed this notion

in these r^¡ords:

A comfortable teacher Iwho feels his income aft'ords him
a comfortable livingl is going to perform much better
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and be more
content I .

Conclusions

Consistent with a I iterature that maintaíns that teache¡

perforfnance is 'more lfkely lnfluenced by fsctors such as

partÍcipation in decisÍon-making, support from the administration

and time to prepare rather than by extrinsic variables such as

saìary, the majority of the teachers commented upon salary as

being of I ess consequence to a mid-career teacher than other

factors. E. F. put this process of prionitízation into Perspective

when he made this remark:

productive tthan a teacher who is not

Judging from their comments ín general, most ot' the teachers

interviewed in the Co I I egiate appear sati sf ied wi th the

preparation time and salary they are currentìy afforded.

However, if trustees or administrätors were to signlficantly

decrease either, they should al so expect a corresponding decl ine

in teacher performance. There appears to be a basis for

suspecting that most mid-career teachers have a clear sense of

what is fair and that when they judge that they a¡e being treated

inequitably, they feel justified ln compensating for inequities

by making Iess of an effort than they otherwise wouìd-

In discussing factors such as support from the

administration and input into decision-making, several teachers

indicated that, to varying degrees, they were troubled by an

occasional instance when they did not have the support they

expected T rÐm the superv i sor and severa i a I so ment i oned that.

currently, they do not bel ieve that they have the opportunity to
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Fã.rticipate
c.i h^^J r tlue

satisfied

administration, those

opinions on isolated

in decision-making to the extent they deserve.

a major i ty of teachers vo ì unteered that they are

expectations regarding administrative support in which instance

with

their discontent need not be of concern to school administrators.

An issue which the administratons may want to examine Ís

whether mid-career teachers are, indeed, being given suff icienl

opportunity to participate in the decision-making which bears on

their work. Al though only three of the teacher's stated emphatical 1y

that they wanted greater oppclrtunity to participate, the

researcher was given the impressiotr that the majority of

of those itrterviewed wouid probably be more than wi i I ing to share

their ideas and opinions if they t,Jer.e given more opportunity.

I n summary, the teachers did perceive preparation time,

salary, input into decision-makÍng and administrative support as

variables having the potentiai to impact upon the performances of

mid-career teachers. However, because they typica I ì y fe I t that

they were afforded suff Ícient saiary, Freparation time and

administrative support, the sing I e factor which rnay be affecting

the motivation of some of the teachers is--what they perceive to

be-- I imited opportunity for input into decision-making in the

schoo I .

the support given them

who uJere less pleased

incidents or may have

by

may be basing their

unreasonably higl'r

the current

1,52



The discussion which ensues is an offering of conclusions

which may be drawn on the basis of the data gathered through the

fnterviews v¡ith the fourteen mid-career teachers in the study

schooi. This chapter, al so, is a focused response to the

following questions:

CHAPTER E I GHT

CONCLUS I ONS

L. What method of supervision do those interviewed believe
would be of greatest value in promoting improvement in the
teaching perf ormance of mid-career ma I e teachers'i

2. What relationship do those interviewed bel ieve should
exist between the supenvisor and the teacher to mâke
supervision a productive process?

3. l¡l hat lactors shoul d be considered during the suFer-
vision of mid-career mal e teachers?

I m¡i I 1cât i Ðng

Cotrsistent with the conciusions of researchers such as

Dar I ing-Hammond, et al., 1983; Duncan, 1984; Kauchak, et al.,

1E185; and Driscol l, 1987, it appears that the extent to whÍch

mid-career teachers wi I I engage in performance improvement is, at

least, partial ly dependent upon the degree to which they perceive

formal supervision as being appropriâte for' their situation.

Thls hypothesis was substantiated by those interviewed through

comments made in nesponse to a variety of questions, but

particular ly in thelr discussions of supervision according to

prescribed behaviors ( scenario one).

for SuFervlsion According to

teachers would not benefit from

1) tt would not alloç¡ teechers

The central concern r:f those interviewed was that mid-câreer

Prescribed Behaviors

their behaviors according to dj

this method of

the flexibilitv

f ferent classes

4 E,f

super'vlsion because

they need to vary

or disciplines and



2) ft would not be an accurate means through which the supervisor

could identify teachers' strengths and weaknesses.

The teachers did not suggest that their super'ordinates

Iacked the power or authority to employ supervision accordíng to

prescribed behaviors nor did they question whether a

superord i nate had the r i ght to expect teachers to adopt the

behavions prescribed. Rather, the teachers focused on the means

through which mid-caFeer teachers would circumvent this approach

to supervision in order to both meet the expectatÍons of the

supervisor and to "protect" the teaching methods which they

normal ly practice.

In predicting that most mid-career teachers would practice

the prescribed behaviors oniy during the supervisor's observation

of them. then revert to the practices with which they were most

comfortab I e, the teachers were c I ear'l y suggesting that mid-career

teachers would not be coerced by a superordinate's authority into

adopting methods which they did not want to use. The teachers

wer'e al so expressing a certain conf Ídence in the pourer of mid-

career teachers to negate or neutra i ize the author i ty of the

supervisor. More specifical Iy, whi le the supervisor may have the

authority to expect--or even insist--that teachers exhibit

prescribed behaviors in the classroom, the nature of this

supervisory process is such that teachers can appean to be

conforming to the supervisor's expectatlons then gr åbcrut

teaching as they ordinari ly would. Typical iy, the teachers

discussed this pr'ocess of disguising their behavior's as

Ju=tiriable on the basls that they would not become more

ef f ective teachers by adopting the behaviors idenlif ied btr' th¡É
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EUFEi'vÍErli'srld msy l¡ecome less eft'ective in the classroom.

A facior which may render' sufrÉr'rrlslor¡ åL1L-rÈ!rci i¡lg tú

Fr'ÉE,:r-ih*d hehs.vi¡¡.= not orrlt/ inef f ective but dysf unctional. is

the tendency fcr the teache¡'s to view the sLlpervisor in this

mode i as

conf orm to the supervisor's expectations rather tl'ran as a

faci i itator enabi ing teachers to perform more effectively and

assisting thern in removing the impediments to improvement of

performance. A possible consequence of this adversarial

relationship is that teachers would lack trust and confidence in

superordinate adversary demanding that teachers

the supervisor as

inclined to reject

penfornance of teachers.

accord ing to

i n ef fect,

to i mproved

potent ia I

teachers,

an educat i ona i

the supervisorts agenda for

prescr ibed

pe r f ormance

to ci rcumvent i t wou I d

the

supervisory mode I for mid-career

would be of little true value

value this

their unwi I

teachers dÍd not perceive supervisÍon

behaviors as an approach which wouìd iead

in the mid-career teacher. Regard iess of the

method of supervision may hold for the

leader and may

performance. Stated s imp I y, whi I e the current structure of the

school would allow superordinates to mandate this approach t-o

suFervision, it would just as easi 1y permit teachers to subvert

it.

I ingness to accept it and their capabi I ity

appear to i nd i cate that adopt i ng such a

ImplicatÍons

be even more

improv ing the

Because the present approach to supervi s ion in the study

f or Ci inical

teachers in the study schoo I

in the improvement of

SuÞervision
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Eontext ls premÍsed on a cl ÍnÍcal supervisÍon model. the

teachers' discussion of this approach is more i ikely to have been

based uFon experience than upon speculation.

Considering that the veteran teachers ln the Col legiate

undergo formal supervision only once in three years, it would be

difficult to argue that supervisÍon has been deemed a htgh

priority by those al Iocating the principal's time for supervision.

According Iy, !h" teachers interviewed tended to percelve

cl inical supervision as a perfunctony. di iuted process of I ittle

or no value to mid-career teachers for performance improvement.

It uras their belief that, because the supervisor had so little

time or oppontunity to formal ly observe teachers, it would be

impossible for him to accurateìy formulate impressions of the

teachers' performãnces or to design appropriate strategies for

improvíng ll'rose perf ormances.

Genera I I y, the teachers seemed to to I erate the presetrt

methods of ci inical supervision as a relatively innocuous

truisancei however. that is not to say they perceived the process

as virtual iy non-threatening. There exists amongst the teachers

a clear concern that during supervision, the supervison may

identify a deficiency--real, imagined or contrived--that wouid

resul t in negative consequences for the teacher whether in the

form of closer scrutiny by the supervisor or recommendations on

how to correct the def iclency. i n that the teachers--typica I I y--

\^,ere of the opinion that most supervisors I acked the know I edge to

advise mid-career teachers on subject content or teachíng

methods, being gÍven recommendations for impnovment by the

suFrervisor urouid (as in scenario one) place the teacher iu a
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Fosition of having to

them--to demonstrate

recommendat i ons.

suPervlsor

the first place. the majority of those interviewed bel ieved that

mid-career teachers would simply'performfi during observation as

they thought the supervisor woul d want then return to their

cause for concern about a teacherts performänce in

normal practices.

Itassumetr pract ices--or

In

comp i iance

the

If, as may be presumed, clinciai

Co I I egiate for the purpose of

order to protect against giving the

instruction, a particular ly disturbing probabi I ity--in the

opinion of those interviewed--is thatr ïìot only is the curretrt

approach fai I ing to accompl ish that objective, it may be

preserving mediocrity in the quai ity of some teacher's

instruction.

with a

appear to assume

teachers interviewed voiunteered that, because incompetent

teachers cån readi iy perform according to the supervisor's

standards once in three years, they remain in the system

t^¡lthout expectations or strategies for improvÍng performance

being imposed upon them. Indeed, sêverai teachers remarked that

the present method of ci inical supervlsion protects lncompetent

teachers because they cou I d successfu I I y contest a termlnat lslr

made oÌ'¡ the basls of a principal's ef ghty mÍnute observatlon once

superordinatet s

In discussing ci inical supervision.

supervision is practiced in

improv ing the qua I i ty of

in every three school years.

As with suFer'vision accor'ding

interviewed did not perceive cl

nearly half of the

to prescribed behaviors, those

inicaì supervision to be al'l
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apF'r'oäch which wouid resul t in improved perf ormance f or mid-

career teachers. At its best, they viewed it as a rare

opportunity for the principal to see them teach and positively

relnforce what they were doing; at i ts worst, the teachers

bel ieved that cl inicai supervision actuai ly protects Íncompetent

teachers and may pose a threat to competent teachers towand whom

the principal has formed an inaccurate, unfavorable impnesslon on

the basÍs of one observation in three years or on erroneous

infonmation (from other sources). In either lnstancer cl fnical

supervision does not hold much promise in the minds of those

interviewed as a supervÍsory method through wì'rich mid-career

teacl'rers wou i d become better c lassroom instructors.

Impi ications for

In reacting to supervision as described in scenarios one and

two. tl"re teachers tended to view these approaches as a matter of

superordínates I'tinkeringl' to no avail with the ciassroom instead

of â means for teacher improvement. in contrast, the majority of

those interviewed generaì ìy perceÍved differentiated super'vlsion

(scenario three) as an unambiguous ly formative method of

supervision which couid enabie mid-career teachers to develop'

the i r rea I strengths and cor rect the Í r actua I weaknesses.

The most appealing aspect of dif f erentiated supervision r.,as

the opportunity fc¡r the teachers to work with another teacher or

department head during supervision. Ongoing col laboration with

someone having expertise in the same subject area as opposed to

assessment by a superordinate between I ong interva I s was thought,

by the teachers. to be advantageous in several respects. it uras

the co I I ective be I ief of those intervieu¡ed that sub ject-ar'ea
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colleagues--whether a fellow teacher or a department head--wouid

be more informed on subject content and more fami I Íar wi th the

classroom mi I ieu than a superordinate and would, therefore. be

better prepared to assist each other in performance improvement.

Additional ly, supervision with a coi league rather than urith a

superordinate could be sustained over the course of the year to

al I ow teachers to form more accurate impressions of each othert s

strengths and weaknesses. Yet another perceived advantage to

supervision with col leagues was that teachers would feel iess

concerned about formative supervision actual iy being a summative

Frocess which a superordinate could use as a basis for enacting

negative consequences agaínst a teacher.

The teachers also reacted favorably to differentiated

supervision because it permits mid-career teachers to opt for the

method of supervision whÍch they bei ieve wt I I be of the most

beneTit to them ilr performance improvement. It was general ly

held that, in al iowing teachers to chose a supervisory track' it

would become more I ikeiy that 1) teachers would engage in

activites that would be of real value to them, 2) teachers wouid

accept more ftownershípttof supervisory actÍvities when they r,rere

sel f-imposed rather than externai ly imposed and 3) teachers would

respond more posftiveiy to suFervislon which al iowe them a choice

because such an apFroach tacitly credits them with being

experienced prof essional s.

according

lal-'FÈåf 5

Differentlated supervision. 1n

to prescribed behaviors

less likely to create

contrast wi th

o¡ cl inical

a circumstance
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superord f nates

teachers whi I e those same teachers strugg I e to maintain autonomy

and preserve their teaching identities. Because this approach to

supervision does not seem as I ikely to generate a potential ly

destructive power-struggle between teachers and their

superordinates, it is probable that differentiated supervision has

the potential not only for improving the performance of the mid-

career teache¡. but also for enhancing the relationship between

teachers and their superordÍnates.

None of this is to suggest, however, that the supervÍsor

should assume a laissez-faire role in the process of

differentiated supervision. As noted previously. most of those

teachers intervÍewed expressed concern that not ai I of their

mid-career col leagues r.Jere perf orming âcceptably. In a

dífferentiated approach to supervision, the supervisor has a

clear responsibi I ity to identify less than competent instructor's

strugg I e to impose behaviors cln exper Í enced

and. as advocated by mode I s in the I iterature, assi gn these

teachers to more structured, ciosely monitored suFervisory tracks

(such as rigorous cl inicai supervision).

those fnterviewed expressed doubts that mid-career teachers

working independent ly to improve performance ( through

coursework, workshops and other actÍvitíes) would invest much

time or effort in this venture. A significant impl ication of

this commonly-espoused view is that, if teachers are given the

option to work independently, supervisors--at the very ieast--

should assist these teachers in prioriti zíng their time and in

making effor'ts lo ensure that supervision is productive.
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Additionally, it may not be unreasonable for tl're

request some evidence that the teacher has engaged

activities even if no mo¡e than a brief report by the teacher.

perce i ved by the maj or i ty of those

A i though not wi thout f I aws.

effective of the four mode i s for improving teacher performance at

mid-career.

enab I ed them

supervisor than they were of approaches which required that they

accept imposed methods of supervision.

i mp I i cat ions for Ref I

They u¡ere far more accepting of a process v¡hich

to negotiate a strategy for improvement wi th the

may not invest the time and effort necessary to make independent

In view of the teacherst concern that mid-career teachers

performance improvement (scenario three) a productive activity,

differentiated supervision was

Ít ls not unreasonable to suppose that they would have a similar

coìlcern over

suFÊr'v i srlr to

in worthwhile

interviewed as the most

supervision--which ai Iows teachers even more autonomy. Although

those interviewed did not react decisively in favor or against

ective Supervision

reTlective supervision.

leachers chose to discuss

an approach to

cur rerrt I y pract i ce on

perceive this appr'oach as so unstructured and free fr.om exter-nal

dÍrection that they had difficul ty envisioning it as a formal

process of supervision.

credence by the fact

supervision--such

identified ref lective supervision as the most effect approach to

F'tÈrTrlrmar-lce lmpr'ovement expiained that it wr¡uld be most effective

the fact

this model as a process whlch they

an infonmal basis suggests that they

that nearly all of the

as ref I ect i ve

This probabi I lty

t hat f our of the

is given further

f ive teachers who
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only

di f f erentiated suPervisiolr'

Thr.oughtheirstrongpreferenceforworkingwitha

co I I eague to improve perf ormance and thei r aFpârent Fer'ceFrllor¡ ¡i

f-eï lective supervision as Iacking structure or opportunitv for

input from an external sourcer the teaclters apFeår' to be

advocatlng that formal supervision should have structure and

shouid provide an establ ished mechanism through t"rhf ch tFrÈ tegr-:her'

r1 integrated into ä more

interacts

In

conc I uded

with another individual in the system'

consideration ctf their discussions in total '

structured mode I such

i s an absence of

the form of a co

that the

consequences may occur:

teachers interviewed be I ieve that when

external Powen during supervision--if

I ieaguer s knowledge and insight--the

-_incompetentteacherswouidhaveiimitedmeansthrough
which to improve their Performances'

--teachers. in generai, would feei i ittie incentive to

"gÇ, the extra milet' toward per'formance improvement at
mid-cs,r'eer'. and

AS

--teachers, as resources unto themse ì ves ' wou i d be

restrictedintheextenttowhichtheycouldidentify
s.trÈ1 smel ior.ate def iciencies in their perf ormances.

Tal.:ing into account the be I ief of those interviev¡ed tl-raL

suFêrcrrclinates would be of nominal assLstance in working with

mid-career teachers to formuiate strategies for improvement and of

vlr'tual I:y no value in worktng with them on matters relating to

subjectcontent,anotherramificationwhichmayproVeploblematic

with the use of ref iective supervlsion is that mid-career

teachers may be less thatr enthusiastic about engaging with a

eul:rËrordÍnate in the "mappíng out and testing ot strategies" as
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advöcâted by the I iterature on ref lective suFìervision.

ln view of the weaknesses identified by the teachers and the

conciusions drawn in the foregoing discussion, it would appear

evident that--if the study school vrere to adopt ref lective

suFervisÍon as the formal means of supervision for mid-career

teachers--the model should be structured to inciude an additional

source upon which teachers may predictably rely for motivation

and for strategies to improve their performances. Further, it

seems probable that some method of gauging a teacher's progness

toward improvement--such as feedback from another teacher or

department head--woul d be of value to teachers in assessing

whether they are. indeed, improving their performances in the

c I assroom.

ref iective supervisÍon informal ly.

I n that teachers report that they current I y engage in

adopt ref lective supervision as a formal method of

Rather,

ellcourage teacher's to cr¡trtinue ref I ection on their work and to

offer them

supervision

performances.

it would seem more advantageous for superordinates to

Inferences about the Teachers' Preferred Relationship with

the Superv i sor

additional means--such as

As pointed out in the discussion of cl inical supervision (the

supervisory model currently fol iowed in the study school ), the

majority af the teachers interviewed expressed very I ittle

conf idence that the performance of mid-car'eer teachers coul d

improve through engaging in supervÍsion with a superordinate once

l trJ

they prefer--through which to

it would seem redundant to

supervisÍon.

the differentiated

improve theír



every three years. Further, Ít wâs general Iy their opinion that

even if the superordinate did observe them on a more regular

basis' it was improbable that he would be able to advise the mid-

career teacher on matters of subject content or or'ì strategies for

perf ormance improvement.

The question which aríses out of the teachers' perception

toward current supervisory practices is ¡ I f they recognlze

cl inical supervision as being an ineffective means of performance

improvement for mid-career teachers, what do they suppose the

actual purFrose of supervision Ís in their school ? The ansu,er to

this question appears to be that the teachers view formal

supervision as an administrative activíty which their

superordinate must perform in accor'dance with district pol icy.

Put another wâyr it appears unl ikeiy that those mid-career

teachers interviewed real ly do bel ieve that current supervisory

practices provide them with a rel iable: oflgoing means through

wl'rich they can become better teachers. Rather, they perceive

the process as a matter of superordinates fu I f i I I ing thei r

administratrive responsibi I ities. SuFervision. 1t appears,

becomes most signif icant when the superordinate endeavors to make

it more than a harmless, perfunctory process by using supervision

as a punitÍve Frocess or a means through which the superordinate

endeavors to modify the behaviors of mid-career teachers wÍthout

input from them.

i nd i cated

suFervlsor

express ing,

that

I¡Jhen the ma j or i ty of the teachers

they pref er red a re I at i onsh i p

that was based on trust,

in one respect, was the

what they ev i dent I y were
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superordinate cannot get an accurate impression of their teaching

from observing them once every three years, and because the

superordinate could not, in the teachers' opinions. offer mucl-¡

worthwhi I e advice on the basis of that observation--the teachers

can "trustt' that their supervÍsor wi i I not enact consequences

against them on the basis of a dÍ luted, ineft'ective process of

supervision.

Those teachers who talked about the superordinate bringing

biases into the supervisory process seemed also to be addressing

this same issue. For instance, several teachers spoke about

superordinates harrassing teachers not because of incompetency

but ot-t the basis of a complaint from an externai source or

because of tension or conf I ict between the teacher and

superordinate outside of the classroorn.

Quite clearlv, the teachers who view supervision not as a meang

of promoting teacher er'fectiveness but as a potential ly punitive

process depending upon a superordinate's hidden agenda are not

convinced that current supervision is a formative rather than a

summative process. Additional ly. there is evidence to indicate

that--regard I ess of a superordinate's intentions--supervisory

models such as cl inical supervÍsion a¡rd supervision accordlng to

prescribed behaviors tend to cast the teacher and supervisor Ín

subordinate--superordinate roies thus strengthening the teachers'

perception that supervision ís more a matten of summative

evaluation than a formative means through whlch to improve

teacher performance.

AI I of this is not to impiy that the teachers expect

supervision to produce adverse consequences for them, but it is
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to say that they are keen I y

difficulties to arlse. Further.

ever-mindful that, with tenure and a firm power-base of their c,\¡rn,

it is unlíkely that a suFerordinate could use the current

aPProach to suPervision alone as a justif ication for termination.

Essent ia I I y, the teachers' concerns appear to stem f rom the

possibi I ity that--on the basis of misfmpressiorrs. lnaccurate

conclusions drawn from a single observation or hidden agendas--

the superordinate may use supervision not as a means for

terminatlng mid-career teachers but as a justification r'or making

their jobs less pleasant and more difficuit.

Given the teachers' concern that superordinates general iy do

not have the time or expertise to observe and advise al i

teachers Õn strategies for performance Ímprovement and taking

into consideration their suspicions that supe¡vision by a

superordinate wouid be--to some extent--a summative evaluation

process to assess a teacher's worth to the organization, it

aFpears crucial that a clear distinction between supervision and

evaluation should exist in pol icy. process and in tl-re minds ot

administrators and teachers. Further. given the col legial, non-

threatening reìationship the teachers bel ieve they must have wÍth

a supervisor to make supervision a productive process, it may

al so be advisable to appoinl someone other than the superordinate

charged wi th eva I uation of the teachers to work wi th teachers in

supervision.

aware of the potential for

teachers at mid-career appear

Ai though, initial ly, it may be sornewhat dif f icui t to accept

the foregoing discussion as a conclusion regarding the
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r.elationship the teachers prefer to have with a superordinate

during supervisÍon, it is precisely those eiements and issueg

rliscussed which aFpear to have the greatest inf luence in shaping

the teachers' views on the relatlonshi¡i tirÉlr¡ dEelr'e' tdhi le the

tS.+lihel'E F''ilLlir-j l ik* i.heir' EHfrÊt'¡i'rJirrst* t¡ be 1*nowledgeable ín

el I =ubJect ar'eas and to he.tte exF¡ertlse based Ê,r-r recent ciassr'ûom

ËxFÉr'I errce. I

qual ities

supÉrordinate contend that he does possess the expenience and

knowledge to use tl're current method of supervision for improving

the ¡rer'f ormatlces or' al I mid-career teachers. Concurrently, both

the teachers and the suF¡erordinate arer indeed, ar,Jar'e that

esch LìossÉsees ã power that coui d be turned against the other

when either party feel s wronged during the supervisory pr'ocÈss

whether it is the teacher who is inappropriately reprimanded or

the superordinate whose observations are scoffed at by a teacher'.

I n essence, then, the re I at i onshÍ p the teachers des i re wi th the

supervisor during supervision is one in u¡hich the teacher's can

tr.ust the super'visor to recc,anize the severe I imitations of the

present mode I as a means of improving the performance of micì-

career teachers and can trust him to foresee and to avoid the

serious conf I ict which may ensue from the use of the present

model as anything but a routine compl iance with written pol icy.

in other words, it is, to a considerable extent, the approach to

supervision in the study school which has defined the relatíonship

the teachers prefer to have with the suFerordinate during

suÞervision.

rl real lty. they do not expect him to bring those

the supervisory relationship nor does theirto

As it probablv should, if a concern arises over the apparent

IõI



lnef f ectíveness in the study schoo I of a superordinate i,rorking

with teachers during supervision, an al ternative perhaps worth

exploring is to offer míd-career teachers in the Col legiate the

option of working with another classroom teacher or the head of

the department in forma I supervision.

Al lowing the mid-career teacher to undergo supervision with

a col league

teachers' percept ions that 1

superordÍnates on matters

cìassroom dilemmas. 2)

avai lable to participate in

i s sug ges ted as

co i I eagues better than they

a ciearer sense of who they trust and who they

than the common mistrust some of them seem to

superord i nates and

an a I ternat I ve on the bas i s of the

) co I i eagues are better inT ormed thatr

of subject content and current

colleagues would be mor'e readlly

supenvision, 3) teachers ttknow" their

ttknowtt their superordinates and have

coi leagues would be fol lowing hidden agendas during suFervision.

To conciude, when the teachers are locked into a supervisory

relationship by a model of supervision which neither the teachers

rlor the superor'dínate regard as having potential for Ímprovíng

teacher pe¡f ormance, supervision may become ì ittle more than aÌ-)

unproductive. time-consuming process for either party. A step in

making the relationship between the teacher and the supervisor

more productfve in the view of the teachers appears to be to

a i I ow teachers to engage in supervi sion wi th a co I i eague;

however, since there are indications that the approach to

4) teacher s appear I ess

suPervlslon

supervisor

distrust rather

have toward all

suspi ci ous that

piays a significant part in defining the teacher-

reiationship (even when the ttsupervisor" is a
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col league)--to

co I I eague wi thout paying heed to

teachers prefer

Considerations

In reacting to scenario one (supervision according to

prescribed behaviors), the teachers were strongly opposed to a

supervisory process in which the performance of mid-caîeer

teachers was assessed by a supervisor on the basis of the extent

to which the teacher practiced certain pre-determined behaviors.

I t appears somewhat inconsistent, then, that those interviewed

decisiveìy identif ied a number of lactr¡rs which should be

considered during the supervison of any teacher (see Table 11).

simply pair a

may be of iimited

to be lncluded in

teacher wi th

the method of

va I ue.

Supervision

However, severa l

contradiction.

Firstly, most

for consideration

specif ic behaviors

a sub ject-area

supervision the

according to prescr ibed behaviors. For

teachers ilrdicated that teaching methodo I ogy

during supervision they did not insist that a

points may serve to account for this apparent

presenting a I esson shou I d proceed according to the nine steps

prescribed in one supervisory model (Russel I and Hunter. lgBu)

or be deemed unacceptabie.

Additional ly. at no point did the teachers identify the

number of variables considered during formal super'vÍsian a= being

a concern. Rather than the the quant i ty of var iab i es, the

teache¡s were more inclined to focus on the fol lowing matter'e:

1) tJhether mani.pulation of the varíables would, indeed,
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of those factors

were comFaratively

recommended for assessment in supervision

identif ied by the teachers

broad in contrast to the

instance, al though

should be considered

teacher''s method of



result in perf ormance improvement (f or example, whí le the
teachers be I ieved that better ciassroom management coul d
I ead to improved teacher performance, they did nclt,
typicai ly, bei ieve that higher scores by students on
standandized tests indicated or predicted improved
performance by the teacher ),

2) t^Jhether the superv i sr¡r had the expert i se and the
time to accurately identify stnengths and weaknesses
in a mid-career teacher,

3) Whether the supervisor could work with the teacher
in a coi iegíal relationship to formulate effective
performance improvement strätegies,

4) h,hether the teacher was afforded an opportunity to
participate in the identification of behaviors to be
considered during supervision, and

5) Whether the teachers perceived the method of supervision
as one whích would promote improvement in the performance
of mi d-career teachers.

In effect, those interviewed evidently recognize that

teaching is a compi ex activity and that to enhance tl-reir.

abi I ities to perform that activity, a good many factors must be

taken into consideration. However, given this complexity and

givetr the differing circumstances in which teachers work

aÇcording to discipl ines and contexts, they aÌ so recognize that

Íf supervision is going to resul t in performance improvement, the

suPervisor must have expertise to assess a number of teacher

behaviors and the method of supervision should be appropriate

for each teacher.

Further. those intervi ewed rare I y spoke about lactors for

consideration from the first-person perspective preferring to

discuss them from the second-person vÍewpoint as in "...youn

personal ity plays a part in how you f unction. . . " I^ihi Ìe it would

be unjustifiably speculative to offer a psychoanalyticai

interpretation of this tenderrcy, it would not be unreasonable to
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presume thatr often, when the teachers discussed factors which

shouid be considered during supervision they were thinking of

factors to be considered ilr the supervision of someone other than

themse I ves. Expressed another wâyr whi i e most of the teache¡s

conceded weaknesses in the performances of other mid-career

teachers, very few spoke of the flaws they perceived in their ourn

teaching. Perhaps, had the researcher asked each teacher what

factors should be considered when they--personai ly--undergo

supervision, the frequency with which factors r¡Jere identified may

have been noticeably diminished.

The signif icance of the teachers' comments on factors which

shr:ul d be considered in super'vision of mid-career teachers I ies

partly in the identification of those factors; equal ly important,

however, may be re-emerging evidence of the considerab I e contro I

teachers

factors

saw ways

and two,

that i f

have over the actual impact that consideration of these

wi i I have in pert'ormance improvement. Just as teachers

of subverting the super'ordÍnatet s power in scenar ios one

sÐr too--for instance--did a number of them anticipate

consideration durÍng supervision, many teachers would simply

"teach' the material on the test then proceed as they ordinarÍiy

do.

student test scores uJere to become a factor for'

I t would be a rnistake, however, to assume that--invariably--

al I mid-career teachers ref use compl i.ance with pol icy which they

do trot f ul ly support. What is nore I ikeiy is that whenr on the

bas i s of the i r exper i ence and _'i udgmenl,

perceive that comF l iance wi th a particul ar

de I eter ious effect on thei r teaching or on

3"7 L

mid-career teachers

d i ctate cou I d have ä

student outcomes r ti'ref



may chose to subvert or circumvent

po i i cy despi t e the "paper power " of

Additionai

supervlsf on. {lrle I lterature submits that the scope of supervision

Although they are not commonly considered during for'mal

shou I d be broadened to inc I ude var iab I es whi ch may

motivation of mid-career teachers. To determine

which several of these variabies do impact upon the

mld-careèr teachers to improve their performances,

Factors to be Considered

were asked to discuss FreFaration time. support fr'om

adminÍstration, input into decision-making and sal ary in terms of

that particular directive or

superordinates to enforce Ít.

During Supervision

the inf I uence each has on performance improvement.

I t rJas evident f rom the teacherst remarks on salary that--

at mid-career--teachers are usual ly being paid a salarv which

affords them a "comfortab l e " l iving and the majority of those

interviewed did not consider saìary a variable vrhich impacts on

their teaching performances. Al though preparation time was

described as a crucial variable in the quality of a teacher's

performance, neariy all of the teachers interviewed felt that

they were al iocated sufficient prepartion time and that it wouid

become an issue only if attempts uJere made to reduce or eliminate

the time they presently have for preParation.

As noted in the the discussion on the relationship teachers

prefer with the supervisor during suPervision, the teachers'

current supervisor appears to recognize the benefits in supporting

teachers in their efforts to accompl ish classroom objectives

whether behavioral or academic. Whi le al I f ourteerr teachers

impact on the

the extent to

mot i vat i on of

the teachers
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interviewed commented that administrative support impacts

appreciabiy on teacher performance, most, also, were general ly

satisf ied with the support they current ly are gíven and, at this

point' it seems that the teachers would not deem administrative

support to be a variable that shouid be piaced on the agenda for

supervision.

The teachers, i ikewise, reached a consensus that input into

the making of decisions which woul d impact on their teaching is

of Ímportance in motÍvating teachers to improve performance.

However, severa I teachers expressed strong cotlcenn that,

presently' experienced teachers in the study school were not

given the opPortunity for participation into decision-makirrg tl'rat

they ought to have. Agruab i y, these concerns ref I ect a be I íef

amongst mid-career teachers that, on the basis of thein

experience and exper'tise, they could make positive contributions

to the school if only superordinates would rel inquish some pot.rer

over decision-making to the teachers. Based upon the

observations made by the teachers, there is I itlie reason to

suPpose thal those teachers seeking more contro I over decision-

making do so simply to serve thei¡ own purposes or merely for

the sake of having power; more i ike Iy they want greater. input

into decisions, primari ly, because they perceive certain poi icies

or practices as impediments to effective teaching and fee I that

they can provide guidance in correcting the f laws 1n these

matters.

Conciusion

1S

tJhat is most evident in the data

that the teachers intervi ewed be I

L t3

gathered for thi s study

ieve that mid-cê.r'eer



teachers are Iess i ikely to perceive those approaches to

supervisíon whÍch dictate that the teacher adopt specified

behaviors as viable methods for performance improvement.

Further, the tea'chers are skepticai that changes in their

classroom behavior prescribed by a superordinate r.rould make

them more effective teachers. According to those interviewed,

when mid-career teachers are to I d to adopt behaviors which they

judge to be Iess effectÍve or appropriate than those they

practice, most wi I I "cope" with such demands by displaying the

behaviors when under the superordinate's scrutiny but otherwise

teach as they ordinari iy do. in effect, when a superordinate

exercÍses the authority to Ínsist that míd-career teachers

improve their performances by adopting behaviors which tl'¡e

teachers perceive to be ineffective, it is quite unl ikely that

they wi i I actual iy modÍfy their current practices or that the

teacherst performances wi I I truly become what the superordinate

expects them to be. Therefore, supervision according to pr'escribed

behaviors and ci inical supervision appear to be methods of

supervision which have littie value for improving the

performances of mid-cä.reer teachers in the study schoo I .

I n genera I , those Í nterv i ewed appea,red conf i dent that they

have the experience and expertfse to function as effective

teachers in the c I assroom. Hor,¡ever, the teachers c I ear I y

recognized that, ai though mid-career teachers often have wel j -

developed teaching ski I is and an accumuiation of subject-area

knowledge, they are also suceptible to stagnation or

deterioration and require some formal mechanism whithin the

1,7 4



schoo I structure

avoid "burn-out. tt

The teacherst assessment of ref lective supÈrvision as an

effective means of informal_ supervision suggests that they prefer

a method of formal supervision that is clearly structured and one

which affords them an opporlunity to engage in supervision with

another individual knowledgeable in their subject area and

fami I iar with cur¡ent classroom di lemmas.

Of the f our supervisory model s described to thr¡se

thnough which to improve their teaching and

interviewed, differentiated supervision (scenario thrree) appears

to have the greatest potential for improving the performances of

mid-care.er teachers in the study schoo I for these reasons in

particular:

--it al lows teachers to choose a method of supervision
which they be I ieve wi I I be of worth for performance
improvement,

--it provides the teachers with an opportuníty to wo¡k
with col leagues knowledgeable in the teachers' subject-
areas and fami I iar with the present ciassroom cl imate, and

--the teachers perceive diffenentiated supervision to be
the mode i ho i ding the greatest promise for promoting
improved teacher performance; given this common
perception, i t appears that differentiated supervision
is the method of supervision most I ikely to motivate
mid-career teachers to improve their performances.

Al though there is no hardr êmpirical evidence that the

Ímplementation of a dÍfferentiated supervision model wi I I resul t

in performance improvement for al I or even most of the mid-car'eer

teachers in the study context and, al though it is probabie that

f ormal supervision alone wi I i not lmpact signif icantly ol'r the

clual ity of public educatir¡n in general, there is evidence that

current, commonly-practiced methods of supervision--such as
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supervi s ion according to F..escr ibed

supervision--do not promote improvement

teachers,

superv r s lon

Impl ícations

Based upon conclusíons reported in other studies and upon

the data generated by this study, thene is reason to hypothesize

that the extent to which teachers commi t themse i ves to

and that adopt i on of a

certainly merits consideration.

for Further Research

performance improvement through supervision is, at I east in part,

dependent upon the degree to which they perceive supervision as a

fair and rel iable process appropriate to their needs.

Additional ly, it may be posited that these perceptions wil I vary

according to the career stage of the teacher.

Whi le the results of this study suggest that mid-career male

teachers in the study context prefer a model of supervisiotr which

1 ) ai lows them options according to theín needs and preferencesr

2) af fords them the opportuni ty to work wi th co i I eagues and

3) has irr place a mechanism through which ame I ioration of

deficÍencies in marginal teachers may occurr repl ication of this

study in other contexts is necessary to substantiate the

conciusions submitted. Further, because there is reason to

suppose that female teachers, teachers at other career stages and

teachers instructing at lower grade levels or in speciai needs

areãs may ho I d views toward the eff icacy of certain mode i s which

diverge from those held by the study population, investigation

into the perceptions of these teachers toward supervision may

produce results of value to impr'ove supenvision as a meaìls

through which most teachers may improve their teachirrg perr'ormances.
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APPEND I X A

Interview Schedule Used

by Researcher



NAME
SCHOOL
AGE
EXPER i ENCE

Each of the foliowing scenarios ís based upon a method of
teacher supe¡vision advocated in the I iterature by authors
holding divergent views about effective supervision.
i nteres ted
weaknesses of each method of supervision for the mid-career
secondary teacher instructing in a subject field. More
specificai ly. i am interested in these sub-questions:

Interview Schedule
To Be Used by Researcher

1. Under what circumstances would you see each method as being of
value to the mid-career teacher and why?

in your identif ication of the strengths and

2. To what extent is each method curnently practiced
school and how does it impact on mid-career teachers?

3. What factors should be considered in each supervisory method?

4. i.ihat sort of professional reiationship should exist
the supervisor and the teacher in each circumstance?

l"lld-Career' Teachers 1s meant tü include teachers betr+een 31 arrd
44 years of age with ten yeãrg of teaching experience.

Supervision is
others wi thin
identifying and
improved teacher

Prompt Question

I. To what extent, if ânyr should these factors be considered in
the supervision of mid-career male teachers?

def ined as a Tormai process of inter-acting with
the schoo I organization for the purpose of
adjusting those factors whrich wi I I promote

performance.

--teaching methodo I ogy
--pËrsonal itv traits such as warmth and understanding
--relationships with coi Ieagues
--knowledge of subject matten
-- interna I factors such ãs I esson
ma i ntenance
--lactorE mentioned by teachers as I
accompl ish classroom objectives
--c I assroom management

Iam

--supervision of extra-curricular activities
--lnvolvement in community affairs
--student acl'ri evement on test scores
--student evaluation of teachers

1n your

be tween

planning

lmiting thei

and

ra4

r capac i ty to

c I assroom



--teachers I eve i of education
--contínulng education through

Scenar i os

i. Supervision According to Predetermined Behavíors (Russell and
Hunter, 1980; Pfeiffer and Dunlap, 1982; Blome' 1985; C. Hunter,
1987 ) :

The supervi sor has a I i st of teaching
been identif ied as having a cause and
I earning. For examp I e, accord ing to
focus on the fo I I owing behaviors:

1. Setting a generai objective and assessing the students

present re I at i onshi p to i t.

forma i coursework

2. Selectlng â. specÍfic dai ly lesson objective.

3. Preparing the students for the lesson.

4.

E

b.
to

a

Ci

C:larifying the lesson objective.

Providirrg learning opportunities.

Providing verbal and visual examples of what ís
be I earned.

behaviors which have
ef f ect impact on student
one mode l, this I ist would

Assessing student attainment of the objectÍve.

Guiding the student in practicing what is Iearned.

Al lowing independent practices of the learned ski I l.

Dur ing observation of the mid-career instructor teaching a
lesson, the supervisor assesses the extent to which the teacher
exhibits
conferenr=e. the supervisor coaches the teacher on how to more
effectiveiy and del iberately empioy these strategies.

L. Under what circumstance would you see this method as being of
vaiue to the mid-career teacher and why-r

--ar'e superv]5ors
teachers are exhibi

these behaviors and during a post-observation

--are
objectiveìy identify
method?

- -does such a procedure g i ve the superv i sor
opportunity to assess the teacher's perf ormance'?

--wouid the supervisor be knowiedgeable enough

1ÐEf9J

supervisors

adequately prepared to identify
ing the prescribed behaviors?

adequately prepared to accurately and
teacher strengths and weaknesses using this

whether

arnpie means and

in ail sub-iect



areas to et'fectfvely assist the teacher through this
supervision?

--what characteristics would a mid-career ieacher possess that
wou I d make thi s method va I uab I e?

t. strong or weak instructiona I methods
2. effective or ineffective behavior management
3. openess to criticism
4. novice or veteran teacher
5. teacher new to system
6. teacher who does not recognize owïì def iciencies
7. bel iel that certain behaviors have a cause/ef fect
impact on student outcomes

--how would the supervisor identify the teacher who would most
benefit from supervision according to prescribed behaviors or
should this method be used fon al I teachers?

--what wou I d mid-career teachers per'ceive a.s being the purFose of
this method of supervision?

--how important to pert'ormance improvement is the teacher's
perception of this method as accurate and re I iab l e?

--would it be ot' value to mid-career teachers in performance
improvement?

--cs.l't the performance of mid-career teachers be assessed
according to mastery of pre-determined behaviors?

--r¿ould a mid-career teacher uJant to engäge in this method of
supervision'/

--does this form of supervision aft'ect the teacher's autonomy?

--is this a method which could be used to promote self-esteem in
mid-career teachers?

--does this method provÍde a suff icient means and opFortunity for
the teacher to take part in decision-making?

--ls this a process that would Permit recognition of the
teacherts successes in the cIassroom?

È. To what extent Ís such a method currently practiced in your
school and how does it impact on mid-career teachers?

--would thÍs system be more effective in schools depending upon
system characteristics such as size, Iocation or' student
demographics?

--r,¡hat factor's withllr yrlur school svstem (eg. salar'y, resourcÉ5r
support services, teacher participation in decision-mal-:itrg'
recognition or'teacher successesr preparation time. support from
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the adminf stratiotr) woul d enhance rlr 1Ímit the ef f ectiveness of
this method as a means of improving the performance of a mid-
career teacher.

--who, in your school system is resFonsibie for supervision and
\,rhy wou I d they be or not be the most appropr Íate person to use
this method of supervision?

--who should be responsible for supenvision according to
prescribed teacher behaviors?

3. i,Jhat factors should be considered in this supervisory process?

--factors Ídentified by mid-career teachers as I lmiting thelr
capacity to accompl ish classroom objectives
--teaching methodo I ogy
--personal Íty traits such as warmth and understanding
--know I edge of subject matter
-- interna I factors such as I esson p I anning and c I assroom
ma i n tenance
--c I assroom management
--externai factors such as participation in community affairs
--supervision of extra-curricular activities
--re I ations wi th co I I eagues
--student achievement on test scores
--student evaluation of teachers

--does this process servè as an effective means to identify and
adjust those factors which interfere with a teacher's success in
promoting desired student outcomes?

4.
supervisor whi
supervision va

Descr i be

--what characteristics shouid the super'visor possess and why?

--how cou

- -what

the re I at i onsh i p between the teacher and the
ch would be most effective in making this method of
I uab I e to the teacher.

product i ve re I at i onsh i p?

--what characteristlcs 1¡r
potential for this method of
career teachers?

I d trust and conf i dence be estab I i shed?

factors might interfere with the development

--what status roles should each assume to make the
beneficial to the teacher?

I I. Ci inical Supervision (Goldhammer, 1963; Cogan,

During a pre-observation conference. the suFervisor'and mid-
career teacher discuss the lesson the instructor wi i I be
teaching when observed by the pr inci pa I f or at I east one c I ass
Ferlod atrd also identify those teaching behaviors targeted by
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supervision to be of value to mid-
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both for the closest scrutiny. During the observation, the
supervisor records al I that he./she observes including notations
about the targeted behaviors. Subsequent ly, the teacher and
supervisor review the supervisor's observations. In a
coüperative effort.
improvement plan which, when impiemented, wi I I enabie the teacher
to more successful ly promote stucient outcomes.
later' makes a fol low-up observation to assess the teacher? s
progress toward performance improvement.

1. Under what circumstances would you see this method âs being of
vaiue to mid-cãreer teachers and why?

--do supervisors possess the skil 1s to guide teachers in planning
improvement strateg i es?

--are supervisors adequate iy prepared to accurate I y and
objectively identify teacher strengths and weaknesses using this
method?

--does such an approach give
means to assess the teacherts

- -wou I d the superv i sor be
areas to effectiveìy assist
supervisÍon?

the two des i gn a

--what characterisitics wouid a mid-career teacher
would make this method oT vaìue?

1. strorrg or weak instructiona I methods
2. effective or ineffective behavion management
3. oper'ìness to criticism
4. novice or veteran teacher
5. experienced teacher new to the school
6. teacher who does not recognize def iciencies

--how wou I d a superv i sor i dent i fy the teacher who
benefit fnom this method?

performance

The superv i sor

the superv i sor arnp I e opportuni ty and
performance?

--would this method motivate mid-career teachers
performance?

--what woul d mid-career teachers perceive as being
thi s method?

--would thfs be an effective method of supervision
teachers?

knowl egeab I e enough in ai I subject
the teacher through this method of

--wouid a mid-career teacher want
supervision?

--does this method affect teacher

--is it a rnethod which couìd be used to promote sel f -esieem?

possess that

to particípate in this form of

au t onomy ?

wouid

to improve in

the purpose of

for mid-career

mos t
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--Ís the teacher given sufficient opportunity to participate in
decision-making?

--does it permit recognition of the teachert s successes?

2" To what extent is such a method currently Fracticed Ín your
school and how does it impact on mid-career teachers?

--wouìd this system be more effective in schoois depending upon
system characteristics such as size, location and student
demographics-/

--if 1t is not practiced,
mid-career teachers?

--What factors within your school system would enhance or I imit
the effectiveness of this approach as a means of improving
teacher performance and student I earning?

- -why wou I d ycrur present superv i sor be or not be tl're most
aFpropriate person to conduct this type of supervision?

--who in your school shouid conduct cl inical super'vision a¡rd why?

3. tlhat factors should be considered durÍng thís process?

--factors identif ied by mid-career teachers as I imiting their
success in attaining classroom objectives?
--teaching methodo I ogy?
--Fensona I i ty trai ts?
--know I edge of subject matter?
--internal factors such ã.s lesson pianning and maintenance of
classrooms?

what effect would this method have on

--c I assroom management
--external factors such as participation in community
--supervision of extra-currÍcular activities
--relationships with col leagues?
--student achi evement on test scores?
--student evaluatÍon of teachers?

--does this process serve as an effective means to identify and
adjust those factors which interfere with a teacher's capacity to
promote des i red student outcomes?

4. Describe the professional relationship between the supervisor
and teacher which would be most effective in making cl inicai
supervision valuabìe to the teacher.

--what characteristics should the supervisor possess and why?

--how cou I d trust and conf idence be deve I oped?

--what var iab I es cou I d interf ere r,¡i th the deve i opment of
productive interaction?

affairs,
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--what characteristics in the supervisor couid I imit the
potentiai for cl inical supervision to be of value to mid-careeï
teachers?

--what status ro I es Ehoul d each adopt to make
optimal Iy effective?

I I I. DifferentÍated Supervision (Glatthorn. 1984i Ber
Krupp, 1987; Sprinthal I and Thiess Sprinthal I

McBeath and Young, 1987; Glatthorn and Hol ler, 1987):

Teachers may chose, within I imits, whether they wish to
receive cl inical supervÍsion (described in Scenario I I. ) f¡om a
supervisor, work with a col league in a program of cooperative
development or direct their ourn professional growth according to
a plan designed by the teacher and presented to the supervisor.
The I imits mentioned would include restrictÍng inexperienced
teachers, teachers new to the system and teachers with serious
deficiencies to ci inical supervison.
performing acceptably may chose cl inicai supervision, work with
a col league or plan their own development in cooperation with the
supervisor using strategies such as reading in the I iterature.
observing other teachers, taking formal coursework, assisting
novice teachers in their development, attending workshops or
incorporating outside Ínterests into their schoo I wonk.

1. Under what circumstances would you see
value to mid-career teachers and why?

--do supervisors possess the ski i I s to
evaluation?

--would supervisors be able to accurately
teache¡s should be on a particular track?

--are supervisors adequate iy prepared to
strengths and weaknesses?

--would a col league be of vaiue in assisting
prof ess i ona I deve I opment?

the process

I iner, 1986;
; Campbe I l.

--what dif f icul ties, if ârÌyr might arise in
improvement plan in conJunction wlth a col league?

--do mtd-career teachers have the insight and preparation to
identify deficiencies and develop their own pr'ofesslonal gr'owth
plans?

Mid-career

--ãr'e the crfterla for determining which method of supervision a
teacher undergoes appr'opriate. and, if not. how sl"¡ould tl'¡ey be
modÍfied?

--w¡uld mtd-car'Ëer
deve I op prof ess i ona I

this method as being of

conduct thi s form of

teacher s

determi ne wh i ch

identify

teacher's have the time and
growth pìans?

the teacher in

deve loping an

teache r
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--would this method of supervision motivate
teacher to improve perlormance ?

--what wou I d mid-cä.reer teachers perceive as being the purpose of
this method?

--would a mid-career teacher want to particÍpate in this form
supervision, which track would they select and why?

--does this form of supervision impact on the teacher's autonomy?

--is thÍs a method which could be used to promote self-esteem in
mi d-career teacher s ?

--does this process provide a suff icient
teacher to take part in decision-making?

--is this a process which wouid permit recognítion of teacher
successes in the c I assroom?

Z. To what extent is this method currentiy practiced
school and how does it impact on mid-career teachers?

--r,¡ould this system be more effective in schools depending uPon
system characterisitcis such as size. location or student
demographics?

--what f actrrr s
ef f ect i venes s
per f ormance of

--who in your
superv i son and

the mid-career

3. Which of these factors
supervisory process?

in your school would enhance
of th i s method as a means of
â mid-ca.reer teacher?

--deveiopmental levels of teachers
--factors identifled by mid-career teachers ãs I imiting their
capacity to accompl ish classroom objectives
--teaching methodo i ogy
--persona I i ty trai ls such as warmth and understand ing
--know I edge of subject matter

schoo I shou I d be respons ib I e
why?

oppor tun i ty f or

--internal
ma i ntenance

of

--c I assroom management
--external factors such as participatÍon in community affaírs
--supervision of extra-curricular activities'
--student achievement on test scores
--student evaluation of teachers
--re I at ions wi th co i I eagues
--does this pîocess serve as an effective means to iderrtify and
adjust those factors which interfere with a leacher's success in
promoting desired student outcomes?

factors such as

the

shouid be considered

1n your

or limit the
improving the

differentiatedfor

I esson p I anning and

1n such a
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--what factors mi ght interfere wi th the deve I opment of a
productive re I ationship'/

--what characteristics in the supervisor, col Ieague or teacher
would iimit the potential for lhis method of supervtsion to be of
va I ue to the m i d-career teacher ?

--what status r'oles should the teacher and supervisor or'
col league each assume to make the process most beneficÍal to the
teacher ?

iV. Refiective Supervision (Schon, 1982; Sergiovanni, 1986;
Smythe,1986)

In a col legial manner, the supervisor encourages the teacher
to systematical iy ref lect upon his current teaching practices to
determine what is or is not effective in promoting desired
student outcomes, and to identify those factors which âre
impediments in promoting outcomes.
changes which should be made in the teacher's work life to enable
hfm to Ímprove his performance.
superv i sor,
strategÍes.
discovering means through which to improve his performance.

1. Under what circumstances would you see this method as being ot'
value to mid-career teachers and why?

--do supervisors possess the skil ls to guide the teacher in such
an activity?

the
In effect, the teacher becomes his or{n resource for'

--are mid-career' teachers capable of using ret lective suFervision
to improve performance-/

teacher maps out and tests al ternative

--does such a method permit the identification of
strengths and weaknesses?

--does such an approach provide the opportuní ty and means
necessary to assess a teacher's performance?

--would the super'visor be knowledgeable enough in al l subject
areas to effectiveiy assist the teacher through this method of
supervision?

The teacher a. i so examines

Wi th the ass i stance of the

--what characterlstics woul d a mid-career teacher
would make this method of supervision of value?

1. se I f-starter
2. hi gh or i ow conf idence
3. insightful
4. others

--hot¡ r,¡ould a supervisor identify the teacher who
benefit from this method?

--what wou I d mid-career teachers perceive as being

t92

teacher t s

possess that

would

the purpose

most



of this method?

--would this be of value to mid-career teachers in an effort to
improve their performances?

--woul d a mid-career teacher want to engage in this method
supervision?

--how does this method impact on teacher autonomy?

--is this a method which would promote self-esteem in
career teacher ?

--does thi s method
teacher to take part

--are mid-career teachers capab i e of objective i y and accurate I y
diagnosing deficienies and identifying impediments and what might
they common I y point to'i

--is this a process that would permit
teacher' s successes in the c I assroom?

'..j. To what extent is this method currentl
schooi and how does it impact on mid-career

provide a sufficient
in decisi.on-making?

--would this system be more effectíve in school s depending upon
system characteristics such as size, iocation and studetrt
demograph i cs ?

--what factors in your schoo I wou i d enhance
effectivenes of this method as a means of
performance of a mÍd-career teacher?

--who, in your school, would be most capable of assisting
mid-career teacher in ref Iective supervision?

3. Which of these
supervisory process ?

opportunity for

--factors identif ied by mid-career teacher's as
capacity to accompl ish ciassroom ob-iectives
--teaching methodo I ogy
--persona I i ty trai ts
--know I edge of subject matter
-- interna I facto¡s such as I esson p I anning
ma i ntenance

of

the mid-

recogni tion

y pract i ced
teacher s ?

--c I assroom management
--external factors such as participation in community affairs
--supervision of extra-curricular activities,
--re I ations wi th co i i eagues
--student achievement on test scores
--student evaiuations of teachers

the

factors shou I d

--does this process serve as an effective means tcr identify and
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adjust those factors which interfere
success in promoting desired student

4. Describe the relationship between lhhe teacher alrd the
supervisor which woul d be most conducive to making this method
of superv i s ion va I uab I e to the teacher.

--what characteristics should the supervisor

--what characteristics in the teacher would
potential for ref lective supervision to
perf ormance improvement?

--how cou I d trust and conf idence be estab I i shed between the
teacher and suÞervi sor?

--what characteristics in the supervisor would I imit the
potential for this method of supervision to be of value to mid-
career teachers?

--what status ro I es shou I d each assume to make
benef icia I to the teacher?

5. Which of these foun methods of supervision,
of greatest va I ue to mid-career teachers in
per f ormances ?

6. DescrÍbe the supervisory process which woul
vaiue to you in improving your performance'?

with a mid-career teachert s
outcomes ?

possess and why?

I imit or enhance the
effectively promote

the process mos t

if âflyr wouid be
i mpr'ov i ng the i r

d be of greatest
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Each of the fo I I owing scenar ios i s based upon a method of
teacher supervision advocated in tl¡e I i terature by authors
holding dlvergent views about effectlve suFervisiÉ,n.
interested in your identification of the strengths and weaknesses
of each method of superv i s i on for the mi d-career secondary
teacher instructing in a subject f ieid. l"lore specif ical iy. I am
interested in these sub-questions:

1. Under what circumstances would you see each method as being of
value to the mid-cäreer teacher and why?

2. To what extent is each method currently practiced in your
school and how does it impact on mid-career teachers?

Append í x B

interview Scheduie

3. What factors shouid be considered in each supervisor'y methad?

4. tlhat sort of professional
the supervisor and the teacher

Mi d-Career Teachers
age with ten years

Supervision is
others wi thin
identifying and
i mpr'oved teacher

Scena.r i os

I. The supervisor has a I ist of teaching behaviors which have
been identified as having a cause and effect impact on student
learnlng. During observation of the mid-career instructor
teaching a I esson, the supervisor assesses the extent to which
the teacher exhibi ts these behaviors and dur ing a post-
observation, the supervisor coaches the teacheî on how to more
effectively and del iberately employ these strategies.

I i. During a pre-observation conference. the suFervisor and mid-
caîeer teacher discuss the lesson the instructor wi I I be teaching
when observed by the supervisor for at least one class period and
ai so identify those teaching behaviors targeted by both for the

refers to
of teaching

def ined as a
the schoo I

adjusting
performance.

relationship should exist between
in each circumstance?

teachers between 31 and 44 years of
expenience.

Igm

f orma I proces s
organization

tho se f actor s

ciosest scrutiny.
records al I the he/she observes including notations about the
target behaviors.
review the supervisort s observations.
the two design a performance improvement plan which, when
implemented, wiil enable the teacher to more successfully promote
student outcomes.

of interaction with
for the purpose of
whi ch wi I I promole

Dur ing the observation,

Subsequent Iy, the teache¡ and supervisor

The supervisor later makes a fo I I ow-up

In a cooperative effort,
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observation to assess the teacherts Frogress toward performance
improvement.

I I i.
receive cl inical supervision (described in Scenario I I. ) from a
supervisor. work with a col league in a program of cooperative
development or direct their ouJn professional growth according to
a plan designed by the teacher and presented to the supervisor.
The I imits menlioned would include nestricting inexperienced
teachers, teachers new to the system and teachers with serious

Teachers may chose, wi thin i imi ts, whether they wi sh to

deficiencies to cl inical supervision.
performing acceptably may chose cl inicaÌ supervision, work with a
col league or plan their own development in cooFeration with the
supervísor using strategies such as reading in the I iterature.
observing other teachers, taking formal coursework. assisting
novice teachers in thei r deve I opment, âttending workshops or
incorporating outside interests into their school work.

iV. in a col iegial manneri the supervisor encourages the
teacher to systematical ly ref lect upon his current teaching
practÍces to determine what is or is not effective in Fromoting
desired student outcomes, and to identifv those factors v¡hich are
impediments in promoting outcomes.
changes which should be made in the teacher's work life to enable
him to improve his performance.
supenv i sor .

strategies.
discovering means through which to improve his performance.

the
In effect, the teacher becomes his own resource for

Mid-career

teacher maps out and tests a I ternat i ve

teacher s

The teacher a I so examines

With the assistance of the
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Dear l{r "

Aithough public demands for accountabiiity from schools have
made formal supervision of teachers common practice in mosi-
divisions. there exists amongst edur=ators a ¡:oncern over which,

gl E q qç_e!r s nql{d rn i rì i st na ti o n a n d Fo u n d a ti o n s

i f ãry:

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N2 Telephone: (204\ 474-gO1g

improving teacher' pÊrformance.
As a mi,l-career teacher myself , I have a iong-standing

interest in the supervision of teachers at that career stage and
wish to study the attÍtudes toward certain supervisory mode I s
he i d by mid-career hi gh schoo i teachers in the

legutyo_f*Eqgçe!g[ulifef_srtJgt_vtegi-oÞ¡

dívision.

supenvi sory practices r^ri I I he most successf u i iir

fifteen randomly selectecl instructors teaching fui I-time in the
clivisÍon with the hope that the resuits of the study may provide
educators with a better understanding of how to make suFervision
of micl-careËr teachers as productive a process as possibie.

i t is anticipated that each interview wi I i require about one
hour of the teacher's time and a copy of the questionnai.re to be
used as a basis for each interview has been attached for vour

November, 1987

As a component of this st.udy I wi 1i be interviewing

consideration.
ïesponses wí i I be treated as conf identiai information and
specif ic quotations wi I 1 not be altr j.buted to anvone by tlame or
other descr iptor. Further, instructors may refuse to participate
in the study or elect to discontinue invoivement at any point"
Subsequent to lhe completion of the study" general resuits of the
study r¡i I i be avai lable to those who agree to Irarticipa.te.

i f you have ally questions ol^ suggestiotrs r'egarding the
study, please phone me al 453-43L7.

As is customary in a study ¡:f this nature,

Sincereiy,

Michae I Bergsgaard

al I
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TO:

FROM:

DATE: December 17" l9B4

Winnipeg, Manit-oba

Phone:

The follor.ring format has been laid dov¡n in consultation with
staff for the 1984-85 evaluation model.

1. Depart.mental meet.ing to set time frame and climate for
the evaluat.ion of all teachers in the department.

2. Conference with each individual teacher prior to class

RE: EVALUATION MOÐEL -

Principal:
Vice Principal:
Vice-Principal:

3.

4.

visits to set performance objectives.

Observation of classes (minimum Èwo).

attendance cards, etc.

5. Conference with teacher to discuss "Dut.ies of Teacher"
as per policy manual.

Conference with teacher re: test materials, log book,

Per.

òol,rncr¡rr

6.

7"

Conference wit.h Department Head.

Post observaÈion conference with teachen to discussItsummative reporttt.

B. Departmental conference to share observerls opinions of
the team.

ì-t

9" Lay down departmental
upon during the next

Departmental response
Observer.

10.

goals & objectives Èo be worked
tr+o years.

to the effectiveness of the
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